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Young Wild West Doomed· to Death
-OR-

ARIETTA AND THE RIFLE ·QUEEN
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE "STUNTS" OF THE COWBOYS,

A few years ago, when a two-thousand-acre plot was considered small by the ranchmen of Western Texas, "a high
old time," as the cowboys called it, was in progress on the
open prairie, close to the village, or settlement, that was
k--nown then as Short Creek.
It was a balmy afternoon, though the time was late in
the fall, and the waters o:f the Rio Grande glistened in the
sun as the big, sluggish stream flowed on its way to the
gulf.
Short Creek was not much of a place, but it was a sort of
hearlquarters for the half a dozen ranchp:1.en living within a
radius of twenty miles of it, and on paydays the cowboys
gathered there to enjoy themselves until their wages were
gone. Then they would go back to their work, feeling- well
satisfied.
Of course, not every cowboy wastes his money in this waY,
but the majority of those working on the ranches in the
vicinity of Short Creek were of tr .1t stamp, though nearly
all of them were young men, who could be trusted to do
their work well, and were honest t\) the core.
It was payday now, and the cowboys had galloped into
town for a high old time.
After most of them had become pretty well filled · on
the "tanglefoot" that Mexican Joe, the saloon keeper; .11ad
for saJe, some one had issued a challenge to the rest "to do
stunts" with him.
By this he meant what might be called the schoolboy
game of "follow the leader," and there was not one who heard
him but that thoroughly understood.
The "some one" to issue this challenge was a new hand
at the G-X Ranch, which was located about twenty miles
,
from Short Creek.
He went by the name of Myrtle Bill, and he was a goodlooking, athletic young fellow of twenty-one.
The rough-and-ready cowboys were just in the humor tp
accept the challenge, so they mounted their horses and followed the young man out on the prairie.
l,\1yi-tle Bill, who, by the way, had gained the "Myrtle.''
to his name because a young lady in El Paso bearing that
name, had refused to accept his heart and hand, a:id some
of his friends had lea1-ned of it, was certainly ll very grace:ful, a':! ,,,.ell as 1·eckless, rider.

He did all sorts of stunts, such as picking np a handkerchief while riding at full speed, standing upright with his
toes holding in the saddlegirths, hanging with his head nearly
to the ground, etc. .
Th~se tricks were common to the cowboys, and, after the
new man from the G-X Ranch had shown what he could do,
some of the others took it up and tried to outdo him.
There were certainly several of them who could do an:,f',
thing Myrtle Bill had done, and one after another Lhev went
through the exciting, not to say, thrilling, performance.
"I'm, mighty glad that I've got in with sich a fine lot o!
fellers," said Myrtle Bill, as there came a lull. "I had an
i<lea that there wasn't many here as could do ther things I
good at. I w-as ther boss broncho buster up in thpr
we.
Plain region, an' when I come down here ter ther Rio
St
Gramtv I thought I would be able ter show off a little. But
I've found out that I was mistaken. I notice that ther boys
from Buckhorn Ranch has ther business skinned so clo::e
that there ain't nothin' more ter be took off."
Then Myrtle Bill took off his hat and proposed three
cheers.
The cheers were given with a will, though not one of the
cowboys knew just who or what thev were cheering,
But a few of the Tesidents of the town knew--or thought
they did.
The cowboys belonging to Buckhorn Ranch were plainly
the most skilled and daring of the lot, and they weTe deserving of being cheered.
But Myrtle Bill- was not done yet.
He had something up his sleeve that he did not think any
one there could do.
"Now, boys," said he, "I'm going- ter show ycr something
I learned up on ther Staked Plains. Jest watch me!"
Expecting to see something that was really new to them
the two dozen or morn cowboys gathered there waited Lo sec
what he would do.
Myrtle mounted his broncho and rode towanl a Jog shanty
that was at the edge of the little settlement.
When he got near it he dismounted, and, ·going to a heari
of refuse that had accumulated there, he picked up l1alf a
dozen Lomato cans.
As he -rode bi•~k with Lhe1u the cowbu~·z became more in•
terested than evr.r.
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A big man, wearing a hdstlin,r mUt,taclic of a sandy Jme, on in what tf1ey were evidenlly trying io make appear a diswho had made good for every stunt so far, smiled contemptu- interested way.
Myrtle Bill came galloping- back, not knowing what the
onr,;l~-, and exclaimed:
"I reckon this is goin' ter be great, boys! Jest watch ther cheering was .for:
.
"What\; up?" he asked.
g-alootl"
"Young WilcJ West an' his two parrls, Cheyenne. Charlie
This cowboy hailed from a ranch over forty miles awa,' ,
and, like My1~Lle Biill, it was his first appearance at Short an' Jim Dart, has iPst come up from Buckhorn Ranch," answered HoMl ThompBon. "Now, r reckon we'll see somethin',
Cn,<;>k.
1:-Io had three villainous-looking fellowi, ,vith him, a~d 'cause Young \Vild 'WPst is ther Champion Deadshot of t1rnr
til(>y were the only ones who scem~d to take m:1ch ~tock 1_n West, a11' everybody what, knn\\'i- him knows that he:~ ther
But all fou1· of them were a tntlFJ overbeanng- m then Prince· of ther Saddle. Whoopee! Tlooray! Hooray!
The foreman g-rew so enthusiastic· over what he was say1ni.y,1, and seemed to be o-f a vicious Lum of mind.
ing- thal he broke jnto another chePr, and. taking it up, the
The man wilh the sandy mustache hacl inirorlucerl himself co,vboys fai!'ly rent the ail- with their y€'lls.
as < ·ayuse DavP, the boss bu ster of Ma.xley's Ranch, and he
.
Cay11se Dave quickly i;ized up Lhe three newcomers.
bar! c<'rLainly shown himself to be ju s L ai; cxp01-t as Myi:tle
One of thPm was a boy, with Jong, light chestnut harr
Bill.
hanging 0ver his shou!<lers, who wa.s so handsome and graceRut. taking them as a whole, the hon, from Buckhorn :(µ! that he readily took him 1.o be Young- Wild West.
Ranr-h had nrnde deddcdlv the he;:;t. shtrn ing.
The oLhers were a boy and a tall man, and they both were
"Hnh!" rommented Cayuse Da"", m, he saw the rowboy unquestionably genuine Westerner1S.
from the G-X Ranch ride out :i.nrl drop the tomato ca.ns on
'T'hey IYNe attired in fancy hunting- costumes, and the gayl,he ground at a distance of about a hunrlrPr1 feet apart. "L colored silk shirts they wore g-ave lhrm a rlashing, not. to say
\1nnde1· what that galoot is up ter, anyhow?"
distinguish€d, appearanrP.
"H0'll show yer, if Yol1're willin' tcr wait, l reckon," anCayuse Dave had made no mii,takc when he picked out
;, 11·ered- Hoss 'l' hompson, the foreman 0f Buckhorn Ranch. · the b·oy with the long, clwstnul hair to be Young Wild Wes t..
do,
kin
here
one
no
thnt
somrthin'
do
ter
able
"lTe might he
Any one who had ever heard of the dashing- young hero
hut. Yo1ing Wild West will be hPl'e pnlty i;onn, an' then he'll of the W.ilrl West ,vould haYe known lhat right away.
finrl lrn'i:: mPf mo1·e'n his mat.ch."
Young Wild vVest and his two ps.rtnen:, together with the
''Oh, f reckon Young- Wild W<>st don't, ,i,mount ter so 1 uch, wife of Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, an<l the two sweethearts
Pithcr." :r' ~wPred Cayuse Dave. "I\·e heard so much about of the boys, had reached Buckhorn Ranch the night before,
ihat ho\" thnt I'd jest like ter see him once. Ent. I'll bet half after a long ride on horseback across New Mexico.
Lher things that's been told about him is lies!"
The da~hing- young deaclshot had promised Hoss Thompsori
''That. all depends on the1· kind of pe_llple what told thin~ that he woulrl rirle over to Short CreAk that afternoon, after
about him" the ranch fo ·eman answereiilr. "But-hello! M"yr · the ra.nrh foreman had tolrl him that ''all the boys" would be
tlr- Bill is' goin' Ler shoot at them cans while his bron·c ho's there, and that they would be dacl to see him.
•
on 1hei; run. He might be able ter hit some of 'em, I reckon."
As many of our readers know, Buckhorn Raneh was o"-nerl
'Thi1S is ju~.t wlrnt the cowboy was going to do.
by Young Wild '\Vest. It was not such a Yery good paymg
He harl finished dropping the cans, anrl now he was riding proposition, but he held fast to the property so he could have
off to get a g-oorl start.
a headquarters when he wanled to take a week or t,\·o 1n
Thp next minute he let out a yell, and then back h.e came ,·est.
,
oVPl' the course.
Being of a ,Usposition to travel about the region kno,Yn as
Crack!
the Wild West in search of fortune and adventure, and l1a.vFT e hit. thP li rst. can, for the speciaton; saw it fall over.
ing' enough income from the various mining enterprises. he
Then he kept on firing until he l'cached the end of the had gone in, the rlashin.1; boy 1!1ade the best of i~. p1:1rsu1ng
line, haYin1; hit follr out of the six.
his Jiobbv to the limit and refimg whPn hp felt hke 1t.
''There Yel" are, hoys!" he called out, as he galloped up to
His t\\'O pa1tners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, had
change!"
a
fur
the crowd. "Try ibat
grown to he just like him in this res pect, and they were
hour
an
half
of
f'nd
the
at
but
it
try
did
them
Several of
never happier than "ith the dashing young hero they were
the best tlrnL had been done was three of the six to be hit and so proud of calling their hero on some dangerous trip.
Cayui;e Dave ditl that.
Nearly every man belonging to Buckhorn Ranch had hit
two of ihP. can;;, and the majority of the other cowboys had
CHAPTER If.
failed to hit any of them.
Though there were men there who could clip the head from
YOUNG wiLD WEST SHOWS THn COWBOYS HOW TO SHOO'l".
a rattler while in the saddle, they could not seem to get a
line on the tin cans.
Young Wihl West and his partnen; kne\,· just what was
Cayuse Dave did not >'eem to like it much because he had going- on when they cam<' in sight of the gathering on the
faile(i to at least equal the score made by Myrtle Bill.
prairie at ihe out:skirts of the little town.
But be was what the cowboys called a "dead game sport,"
They saw the men riding and firing at objects on the
and when the last man to try gave it up, he tu111ed to the ground, and the yells that went llP told them that there was
young man who had given out the stunt and exclaimed:
no little excitement there.
"I'll bet yer ten dollars I kin beat yer, if yer want tel' try
"Well, boys, I reckon you are haYing- a high old time, all
it over ag'in!"
right," the :v0ung deadshot said, in his cool and e!l.sy way,
Folks
lrneklebe1ry.
"All right," was the reply. "I'm your
as he no<lded to them, after responding to the greeting of
where I come from neveT takes water in a game like this."
his foreman. "What sort of a game is it, anvhow? .,
The money was quickly put in the hands of Hoss Thomp"Shootin' at to1J)ater cans ·while ridin' at fuil speed, Wild,"
,;on, who was selected to referee the contest.
Hoss Thompson answered, "Myrtle Bill l1as done somethin'
'l'berc was a short argument as to who was to lead off, that no11e of ther rest of t11er boys has quite come up ter;
which the referee drcided Myrtle Bill shl)Uld do, since Cayuse an' now Cayuse Dave an' him has made a bet of ten dollars
Dave had wagered that he could beat him.
about it. Ther one what hits ther most of ther six cans
The cowboys from t11e G-X gave a 1·ousing cheer as their wins ther money, an' Myrtle Bill goes first. They picked me
. fur ther refel'ee an' stakeholder, but I'd much rather than
champion leaped upon his broncho.
It was just then that three newcomers appeared on the you'd be ther referee."
scene.
"We don't want no boy ter be any referee," spoke up
They came riding up with a cla~h that showed that they Cayuse Dave, as he rorle up and swung his horse around in
were well experienced in the saddle, and as the chMr died front of them. "Let it be jest as it is, Hoss Thompson!"
out Hoss Thompson arose in his stirrups, and, waving his
"That's right, Hoss," said Young Wild West, speaking as
sombrero, yelled at the top of his voice:
coolly as though it was proper, as a matter of course, al:l-d
"Now, boys, give three cheers fur Young Wild West an' that nothing like a slur had been cast upon him. "Go ahead
with the fun, boys. I'm anxious to see who the winner is."
his pards! Here they come!"
Thompson looked a trifle relieved, for it was evident that
Then there was a genuine cowboy cheer, for those who did
not know the tlio joined in the shout, with the exception of he had expected to see his young boss resent the slur cast
Cayuse Dave and his three companions, who simply looked upon him by the cowboy f1·om Maxley's Ranch.

YOUNG WILD WEST DOOMED TO DEATH.
My11;le Bill promptly turned his b1·oncho and gallopell
along- the line of tin cans formed.
Crack!
He hit the first one, turning it over as though it had been
a rabbit.
Crack!
'l'he second was missed.
The third failed to move.
Crack!
The fourth one jumped about six inches from the ground
and rolled over.
The fifth shot missed, but the last one hit, making it three
out of six.
"That's a putty good stunt, I reckon," observed Cheyenne
Charlie, looking at our hero and grinning. "It ain't every
feller what kin do it. ridin' as fast as that."
"Most of ther boys done it," said 'l'hompson. "That is,
they hit it three times. Myrtle Bill hit four of 'em ther first
time, an' no one could come up ter him."
The scout twisted the ends of his heavy, i:>lack mustache
and shrug,ged his shoulders.
Then he ag·ain looked at the young deadshot, th.is time
.
winking.
"Yon act as thou _g-h ye1• think it's a mighty easy thing,"
remarked Cayuse Dave. "I'd like ter see you try it, after this
bet is settled. Maybe you're sma11;er than ther rest of us."
"Go ahead, you measly coyote, an' show us what yel' kin
do!" was the retoi't.
The cowboy muttered something that no one could quite
un<ler:-;tand and rode off to take h.is tum.
Ho:ss 'rhompr,on, who had g·alloped along abreast of Myrtle
Bill, l':o be might make sure of the i·esult of every shot, now
set out with thP big rowboy,· who seemed to be tr)ing- h:nd
to be disagreeable.
Crack!
Cayuse Dave fired an,1 missed.
~ yell of derision went np from Cheyenne Charlie.
'Ihe cowboy hmlcd an oath at l1im, and then fired at the
second can.
Again he missecl.
"You couldn't hit ther nol'th end of a log cabin at twenty
y·ards!" shouted the scout, who had set the mah down for
just what he was-a quarrelsome rascal.
There was no 1·eply this time, and Cayuse Dave must have
settled down to business, for he hit the next two cans.
But the rest he missed, and when he rode back he was both
angered and discomfited.
"I'd have won out if it hadn't been fur that galoot with
ther black hair," he said, nodding to Cheyenne Charlie. "I'll
bet him ten dollars he can't hit more'n three of 'em!"
"I'm jest your huckleberry, you big coyote!" exclaimed
the scout, his eyes flashing. "You're a mighty hard loser; I
kin see that. I'll jest show yer that you don't know enough
about shootin' ter go to a Arizona picnic! Don't look so
ugly, now. If yer git too mad about it somebody might take
a 11ction ter give yer a lickin'!"
"There ain't no galoot in this gang what kin lick me, in
any way, shape or form!" flashed Cayuse Dave, bristling up
like an angry mountain lion.
Cheyenne Charlie was about to make a retort, but our
hero checked him.
"Settle the bet first, boys," he said. "Then if there is
anything in the line of a thrashing- to be given out it can
be done. Charlie, you have got to hit more than three of
those cans in order to win the bet. Put up your money."
"Al] right," retorted the scout, and he quickly placed his
ten dollars in the hands of Hoss Thompson.
Cayuse Dave did some more mi1ttering·, and then he counted out enough to cover it.
Then the scout rode away on his bay horse, whooping and
yelling· at the top of his voice.
Crack!
The first can flew upward an<l rolled over.
Crack!
The second ,vent through a sirriilar performance.
Crack!
The third refused to movP.
But the fou:rth, fifth and sixth were hit, as everybody could
see, and then Cheyenne Charlie rode back and claimed the
money.
"It ain't everyone as could hit ther whole six of 'em," he
said. "Young Wild West is about ther only one a,; kin do
it, I reckon."
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'rhe big cowboy went down in his pockets.
He pulled out a solitary gold piece and some silver.
"There's all I've got," said he. "I'll bet it that Young Wild
West, nor no one else here, kin hit ther whole six cans in
six shots!"
"How much money have you there!" the "oung deadshot
asked, leaning over and motioning the scout to keep still.
.
"There's about eight dollars, I reckon."
"Well, if you lose that you will be broke, then?"
"I sartinly will. But there ain't no danger ·of me losin'
it."
"If you bet you surely will. Now, just to show you how
much mistaken you are, I will take a try at the stunt Myrtle
Bill introduced. I won't make a bet \Vith you, but if I fail
to hit all the cans I will make you a present of ten dollar;:;.
How does that strike you?"
Cayuse Dave looked a bit surp1·ised.
The cool way the boy had was a little puzzling to him.
"If yer want it that way, all right,'' he said.
"I do want it that way. Now you just 1·ide along and see
if I do it 1'ight and proper."
Our hero was riding his splendid sorrel stallion Spitfire,
and when the steed darted ofr in obeyance io a command
from the boy, a shout of applause went up.
Like the wind, the dashing young deadshot swooped down
toward the end of the $tring of empty cans.
Crack!
The first one was hit; :rnd then five more shots rang out
as he rode down the line at a pace that was far more s·wift
than any of the rest had put up.
Every can moved perceptibly as the boy's rervolver cracked,
and as Cayuse Dave was rig-ht near him at the time, he had
not the least chance to tUspute it.
He turned his horse and rode back as the last of the six
shots was fired.
Then the sonerl steed cam~ gallo-ping bark, overtaking
him just as he brorught his broncho to a halt.
"Well, you don't get the ten dollars," Wild said, with a
smile on his handsome, bronzed face. "You are g-lad yoLl
didn't bet, I reckon."
''You're mighty smart fu1· a boy," was the retort. "You'\'C
practiced that a whole lot, I s'pose. Looks ter me as
though it was a job Myrtle Bill put up, jest ter make me
look small."
"Ther only way ter make a big galoot like you look small
would be ter dump him in an empty molasses barrel an' let
him talce a peep through ther bunghole!" spoke up Cheyenne
1
Charlie, laughing heartily.
"I'll make you thin!~ you're mighty small in jest about ten
seconds!" exclaimed the cowboy, hotly. "G't down off your
horse, an' I'll punch the whole face off ycr!"
"You're jest my huckleberry!" and with that the scout
slipped his toes from the stirrups and dropped to the .(?:l'QUnd.
"Take it easy, boys," said Young Wild West, coolly, as
the men surged forward to get a chance to see it. "Don't
get close enough to interfere with them. They both want
to fight pretty badly, I reckon, so let them have it out."
Cayuse Dave was on the ground almost as soon as the
sc91;1t.
Ihen t~ey 1<lared at each other savagely for a moment and
went at 1t with clenched fists.

I

CHAPTER III.
YOUNG WILD MAKES ANOTHER ENEMY.

In size and build Cheyenne Charlie di<.l not have a bit
more advantage than his opponent, but he had been taught
a little boxin_g- by his dashing young leader, who was an
all-around athlete.
His one failing was that he would lose his teimper
easily.
But it so ha.ppene<l that Cayuse Dave, though powerful
and full of clogged determination, did not possess any knowledge of fist-fig-hting·, other than to give and take and stick
till he got the best of it, or else g-ot enough.
The result was that when he aimed a vicious blow at
Charlie's face and missed he got a stinger on the nose, which
caused the blood to flow, and made him see stars at tne
same time.
"Wow, wow! Whoopee! Yip, yip, yip!" yelled the cowboys from Buckhorn Ranch in unison.

'
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"Keep cool, Charlie!" advised Jim Dart, as the scout rnshed
:it the cowboy savagely, and, striking an.other blow, missed.
Cayuse Dave found that he had his hantls full, and he
started to act on the defensive.
The advice of Jim Da1t did Charlie a lot of good.
He followed 1.1p his advantaire and waited for an opportunity to land a good punch that would settle the fignt.
After a lititle sparring he ml':lde out that he was going to
hit his man on the nose, and that being pretty sore from the
blow that had already landed theTe, Cayuse Dave put up his
hands to shield it the best he knew how.
Thump!
Charlie lE>t him have on~ on the i-ibs that sent him to his
knees.
Spat!
As he was staggering to his feet, the cowboy received a
straight right just behind the ear, and down he went on hl&1

face.

"Git up an' fight, yer measly coyote I" cried Charlie. "Wl100peel I ain't got started good yet!"
But Cayuse Dave did not get up.
It is doubtful if he hearrl what }µs conqueror said, for
the last blow had dazed him 8/ that he could not rise.
His three f1iends ran ove1 to where he lay, thinking he
was dead.
'l'hPy were not used to seeinit a man knocked senseless bya blow from a fist.
But they soon foun<l that he was not hu1·t ve1-y much, for
he raise<l himself upon his elbow and looked around, as
though surprised.
"Are yer all right, Dave?" one of them asked.
"Wha--what did ther galoot hit me with?" he asked, not
noticing the question.
"With his fist, Dave " one of the others hastened to say.
"He had a hunk of lead in his hand, then. Boys, rm
goin' te1· kil! that galoot! He done me foul!"
Then, with remarkable quickness, he whipped out a sixshooter and turned it upon Cheyenne Charlie, who was
standing-, with folded arms, about ten feet distant.
Crack!
It was not Cayuse Dave who fil·ed. Young Wild West had
been experting !lome such move, and he was ready when
the weapon was drawn.
No one on earth could equal the dashing young deadshot
ln pulling e shooter and firing quicker.
He never mi ssed what he shot at, either!
But he did not shoot to hurt the defeated cowboy.
Thn bullet hit the revolver in his hand and caused Jilin to
drop lt,
But it sµlit, somehow, and a small piece of lead toTe a hole
in the hoot-top of one of Dave's friends.
lt must have grazed his flesh, too, I<Yr he let out a yell
·
that could .have been heard a mile a,.r ay.
The <'rnwd set up a yell, and while the man who had been
stun_g· danced about en one foot, Cayuse Dave sat motion~
less on i.he ground.
"1 reckon you are not hurt much,'' said Wild, as he dismounted and ran up to the dancin"' cowboy. "I didn't mean
to hit you, but if I did it is your own fault. You could
have knocked the revolver out of the sneaking galoot's hand
if you ha<l wanted to, and then I would not have fired.' 1
Cayuse Da~e now got up, while the wounded man sat down
and pulled off his boot.
He uttered an exclamation of relief when he found that
it was only a scratch,
But Cayuse Dave did not seem to be satisfied yet.
''[· ain'L had a square deal," he declared, looking around
at the Cl'owd, many of whom had dismounted.
"Yes, yer have!" called out Thompson. ''How about Jt,
boys?"
''No man ever had a squarer deal," quickly answered .Myrtle Bill. "Why, if Young Wild West had put that bullet
through his hear~ it vmuld have been no more'n right. When
a galoo~ tries a dirty trick like that he deserves to be sl10t,
•
that's all."
'l'he yell of approval that we:nt up told the men from
l\faxley's that they n,•ed look no further for sympathy,
J some swearing, but he took care
Cayuse> Dave then
not to call Young Wild West or Cheyenne Charlie out of
their names.
"Come on, boys," he said to his comp:inioas. 1'We'll go
an' liquor up a little more. They'r-, all ag'in us here. We
ain't had a square show."

"Well, my friend," remarked Young Wild West, ia hi B
cool and easy way, "if you are not satisfied you can have all
the show you want. Just name the way you want to settle it, and you can bet that you will L,e accommodated,
Cheyenne Charlie whipped you fair and square, and then
you tried to knock him over with a cowardly shot. Your
trick didn't work. as l was watching yon. I shot pretty
quick, didn't I?"
"Yes, but maybe yer \\'on'l do iL so quick ther. naxt time.
You've made an enemy of me, Youn9,· Wild West, an' I may
as well tell yer, rig-ht to yout fare! l'm a man what always
gits ,square, I am! So loo"k: ont fur yourself! An' as fur
Cheyenne Charlie, as yer call him, he's goin' t er be my meat
awore he's many days old<>r! Jest remembeT what I sa y !
You've got ther best of it now, but my turn is corn in! Cayuse Dave ne'er furgits a w1.·ong what's done him, does hi>,
boys?"
"Yer kin bet he don't!" chonissed his three fl-lends, to
whom the last remark was addressee!.
The scout was about to take it up again, but our he1·0 motioned him to 1·emain silent.
"You have heard threats made before, Charlie," he said,
calmly. "You know pretty well what happens to a galoot
when he talks that way, too. Just let the galoot go ahea<l
with his game. We are going to stop at Buckhorn Ranch
for a few days, and he will know where to find us when he
gets rearly.''
"I'll find ye1·, all right!" exclaimed the bi~ cowbay, venomously. "Don't think I won't, either!"
"I Teckon you've said about enough, Cayuse Dave. You
remarked just now that you were going over to liquor up, :,10
you had better 1/ght out right away. If you don't, I might
take a notion to trim your eyebrows with bullets. I do
that sometimes, you know."
The young deadshot spoke in such a cool way that it was
hard to tell just whether he meant it or not.
But Cayuse Dave knew he meant it, and so did the cowboys of Buckho1'n Ranch.
The result was that the villainous cowboy from Maxley's
Ranch moUDted his horse and rode off for Mexican Joe's
saloon.
His three companions followed him, neither of them making a remark.
"Now, then, boys, what do yer say if we give three cheers
for Young Wild West, tber champion of all ther deadshots ?"
called out Hoss Thompson.
That was quite enough.
The cowboys let out a combined yell, which, no doubt,
grated rather harshly on the ears of Cayuse Dave.
It will be in order for us to follow the villainous cowboy,
since he is to figure prominently in this story.
He rode right up to the little> shanty where whisky was
served by the man called Mexican ,foe.
Though he bore that name, Mexican Joe was not a fullbred Mexican, there being more Amerii'an blood in hi ~ veins
than any other nationality.
He was what the ranchmen and cowboys called a S(Juare
man, too, even if his liquor was pretty bad sometimes.
As the four men dismounted before the doqr of his saloon
Mexican Joe, who had been watching the sport from his door.
went in::dde to serve them.
"Give us some of your best tanglefoot1" roared Cayuse
Dave, adopting the tactics of a very "bad" man, and bring·ing his fist on the little bar with a bang that jarred the
bottles and made the glasses jingle. "There ain't no galoot
as ever straddled a pony what kin git ther best of Cayuse
Dave in ther long runt Jest trot out tha.t fire-water, an' be
quick about it, you lazy-lookin' galoot!"
Mexican Joe was quite used to that so1't or talk, so he
only smiled and put out a black bottle and four thick
glasses.
"Help yourselves, boys," he sairl. "I've got ther liquor to
sell, an' you've got ther money te1• pay fu1· it. A deal is a
deal every time, whether it's whisky or horseflesh, or anytl-i ng else."
I've got ther money, all 1·ight," and the rascally fellow
chuckled, as he showed the 11:old and silver he had left from
betting with Charlie and Myrtle Bill. "Put ther liquor into
yer, boys!"
Then they all nearly filled theh· glasses and swallowecT
the contents,
"Four quart bottles now, yer lazy galoot," said Dave. "Git
a hustle on yer, too, We've got ter 'tend ter buSU'QSs.''
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The bottles werP soon forthcominP-. for they wPre all·eacly
filled.
_Each of the quartette took one, ancl then Cayuse Dave
slipped the money he had in his hun<l back into his pocket
and exclaimed:
"I 1·e<;kon J'll pay ver next time! Come on, boys! Short
Creek am't no place fur ui'l jest now!"
Out they went before Mexican Joe hatl realize>d tlrnt lie
had been cheated.
CHAPTER IV.•
THE COWBOY CROOKS.

The four rascallv cowboys leaped upon their bro11chos and
rode away before Mexican Joe i.ot to the door.
"Hey!" he shouted. "Come back an' settle fur that whisky
'
you thievin' galoots!"
. A . peal of _derisive laughter rang out, and away went the
v1lla1ns, leavmg a cloud of dust behind them.
Young Wild West and his partners were just far enough
away from the saloon. so they could not tell what was g·oing
o!'- th~re, and they s1mplv thought that the villains were
riding away because they knew the rest of the cowboys had
·
no use for them after what had happened.
The ouartette were following the trail that led past Buckhorn Ranch, the property of our hero.
This was not the way they ]1ad come, for Maxley's Ranch
Jay off to the northeast, and another trail led over the
prairie to it.
Cayuse had taken the notion to 11:0 this way all of a
·
·
sudden.
He had heard enou_g·h from the cowboys belonging to Buckhorn Ranch to know that Young Wild West owned the
ranch.
. He thought he might have a chance to ;:ret a little in the
lme of revenge if he went over there with his companions.
"I'll tell yer what \\•e'll do," he said, as they rode along.
"We'll .iest ride past Buckhorn Ranch, an' if we run across
any cattle that bPlon.e:s there we'll shoot a few. That'll
i;orter let YounP' Wild ·west understand that I meant business when I said I wquld git square with him."
"Yes; but won't it make him git after us hot :i.n' fast,
with his pards?" spoke up one of the men.
"That's jest what I want him ter do, you lunkhead! If he
gits after us, we'll !2'it a chance ter fix him, won't we? I
s'pose yer know that I've made up my mind ter riddle him
an' that Cheyenne Charlie with bullets? Ji yer don't know
it, ver oughter. You know me nuttv well, I reckon. Yer
don't s'pose I'm e:oin' ter let that ·boy live, after what's
happened, do yer? Well, I reckon n,ot! Two or three galoots has got ther best of me afore in my time; but they
never lived so very long- after the:<r done it, though. Mv
time always con;ies, boy, 'cause I ,vatch my chance. It'll
neveT be said that Cavuse Dave went off an' minded his own
business after bein' licked by an ordinary man, an' called an'
shot at bv a boy! Not much! I 1·eckon I've got all ther
cause in ther wol'ld ter let kad fly at them two galoots.
Why, my honor an' repertation is at stake 1"
"That's right, Dave," said the smallest man in the bunch,
shaking his head in a solemn way. "Yer couldn't afford ter
lose yer reuutation. It wouldn't nay yer to do it. But
s'pose this Youn11: Wild West shoulll come over ter Maxley's
an' let him know that we'd been shootin' his cattle-what
then?"
"What do we care about l\faxley, when it comes right
down ter that? I've clrawed half a .month's pay ahead, an'
I feel like quittin' ri11:ht now, blamed if I don't!"
The three men with him grinned at this.
"I reckon we're all a little bit ahead on our pay," observed the smaller fellow. "It would so1ter be a joke ter
quit Maxley, woul<ln't it? But we would find it hard ter
strike another job in this pal't of Texas, I reckon."
"Well, Sam, Texas ain't ther only place where there's
ranchin' ter be did," observed another .of the bunch, as he
glanced back and saw that the -fun was 1,till g·oing on near
the settlement.
"That's right, Nig," chimed in the other man.
"You see, Sam, what Nig- an' Goo11:le thinks about it," remarked the leader. "Now I reckon you'd be ready ter make
up your mind an' quit l\faxley right away to-night, proviclin' ye1· thought thf're ,V'ould be more monev doin' it?"
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"I certainly wonk]," Sam clPclarw. "You jest show me
Lher chance ter make mo1·e'n l'm makin' now, an' I'll mighty
soon quit Maxley."
"Well, maybe somethin' will turn up afore io-nigM iliat
will make yel' think that way. We'JI jest take a look around
Buckhorn Ranch, anyhow. We might git some ki11d or an
.
idea 'by <loin' ihat."
The truth of it was that CayusP Dave was a i:renu ine
crook.
He had come down from New Mexico, after being chaf-e<l
out by a Sheriff's posse for stealing cattle and horses.
He had been the only one to escape, the1·e being half a
dozen in the gang, and since that time he had been working
for Ranchman Maxley and behaving himself pretty well. 1
Of the cowboys there the three namPd Sam, Ni~ and
Google had bee,n U1e only ones to take to him, and this was
probably because they were anything but honest in theil'
ways.
But never until now had Cayuse Dave thought strongly of
organizing a little band and starting out on his own hook
as a raider and cattle thief.
The more he thought about it, the more he became convinced that he was cut out for a leader of an outlaw band,
and by the lime they had covered five miles he decided to
make a proposition to the three who were with him.
He thought tha.t four of them was quite enough to start
the business, and it struck him that Buckhorn Ranch would
be an ideal place to raid as a starter.
It would be killing two birds with one stone, for he would
be getting partly square with Young Wild West and profiLing by it at the same time.
But it was not until the buildings belonging to the ranch
came in sight that he opened up his little game.
"Boys," said he, as he drew rein under the shade thrown
out by a clump of trees about a mile from the ranch hou,;e,
"that looks like a putty prosperous ranch, don't it?"
"It sartinly do," re-plied Sa'!fl, nodding his approval.
The villain was right when he spoke that way, for no
ranch along the Rio Grande was better equipped than Buckhorn Ranch.
It was true that our hero hacl made little money since he
owned it, but he ce1tainly had an ideal ranch, and the profits
would come in later.
The biggest part of the cattle had been shipper] away to
market, :.iut there was a fine her I of yearlin_gs :;rrazing- off to
the left. about five miles from a big corral, "·hile the corral
itself contained about fivP hunched choice steers that were
ready for market.
The house was a typical ram·h of tllP on~-story variety and
was almost concealed from view in a clL1~tel' of semi-tropical
trees that grew on the bank of tl-.e rivr1·.
The four rascals looked at it in silence for the spare of :.t
couple of minutes.
Then Cayuse pulled the bottle of wliisky he ha,l chPa.tE•d
the saloon keeper out of from his pocket, a.nd, dl'::ming the
cork, exclaimed:
"Here's luck, boyR!"
Taking the cue, they eacl1 riroclueed tli0i 1· hottle.s, and Ll1f'n
all took a i:;wig.
"I said here's luck," but yer don"t kn(Jw \\']mt T meant b.v
it," went on the leader, as he i,hook his hea,l and pui on a
mysterious air. '·See here, boy,;! Do ye1· know what l 11·as
afore I struck Texas?"
"I reckon that's hard ter tell,'' answt>red N'ig-, who was ~o
called bec-ause he wai, very rlark of complexion and ltw1 vPr,'
woolly hail'. "Yer mig-hl h.we bPen u jailbi1,I, flll :tll WP
know."
"Well, I wa::: never in jail, tl10ugh I'll admit thaL I'd be
there now-or maybe I'd be dead from strangulation-afo1·e
thi11, if ther Sheriff could lia\'f~ got me up over th('r line.
'l'er come right ter ther p'int, I was a cattle thief, an' 1
macle lots of money. Now l've made up my !Tl.ind tP · bf' u
cattle thief clown here along the1· Rio Gra.1de, an' r want
about three 11:ood men tel' fZO in with me. Do yel' know
where I kin find 'f'm ?"
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Nig, as thou~h he had known what
was comilur right along. "1 reckon yn won't ha9'C' ter go
far ter find one of 'em, Dave. Cattle steaJin' ain't a bu!';1ness what's new ter me. f''le bf'en through ther mill. I put
in my time up in K~nsas, I rli< . I'm with \'er :n that kind
oi' a game, yer kin bet! Here's .i,.,st the!' place, fur if they
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Rangers gits after us we kin slip across ther river an' defy
'em. Ha, ha, l1a!"
Sam and Google looked at each other and shrugged their
shoul<.Jtrs.
It was evident that they had never yet posed as cattle
thieves.
"\\'ell," ,said Dave, as he put away his botile and took a
C"hew of tobacco, "I don't know as we need ter confine ourselves ter stealin' cattle. Ca;;h money is better, 'cause yer
don't have ter find a market fur it. Now, s'pose there was
a couple of thou,;and dollars there in that house, which
most likely there is? If we could git it, an' then light out,
wouldn't it pay better than workin' fur l\laxlcy for sixty a
month'? Jest tell me what you think, boyg."
"It sartinly would, Dave!" exc1llimcd Nig, who was J'eady
to join l'ight in ·with anything- he sug-g-cstL'd.
"It Y,ould be all rig-ht, providiu' Wt! ditln't get catched,"
Sam J't•marked, shaking hi.; head.
"That's right," Google notlded.
"Nothin' risked, nothin' got:' retorted the leader. "Now,
what arc we goin' ter rlo, stl'ikc out fur ourselves or go back
to the ranch'! \Ve'll take a vote on it. What <lo you say,
Nig?"
.
"I'll do anything you say, DaYe,'' was the quick reply.
"You know youl' business, I reckon, an' l 'm willin' ter put
my tnist in yer."
"Good! Now, Sam, what do yer say?"
"Oh, I ain't ufraid ter try it," was the answer.
"How about you, Google?"
"Well, I'll haye ter go with ther majority."
"Hooray! Shake hands on it, boys!"
They did shuke, hands, an<l after Cayuse Dave had delivered some oratorical remarks on the bright prospects they
had ahead of them, they all became vel'y enthusiastic ove1· it.
"Now," went on the villainous lcadel', "we ain't known
over at that l'anch, so we'll jest ride over there an' see what
we kin do. Ther chances is that there ain·t a man at ther
house jest now, so we ought ter manage ter make a good
haul thcrP. Talk about gittin' square with Young Wild
We!;t. eh? \Veil, I g·uess so!"

CHAPTER V.
FUN AT BUCKHORN RANCH.

While Young- Wild ~'est and his partners were over at
Short Creek with the cowboys, the girls, as they always called
them, though one of them was the scout's wife and a young
woman something past twenty, were having a pleasant time
of it with Stella. Thompson, the ,vife of the foreman of the
ranch.
It was a pleasant diversion for them, and they took great
pleasure in a,;sisting Stella with the wol'k that was to be
done about the house.
Arietta Murdock, the charming sweetheart of Young Wild
West, had been born and reared in Wyoming, and she could
ride a broncho and handle a rifle or revolver as well as the
average cowboy.
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner,
the sweetheart of Jim Dart, had been in the West quite long
enough to be used to it, and they were now fairly in love
with the life they were leading, which was mostly in the
open air, with all sorts of dangers and excitement constantly
threatening them.
All three of the girls were remarkably pretty, but Arietta.
was what might be called a real Western beauty, fearless
as she was lovely, an<l ready at all times to shoot, providing
the circumstances required it.
Stella, who had been brought up on a ranch, and who had
received little or no education, was a· little uncouth in her
manners and way of speaking, but she was a young woman
with a heart that was in the right place, and she deru·ly
loved to haYe the girls to visit the ranch.
They had come there unexpectedly this time, but that made
no difference, since there was always full and plenty to eat
at Buckho1n Ranch.
"Anyhow," the foreman's wife had said, aiter greeting
them, "I expect company here to-morrer afternoon to stay
a couple 1tif days, an' I s01-ter made some preparations. An'
when I make preparations for one, you kin bet your life
that there'll he enough for half a dozen more. Sadie Maxley, ther R,fle Queen, is thcr one I expect, an' you'll find
V

-----

-her an all right gal. She's mighty hancly with a rifle, an'
that's why they call her ther f{ifle Queen."
Of course, the girls were interested when they heard this,
and they were waiting for the Rifle Queen to come when we
find them busy helping Stella about the ranch hou,;e.
Under a wide-spreading palm tree in the rear of the house
two Chinamen and a Mexican sat dozing, while the girl,;
were working away in the house and making meny.
The Chinamen were the two servants, who travelled about
the ,c.ounhy with our hero and his friend,;. They we1·p
brothers, named Hop Wah an<l Wing Wah, re,;pectivel~-, and
though they. looked to be just common, ever~ day Celcstiais,
only one of them really wa$.
•
The other was one of the most shrewd and c]1,vcr of his
race.
This was Hop Wah, and thoul;h he really appeared tu be
more innocent tmd guileless than his brother, he was g-'fted
with the art of doing sleight-of-hand tl'icks to 1wrfection
and was a professional card shal'p, who could beat the b~st
of them.
The Mexican, or greaser, as he wa,; generally callc,l, ,vas
a servant about the ranch, ·who bore the name of l\1ike.
:Mike, the peon, he was called, as a rule, and when he had
nothing el><e to do he either idled awuy his lime smokin.!!:
cigarettes and playing a guitar. or tlozecl in the shade of
the trees that bordered the winding Rio Grande.
Hop was the only one of the three who had cause to he
dozing under the tree, since he had been up nearly all the
night before playing: draw poke!' with some of the cowboys.
lle had netted a neat little sum, too, and now he was taking a nap, probably so he could be ready for another allnight session at gambling·.
It was about the rniddle of the afternoon when the Rifle
Queen, who was the daughter of the ranchman the foul'
villains described in the last chapter worked for, rode up to
the ranch hou~e.
She was a rather pretty girl of eighteen, and, in a fant:y
riding habit an<l with a Winchester rifle swung over hel'
shoulder, Ahe made quite a da><hing- appe;nance as she rode
up under the trees where the lazy trio were dozing.
As Stella and the R,·irls came l'Unning out of the house to
greet her the visitor held up her hand Jor silence.
She ha,\ seen the g-renser and the two Chinamen, of course,
and a twinkle of mischief ·was in her eyes.
\\'heclin · he1· horse around suddenly, she started on a
gallop, right under the tree, and straight for the sleepem.
The broncho she rode must have been well trained, for at
a word from her he le~ped over the gr~c.scr, and then
cleared both Chinamen.
"Wow!" she cried loudly. "Wake up, you lazy heathen!
Get up, you greaser!"
::,.
The three were on their feet in a jiffy, and they s,ood
blinking like owls that had been brought suddenly in the
sunlight.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the girl. "Where did you get that
assortment from, Mrs. Thompson? That's the greatest three
of a kind I ever saw!"
Without waitin;:; fo1· a reply, she grabbed the foreman's
wife about the neck and gave her a rousing kiss.
Then she caught Arietta in the same way, not waiting
for an introduction, and from her she went to Anna and
Eloise.
"I know who you all are," she said. "I have heard lots
about you from Mrs. Thompson. You," nodding to Arietta,
"are Young \Vild ·west's sweetheart; and you," nodding to
Anna, "are Cheyenne Charlie's wife; and you," to Eloise,
"are Jim Dart's sweetheart. I have heard $0 much about
you that I could pick you out right away. I'll bet a horse
that I haven't made it mistake!"
"You would win, if any one was ter bet with you, Sadie,''
Stella answered, with a merry laugh. "I must say that you
beat anything I ever seen. Yer didn't give me no chance
ter introduce ther gals."
"Well, it wasn't necessary, was it?"
In less than five minutes they we1·e as well acquainted as
they could have been if a regular introduction had taken
place.
Arietta, like her dashing young lover, ha<l a great way of
studying character in a person by their faces, and she
promptly decided that the Rifle Queen, as she was called,
was a very nice girl-a genuine flower of the prairie, in
fact. ,
Anna and Eloise took to her, too, and she took to all of
them.
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"I'm right glad to find you all here," she declared, after
"Nothing much, I guess," was the reply. "Miss Maxlcy
they had conversed a while. "I like ther company of Mrs. was only giving a little exhibition, that's all."
Thompson, of course; but to find two single girls, like my"Me likee givee lillee exhibition, too, so be."
self, who are of the same stamp as I am, is very gratifyin'
''What!" exclaimed . the Rifle Queen, looking at him in
an' enlightenin', as my dad says. Wow! Whoopee!"
surprise. "A heath1m Chince give an exhibition! I'd jest
Then she let out a cowboy cry that echoed down the val- like ter see it done."
ley.
"Well, Hop will oblige after Mike plays some music for
After a while she asked where the men folks were, and us," answered Arietta.
.
when told that they had all gone over to Short Creek, she
"He will, eh? It will he a queer, old exhibition he'll give, ·
nodded and said:
I'll bet!"
·
"A bi_g- time over there, I s'pose. Dad paid our men off
"Don't be surprised if it turns out. to be one of the bc:::t
this mornin', an' four of 'em went over to have a spree. yo11 ever saw."
They're ther worst four in theT lot, too, an' if they don't get
'fhe Rifle Queen looked. puz:r.lerl.
in trouble with some of ther rest of ther cowpunchers over'
It was evident that she did not know fosi how to l1tke
there, I'll miss my guess. I've seen jest enough of 'em to what Arietta said.
size 'em up for what they're worth, though dad allows that
But she did not allow her curiosity to make her ask f'JU~!lthey're all right so long as they do their share of the1· tions just then, and, walking up to the peon, she pbserved:
work on ther range. But, say! Where did them two heath"You play pretty well, I reckon. Put some new strinp:11
ens come from, anyway?"
on that guitar anrl give us some music."
Arietta quickly informed her, and then the girl shook her
"Si, senorita," was the reply. ".[ play anrl a sing ve1·1·;i,
head.
nice."
"I never saw a heathen Chinee that amounted to anything
Mike had plenty of strings, ,md he w;,,r; TI0f. lon,:r getling
yet. An' as fur greasers, I wouldn't have one around ther the instrument in shape again.
place. 'rhey're ther laziest lot of people I ever sti11ck.
Then he renderer] a selection that was really worth lisff'n
See that greasei- is goin' to play on his guitar now. Jest ing to, and the ll.'irls were ver y much plea:;erl.
watch me surprise him. When he g-et.s the thing tuned up
"Now, jest strike 110 somethin' ~ootl an' lively," suggest.\"d
just right I'll cut ther strings for him."
Sadie. "I want to see the two heal.hens dance."
They were all sitting and standing in the big living room
"Me no likee dancee," spoke up Wing, r;;hakin_g- his hf'arl.
that faced the river. Both windows were wide ol)en, and
"Oh. that makes no difl'erenc('. You'll dancE'. ,iPst thcr
it was from one of them that Sadie Maxley was looking.
same, because I tell you 1o. Let hre J."("rJ, Grease1·!"
She had placed her rifle in a corner of the room on enterl\like knew the kind of music she wanlecl, and he bei:::in
ing. and she now picked it up.
twanging away for all he was wo,-th.
They all lrnew quite well what she meant to do, but no
Then the girl walked back to tl1e ho11 ~e anrl got, her ri!1P.
one made a bit of protest.
Hop and Wing suddenly made up their minrfa that they
l\'Ieamvhile Mike, the peon, was lig-hting a cigarette, his liked to dance.
guitar lying across his knees, while the two Chinamen were
They knew whaL was likely 1o happen if f..1 1ny refm,ed.
sitting on the ground, waiting for the music to begin.
Though tl~ey wern used to 11 aving piecr;-1 chippPd from thE>
The g1•easer quickly got at work at tuning th e in strument, heels of their shoes by bullet[.;, Lhev. did not like it very
for that was one thin!? that he could work fast at, and when mucli.
he got it right he nodded to his Celestial audience, and said:
The fact that the girl had sevcrer1 the strings of Llrn
"Me a-play one nice-a love-song. You a-liS t en."
guitar with a shot from her rifle in iillch a clever manner
Twang-twang! Twang-made them think that she would rlo some trimming arounrl
Crack!
•
them if they refused to dance.
The Rifle Queen fired just then, and the bullet from her
Vv'inchester cut three of the strings in two as clean as a
They struck in simultanerJusly, and though it wa:=; any·whistle, not injuring the rest of the instrument a particle.
thing but graceful dancing that the:,,- <lid, 1.hey kept pretty
"Hip hi!" yelled the two Chinamen in unison, while the good time with the music, and the Rifle Queen was sath,fied
with the performance.
peon fe11 over, as though b e had been hit by the bullet.
But she made them keep it up until they Wt"re pretty well
A burst of laughter came from the house, a.".ld then they tired out, however, and when t1iey i;to-pped ,'>he clapped her
knew it was but, a ,ioke.
"Now, then," remarked the girl, "I wonder if 110 has got han cls in applause.
any more strings? I like to hear that kind of music a whole
"That was fine," she declarerl. "Now, Arirtta, just make
Jot, an' I wouldn't have done that if tlie-r temptation hadn't that. simple-looking Chinee pc1fo1m, will you?"
been so great. You see, I like fun."
"Oh, yes. Hop will do that willingly. He will 1!0 a little
"That was a vE'ry ll,'ood shot you. made," Arietta observed. sleight-of-hand work that mii;ht astonii-h you."
"I don't wonder ther call you the Rifle Queen."
"Magic business, ch? Well, I've :wen a little of that rlonc
"Well, I am a g,ood shot, I'll atimit. But there are plenty ther opera houso up in El Paso. But I never thought a
who can do just as well, I reckon. You, for instance. I heathen Chinee was smart enough to do it."
know you can shoot well, for I have hearr1_ Mrs. Thompson
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee," spoke up }fop,
say so."
smiling blandly at her. "Me gottee uncle in China whattee
"Well, I can," said Arietta, truthfully. "But I never velly muchee sma1tee, and me allee samee likee my unclr,
thought of trying- to cut the strings of a Jl.'Uita1·."
so be."
"You an' I will have a little tryout with rifles before I go
The gil'ls all came out and stood under the shade of the
home. I don't mean through any rivalry, but just to show palm tree, even to the foreman's wife.
what we can both do. What rlo you ~.ay ?"
This left the house devoid of a human heing.
HOh, certainly. I practice almost every day, anyway."
Hop was ,vell stocked with clever tricks in the way of magic.
"So do I. Now I'll g·o an' see if that greaser has got any and he thought a moment and decided to show the girl, who
more strings for that guitar. I want some music, an' then had made him dance against his will, something that would
I'll make t)ier two heathens dance a little."
astonish her.
.
Of course, the g·irls of Young Wild West's party knew
about all his tricks, and understood pretty well how he did
them, so there was i-eally nothing new for them to see.
But they were inteTested now because they wanted the
CHAPTER VI.
Rifle Queen to get a sui·prise.
Her breezy way of talking and acting ' was all right, and if
HOP'S MAGIC TRICK, AND WHAT FOLLOWED,
Ehe found that she was not the onlv one there who was
Sadie Ilfoxley walked out of the house, followed by Arietta. clever she might stop and do a little thinking.
The peon had got upon his feet now, and he stood looking
Hop produced a big, yellow silk handkerchief, first of all,
ruefully at his guitar.
and when he had showed it to his audience and satisfied them
Hop, the cleve1· one of the two Chinamen, bowed and si:niled that there was nothing in it, or attached to it, he dropped it
as the girls approached, and then, turning to Young Wild upon the ground and squatted beside it.
West's sweetheart, he said:
Taking an orange from one of his mysterious pockets, h~
"Whattee mattee, Missy Alietta ?''
broke it ooen and took a seed from it.
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handed half to his brother and half to the greaser
Then
and toltf them to eat the fruit.
While they were doing this he stepped over and invited
Sadie Maxley to examine the seed.
''I know what it is," she assured .h im, without taking it in
her hand. "I ;aw you take it from ther orange, all right.
What are you 6 oin' to do with ther seed, anyhow?"
"Me plantee and makee lillee tlee glow up velly muchee
quickee, so, be," was the reply.
"Yes, in about a year you might see a little tree from
that seed, an' a mighty little one, too," was the retort.
"Me makee glow allee samee in fivee minutes, and um
olang-e be on um tlee, too, so be."
"Pshaw! I reckon you're smart at tellin' lies, if nothin'
else."
"He will do what he says he will," spoke up Arietta. "Wait
an<l see."
"Do you mean that?" queried the Rifle Queen, opening
wide her eves.
"Yes. Hop is a wonder, as you will declare very soon."
"'vVell, Heathen Chinee, go ahead. Let's see your orange
tree ;;prout up and grow in five minutes."
"Allee light. Evelybody watchee, so be."
'I'hen the clever Celestial carefully dug a little hole in the
·
soil and put the seed in it.
He covered it over and smoothed the dirt, and then he
picked up the handkerchief, shook it out and began workinl!'
it from one hand to the other.
"My uncle in China velly muchee smartee Chinee," he remarked, as he went through some motions with the handkerchief. "He allee samee plantee um lillee oyster in um glound
and makee bigee oyster tlee glow pletty quickee, so be. Me
plantee lillee olange pit and makee nicee lillee tlee glow, with
um olange on um; me velly muchee smartee."
So saying, he carefully spread the handkerchief over the
spot where he had buried the seed and took plains to pull
it up in the centre in the shape of a pyramid.
"Me aUee samee do !is so um lillee tlee havee chancee to
glow up pletty quickee," he explained, .smiling sweetly at the
. '
girl.
In about two seconds the handkerchief was seen to move
slightly.
The Rifle Queen tru:ned to the girls in amazement.
"That's queer, ain't it?" she asked.
"Well, it is only a clever trick, that's all," Anna explained.
"I reckon it will be a clever trick jf there is an orange
tree there when he lifts that handkerchief."
"I honestly think there will be."
"Well, I don't! I may as well tell you bluntly."
Hop now made some mysterious passes over the handkerchi cf and then it was seen to move again,
Pretty soon he let out a string of gibberish and walked
\.
aroun.<l the handkerchief three times.
1:'hen he stopped short, and, facing the Rifle Queen, excl aimed;
'·Pleasee lift up um handkelchief?"
"Certainly I will," she replied, and, reaching down, she
/
did so.
Then it was that she uttered a cry of astonishment and
started back, as though what she s~w frightened her terrib] y.
Sure enough, there was a little orange tree, apparently
rooted in the ground, and there was a solitary orange on itl
"Lat velly nicee lillee tlick," remarked Hop, smiling placidly. "Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee."
''Well, I never!" declared Sadie.
"It's wondeiful how he does sich things, ain't it?" s-poke
up Stella. "I've seen him do things like that afore. They
say it's only sleight-of-hand, but I never could understand it."
"Well, there's one thing certain, an' that is that he planted
a ~eed in the1· ground, an' then he covered ther spot with
that handkerchief. There was nothin' there when he done
that, so ther seed must have sprouted an' growed up, that's
all."
'J'he girl shook her head and walked toward the house.
Just then she saw something that caused her to forget
all about the cleverness of the Chinaman.
Two men were in the house in the act of rifling the oldfashioned desk the ranch foreman used to keep his papers
in!
"Robbers!" she cried, excitedly, antl, runnln.v back, she

;.ciz.ed he1· rifle.

An exultant yell sounded from the house, and then all
hands ran for it.
They were just in time to see the robbers leap out of the
front windows and mount their horses, which were being
held by two others.
As they turned to ride away the Rifle Queen exclaimed:
"I know 'em! They're ther four g-aloots that Vi'{ll'k for
my dadl Stella, jest see if they took anything-!"
CHAPTER VII.
THE ROBBERS 1.VIBET WITH WONDERFUL SUCCESS.

Cayuse Dave and his three companions soon left the
clump of woods and headed for the house, approaching the
end that fronted the east.
They let their horses go at a slow canter until they were
within a qua1ter of a mile of it, and then they brought them
down to a walk.
There was not a human being to be seen, though they
knew theTe surely must be some one theTe.
The rive1· bank was fringed with trees and shrubbery, and
when they came to it they were able to ride along partly
under concealment.
In this way they got near enough to hear sounds that
were being made by human beings, and presently they heard
the twanging of a guitar.
Then a rifle shot mng out, followed by frightened cries
and laughter intermingled.
"Somethin's goin' on there, I reckon," observed the villain
called Nig. "It's mostly wimmin folks a-laughin', though,
it 'pears."
"But it was a man what hollered out jest as that shot was
fired," added Google.
"We'll soon find out jest what is goin' on," spoke up the
leader of the villains. "Jest keep behind these trees, an'
we'll soon be near enough ter see. It's back of ther house
where all ther fun .is."
Three minutes later they came to a halt behind a gro,vth
of trees and flowering shrubs an<l dismounted.
They could now see just what was taking place.
M,ke, the peon, was playing the guitar, and Hop and Wing
were dancing· for all they knew how.
"Jingo!" exclaimed Cayuse Dave. "If it ain't ther gal
from Maxley's makin' them Chinamen dance, I'll eat my
hat!"
"It's ther Rifle Queen, all right," Nig hastened to say.
'l'he others nodded, and then Sam said:
"She's come over fur a visit, I reckon. ·well, we don't
want ter let her catch us robbin' ther house. She kin shoot
too straight with that Winchester of hers fur that."
"That's what's ther matter," chimed in Google.
"There's four more of 'em, an' they're all gals," observed
the leader, shrugging his shoulders. "I s'pose one of 'em
is ther wife of Hoss Thompson an' ther others is Young
Wild West's gals. I reckon we needn't be afraid of that
bunch, anyhow. Come on! Two of us will sneak intei· ther
house while they're havin that fun there, an' ther other two
kin stand watch. Hoss Thompson must have some money
in ther house, that's sartin; an' it's money we're after jest
now."
It was soon decided that Dave and Nig were to be the
ones to sneak into the house.
They started just as Hop was beginning to talk about the
magic trick he was going io pe1iorm.
Two minutes later the two villains were in ihe house,
finding it an easy matter to go in th1·ough the open windows
on the other side.
Sam and Google waited with the hors('\s, so they could all
leave in a hurry, if it became necessary.
It so happened that Hoss Thompson did have quite a sum
,
of money in the house.
It was in a tin box that was stowed in a corner of a
drawer in the old desk he used.
It was auite natural for the two villains to look in the
desk, and they found the money right away.
There was just eighteen hundred dollars in the pile, which
constituted the profits of a year, and the foreman meant to
turn it over to Young Wild West.
But it seemed as though our hero had small chance of
ever seeing the money now.
The villains hat! barely got hold of the money when they
were discovered by the Rifle Queen.
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Then they made their escape in a l,rnrry, riding for the
timber as they went.
Crang!
A rifle spoke just as they 1·eachecl it, and the hat of
Cayuse Dave was flipped from his head.
"If ther Rifle Queen meant me, she missed that time," he
exclaimed, his face turning pale.
They rode all the faster, but as they got out of shrht the
very moment following the shot, there was no danger of
being hit just then.
Instead of trying to swim their horses across the river,
1
they turned and entered a timber strip and rode for the open
prairie, five miles beyond.
Elated at their success, and pleased that they were known
by at least one of those at the ranch, they rode on.
"This is what I call an all right piece of business," observed Cayuse Dave. when he made sure that they were not
being pursued. "When Young Wild West gits back to ther
ranch he'll be putty wild, I reckon. "Ther Rifle Queen will
tell him who ther robbers was, an' then he'll start out ter
find us. Now, ther best thing we kin do is te1· ride straight
ter Maxley's an' clean him out of what money he's got.
Then we'll go ter some good hidin' place an' wait fur that
boy an' his pards ter come along. We'll fix 'em then, as
sure M my name is Cayuse Dave! Talk about gittin' sauare,
eh! If this ain't great I don't know myr,elf, that's all!"
The four villains rode back to the :ranch thev had been
working at when the sun was yet more than four ·hours high.
They well !mew that the rE>st of the men emploved there
were out on the 1;ang-e gatherinP- in the last of the stray
cattle. so thev knew they woul<l have an easy thing of it.
Maxley and his wife, an<l a negro woman were the only
ones there.
They rode un to the house and rlismounted, finding the
ranchman menrlinir some harness on the :rE>ar porch.
"Yer .!!"ot back soon. ho:vs." he said, lof)k:ng- at them in surnrise. "Got te1· .tramblin', I s'pose, ~n' lo,-t all your waP-es.
Ha, ha, ha! You boys is great at gittin' rid of your money."
"You're a nutty goo,l l!"Uesser, boss," answnet1 Cayuse
Dave, as he dismounted. "I lost my hat, too. We ha<l a little trouble over in Short Ct"eek, an' I Rorter got !her worst
of it. Kin yer let me have a hat till I kin get another ,ine ?"
"Sa1-tin, Dave. Come on in. I'II fi11d one fue ye1· in a
jiffy."
Cayuse Dave looked at Nig sjpnilicantly, and the villain
nodded.
Then l1e followed the ranchman into the house.
Nig- promptly went in after the two, the rest riding over
to their quarters.
It took Ma_xley Jong-er than he expected to find the hat,
and while he was looking for it Nig went tlwough the Uttle
iron safe in the sit.ting· r:>om, th&t lmd been left unlocked, :,md
took from it about four htclctred dollai·s. all there was there.
Nig- was clever enough to get out before Dave came out,
wearing- the hat the hos,: had given him.
"Where's Sam an' Google?" he asked.
"Gone ter take a little sleep, I reckon," was the reply.
,
The ranchman smiled.
"I s'pose yer neerl a little sleen," he ~aid. "Bug-juice must
have flowed over ter Short Creek."
He laughed as they led their horses over to the long
shed, a couple of hundred yards from the house, where the
cowboys slept.
But if he had known he had been robbed while he was
Iookin_g for the hat the chances are that Maxley would have
been doing some shooting just then, for he was a man not
afraid to take his own part and look out for his rights.
He went back to his harness-mending-, and a few minutes
later the four villains rode off, taking with them what cooking utensils they needed, as well as several blankets.
They had no trouble in getting away without being seen,
since they kept their late quarters between them and the
house until they reached the timber, a short distance away.
"Now I reckon we're in business fur fair," said Cayuse
Dave, looking ba.ck and chuckling with glee. "If we kin keep
on ther way ·we've sta1-ted, it won't be so very long afore
we'll be 1·ich, boys."
"It's easy enough, jest now, Dave," Google answered, with
a shrug of the shoulders. "But wait till they git on om·
track! Then ther trouble will begin."
"Pshaw! Don't talk about trouble till it comes!" exclaimed
:Nig. "Ain't we able ter take care of ourselves?"
"Ji we ain't. no one is, that's all," declared the leader.

"What we want ter find now is a ~good hidin' place," spoke
up Sam. "If we kin manage it so we catch Young Wild West
nappin', it will be all right. I reckon he's about ther worst
one we've got ter look out fur. They say when he starts 011
a trail once, he never lets up till he gits his men. Our only
chance is ter pop him over when he ain't expectin' it.''
"I'd jest like ter git hold of him alive, though," said
Cay11se Dave, clenching his teeth savagely, "Shootin' is too
easy a death fur that young galoot! Jest look how hP took
ther starch out of me over at Short Creek! An' that galoot·
of a Cheyenne Charlie, -too! See what he done ter me. He's
got ter git his medicine, too. But he don't amount ter mu('h,
fur with no leader he couldn't hurt us any.''
They rode on, talking as they went.
Having been employed on the ranch for several w1=eks,
they knew the lay of the land pretty well.
They ta:lked it over as they l'Ode along, and finally they
decided to put up for the night at the 1·uins of a burned
1·anch house that had been owned by a man who had gone
wrong and got in the hands of the law.
The place was about fifteen miles to the east of Maxley's,
and probably thirty miles in a straight line from Buckhom
Ranch.
A little creek flowed close to tlrn l'Uins, and the woods
were thick there.
Just as though the vlllains did not fear pursuit, they took
it along easy, and when they reached the selected spot they
halted and looked about for a place to pitch their camp.
They found part of an old shed that was entirely conceale,l
from view by rank weeds and othel' vPgetation, and this was
decided upon as tl1e place they wanted.

CHAPTER VITT.
WILD AND HIS PARTNERS ON THJil TRAIL.

Young. Wild West and his partners l"emained at Sho1i
Creek until quite late in the aftemoon.
After the departure of the four villains, things went alongwithout a hitch, and many were the stunts that were pP!'formed by the cowboys.
Wild was called upon several times to give an exhibition
of his wonderfuLshooting and riding, and before he Jpft lw
obliged.
As he made it a point to keep ln practice, lie 'made them
upon their eyes, even those who knew what hP could do and
had seen him at it before.
It was just about an hour before sunset when the tln•e,:>
rode back to the ranch in the company of Hoss Thompson.
The cowboys were not quite satisfied yet, and Mexican
Joe was doing a rushing business, which enabled him to make
up for the Joss he had :=;uRtained from Cayuse Dave and his
gang.
As our friends rode up to the ranch house they were met
by the girls, who were still much excited over the visit of
the robbers.
When Wild heard what harl happened he was very much
surprised, as might be supposed.
"Did they take anything?" he asked.
"I don't know whethf't they did or not," replied Thompson's wife. "Did yer ],_ave your money in tber desk, Hoss?"
"I sartinly did, Strila," answered the foreman, making a
run for the desk.
The money was gone, and it did not take him long to find
out that much.
"Great wildcats!" J1e exclaimed. "Why didn't I give that
money to you t11is mornin', Wild? Now it's gone forevel'!"
"Never mind, Hoss," was the reply. "I reckon it isn't g-one
foreve1·. We know the thieves, and if we can't catch them
pretty easy I will be ve1·y much surprised. I hardlv think
they will ever get where they can spend any of that eighteen
hundred dollars. We'll have som1=thing to eat, and then
we'll take the trail."
"But yer can't foller 'em in ther dark, kin yer?" a,-kPd
Hoss.
"They belong over at Maxley's, so it is quite likely that
they have made for there first. They won't stay therE>, of
course; but they must have stopped there to get theit· be,
longings."
"An' like ai, not to rob Dad, too," spoke up the Rifle
Queen.
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In the excitement the girl had not been introduced to Wild
and his partners, but M1·s. Thompson now hastened to do it.
"She's an all right gal, Wild," Stella said, when they had
shaken hands. "She's sich a dead shot with ther rifle that
~he's been nicknamed ther Rifle Queen. If she had been two
seconds sooner this afternoon she would have dropped Cayuse Dave, all right. As it was, she lifted his hat from his
head, an' she only fired partly bv guess, so ~he says."
"That's right," spoke up Sadie Maxley. "'rher four scounch-els were jest gittin' around some trees, an' afore I could
get a good aim they were gone. I aimed where I thought
Cayuse Dave ought to be an' fired. One of the Chinamen
went out an' picked up Dave's hat after that, an' there was a
hole through ther crnwn of it. I knew it was his hat, for I
saw him put ther bluejay feather in it this morn.in', over
at ther ranch. Here's ther hat."
'rhe girl was proud of what she had done, and she handed
the hat to Wild.
"So Cayuse Dave went away bareheaded, then?" the young
cleadshot said. "He has surely stopped at the ranch then.
He wouldn't f!:O off for g-ood without a hat."
"Oh, he has stopped over home, an' he's most likely robbed
dad," said the Rifle Queen, shaking her head. "There was
no one around ther house but dad an' mother an' ther nlgg·er
se1·vant. Dad don't think there's anything wrong about them
four galoots, s'o it would be' mighty easy for 'em to clean
him out on iher sly. They'd have a pretty hard time doin'
it if it come to a· fight, thougl1. Dad knows how to fight, an'
he can make things jump when he gets started."
Stella had taken the hint and was busy getting something
on the table for Wild and his partners.
Hoss Thompson was not to go with them, and he had been
so informed.
Young Wild West thought that Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart were enough to accompany him.
They were used to trailing villains, and they were equal
to ten ordinary men, when it came to a real 'fight.
Supper, as they called it at the ranch, was soon eaten by
the three, and then they were ready to leave.
"Be a little careful, Wild," cautioned Arietta. "Those
men are a bad lot, I am sure.''
"So am I sure of that, Et," was the reply. "The leader
has threatened to make it warm for Charlie and I, too.
There was ~ little trouble over at Short Creek, you see, an.cl
they don't hke us-any of them. I suppose they came here
in a spirit of revenge, and since they did come I am J;;lad
that they did nothing more than to take the money out of
the desk drawer. We will get that, all right."
"Yer kin bet your life we will!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
"If you are not back by the middle of the forenoon tomorrow, I am coming to look for you, Wild," said A1·ietta,
earnestly.
"An' I'll be right along with you, Arietta!" spoke up the
Rifle Queen. "I reckon theT two of us would be able to
make ther galoots hunt their hidin' placei,, if we once g-ot a
good sight on 'em. Go ahead, Young Wild West! If you
happen ter make a miss of it, we'll come along an' h~lp
you out."
"All right," answered OUT hero; and then, waving a farewell to their friends, the th1·ee rode off, taking the trail of
the four robbers. ·
Their horses were pretty fresh, so they rode pretty hard,
and it was not yet dark when they reached Maxley's Ranch.
They found the ranchman and his wife sitting on the
porch, taking things comfortable, so to speak.
Neither Wild nor his two partners had ever met the man
before, as he had bought the ranch and settled there since
they had been to Buckhorn Ranch the Jast time.
Maxley greeted them warmly as they dismounted.
"Where do yer come from?" he asked.
"From Buckhorn Ranch," our hero replied. "I am the
party who owns it."
"What! You ain't Young Wild West, are yer?"
"That is just who I am, Mr. Maxley."
"Well, I'm right glad te1· meet ye1·, blamed if I ain't.
An' this is Cheyenne Chal'lie an' Dart, I s'pose ?"

"Oh, yes. We had supper in a -·hurry, because we were
anixous to get over here as soon as we could. We are looking for four of your cowboys."
"Four of my cowboys!" and the ranchman showed great
surprise.
"Yes. Cayuse Dave and his gang·."
"Well, they're over in ther shed, sounJ asleep, I reckon.
Yer see, they went down tel' Short Creek to-dav, an' they
came home putty well filled up with jigwater. They--" ,
"Mr. Maxley, are you sure they are in the shed asleep?'
Wild interrupted.
"Why, that's where they went. Cayuse Dave had lost his
hat, an' after I'd found one fur him he we11t over there,
sayin' he was g-oin' ter take a nap."
"Well, let me tell you something. The man lost his hat
in a rather peculiar way. It was your daughter who shot it
off his head, as he was 1·iding away, after robbing Hoss
Thompson's desk of eighteen hundred dollars."
"What!"
The ranchman was amazed.
His wife promptly ran into the house and made her way
to the little safe.
The next minute she came out, wi·inging her hamls.
"Oh, John!" she cried. "Ther money we had saved up to
go to Galveston this winter is gone! Ther scoundrels have
robbed us, tool You kin bet they ain't out in ther shed!
Thev've gone on, that's what they have! l never did like
ther looks of that Cayuse Dave, anyhow."
"We'll soon see whether they're in ther shed or not," said
the scout, and he led the way to find out.
Reaching the cowboy quarters, they found it devoid of a
human being.
"Ther galoots has gone, of course l" exclaimed Charlie. ,
"I was sartin of that."
"So they've turned robbers, have they?" said Maxley.
"Well, just wait! They'll never live ter git out of Texas,
an' I'll gamble on that! I'll git a posse an' hunt 'em
down!"
"Never mind waiting to get a posse. I reckon that's w11at
we set out to do, Mr. Maxley," answered our hero, in his
cool and .::-asy way. "We may not g·et them to-night, but
·we'll have them to-morrow. They won't go very far tonight, and if we!are only lucky enough to ride in the Tight
direction we may come upon them in a very few hours.
Boys, we will -be off now!"
"As soon as I kin git some men together I'll strike out,
too!" called out the ranchman. "We ain't goin' ter have no
gang of thieves runnin' loose in these parts, an' that's all
there is to it!"
Wild and his partners managed to pick UlJ the trail of
the villainous quartette just as it got dark.

•

CHAPTER IX.
WILD AND HIS PARTNERS FIND THE VILLAINS.

The Champion Deadshot of the West did not think he hg.d
a vel'y hard proposition before him.
The fact that the villains had remained on the American
side of the Rio Grande was sufficient to make him feel sure
of getting them.
Still there was a great deal of uncertainty about overtaking them in the darkness.
As the stars came out the three.rode on over the course
they imagined was the one they had most likely taken, and
the miles wete gradually covered.
But it happened that they got off the trail, and went more
to the north.
On the watch for a campfire, they rode on, halting· now
and then to give the horses a breathing spell, and finally
midnight was at hand, and no signs of the four robbe1·s
yet.
"Boys," said Wild, "I reckon we had better stop until
daylight. "We certainly have come the wrong way, or we
across something that looked. like a camp.
JJIJJ'tJJDJl1 .jlJJe
JJJY
R
There is no use in 1roin1r a.n_y further out of tlie n-ay. U:-e
"VVell, well! Tbis does beat all. I know Hoss Thompson
will stop right here, I 1·eckon; and tl1en look for the trail
very well. He's a ~·ood man, too. My darter -:rent over as
soon as it gets light enough fo1· us to see."
there this afternoon. I s'pose we seen her there ?
"That's what's ther matter, Wild!"· exclaimed the scout.
"Oh yes. We left her there with our girls. They are
"Here's a good place right among these trees. An' there's
bound' to have a pleasant time of it, too."
ther creek over there, so ther horses needn't go without
The ranchman's wife slniled and looked pleased at this.
"Have yer been ter supper?" Maxley asked, after a pause. drink;"
I
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"It is about the best thing we can do, I guess," Jim Dart
admitted.
They had struck the very creek the four rascals had
taken up their quarters by, only they were about thirty
miles away from that place .
The cl'eek turned a mile or s,) from lhe ruins of the burned
J'anch, and ran almost due west, an(l our friends were just
about as far away from Cayuse Dave and his men as they
W"'·e when they started from Maxley's Ranch.
Consequently a whole lot of time had been wasted and
nothing gained.
The hornes were pretty well tired out now, and when they
were relieved of their saddles they at once began cropping
the short grass that grew at the edge of the timber.
Our three friends tethe1·ed them with their lariats, so
there could be no possible chance of them straying, and then,
with a blanket apiece and a saddle for a pillow, they sought
sleep.
·
So well satisfied were they that there was not a human
being within miles of them that they were not afraid to all
go to sleep at once.
It would only be a few short J10urs before dawn, anyway,
and then they would have to be up and away.
Being used to an outdoor life, they slept soundly, and just
a.s the daylight began to make in the east Young Wild West
opened his eyes and sat up.
"That's a pretty good guess, I reckon," he muttered, as
he arose and stretched his arms to get the blood in circulation. "I figured on waking- just at this time, and I did it.
There is nothinr-: like impressing a thing on one's mind."
Charlie and Jim were still sleeping soundly, the former
snoring away as though he was trying to overcome the noises
made by the insects and birds o;f the woods.
Wild soon awoke them.
"Come, boys," he said, "we must find Caynse Dave. I want
that eighteen hundred dollars;"
' 1An' I want ther· chance tel' let ther 17:aloot have ther satisfaction he wants," the scout added, sha1"ing his head.
"He will g;et the chance most likely, and before long, too,"
Jim observed.
"That's rig·ht, Wild," the scout said, nodding hi::: approval.
"It are most likely that they would take to ther· timbe~··"
Dart was willing- to anything the young deadshot sa1d, so
a few minutes later they were riding along the bank of the
little creek to the east.
They paused now and then to scan the plains on all sides
of them, but nothing in the shape of a human being could
be seen.
As the ::mn came un Cheyenne Charlie placed his hand on
his stomach and shook his heat!.
"'What's the matter with you, Charlie?" Jim asked, wilh
a smile.
"I'm g-ittin' hungry," was the reply. "I ahn,ys likes ter
eat right aWllY after I gits up an' takes a wash. There's a
big-, emptv -lace in me jest now. I hope we'll finrl tliem
galoots putty soon, so we kin git somewhere an' have a
Ii ttle breakfast."
"It may be that you'll have to wait till noon," remarked
our hero. "Just ti-thten your belt and imagine that you've
filled in on bearsteak,, corn muffins and coffee, Charlie.
There's a whole lot in imagination, you know."
"I reckon the1·e is, Wild. Ilut I'd like ter see ther galoot
what could live on it, jest ther same."
However, he tightened his belt, and then he took a chew
of tobacco, which was the nearest thing to eatinv· he could
do just then.
As neither of the boys che'\\·ed tobacco, they had to make
the best of it without that subEttltute.
The horses had fared well during· the night, and they were
willinP' to go good and fast.
Keeping a watch for a trail, they rode on, and when about
fifteen miles had been covered they emerged from a strip of
woods and saw four men chasing a couple of cattle, about a
mile away.
At a word from our hel'O they turned and went back into
the woods.
It struck Wild right away that it might be the four villains they were after.
From the cover of the trees they watched the four men,
and they soon became convinced that they were the identical
fellows they were after.
Still they could not understand why it was that they we1·e
ao anxious to catch the cattle.
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''Them's two bull:s,~ said the scout, after a pause. ''Tber
galoots seems ter want 'em putty bad. too."
"They've got one of 'em!" cried Jim. the next minute. ''tr
I a4m not mistaken Cayuse Dave is th(' man who <'aug"ht him,
too. I can tell the cut of him pretty well. I think"
"Oh, there is no question but that they al'" thP galoolr- '""
want," Wild hastened to say. "\Ve'll jm:t st.iy hne a whi\.P
and try and find out what they are llP to."
Though oul' friends did not know it, thry wen, within ;i
quarter of a mile of the hiding place th<> fonr r0bqen, h;,rl
chosen for their temporary quartrr,s.
,
They remained in the sadrlle and watch"d th<> villain<!llccowboys until they had roped the other·bull. anrl tbe11. 5nst
as they were about to ride out and make a. dash for l.h<"m.
they suddenly saw them· start directly fnr them.
This caused Young Wild West to change his plar, s .
"Dismount, boys," he said. "We will "·ait right hf're.
reckon they are going to make it easy for v.s.''
"I should reckon so," and Cheyenne Charlie smilerl grimly.
They dismounted and led their horses hark into the wood;,,
tying them so they might not strar, and then went back fo
the edge of the timber.
'
Straight for them came the men.
They had tied their lariats about the horn1:1 of lhe two
bulls and wel'e forcing- them to come with t},em.
But when they got vdthin a couple of hundred yards r,f
the woods they turned to the left and hearlerl for the creek.
There was no doubt now about the identity of the m"n;
our friends could recognize them easily.
"I reckon ·we'd better light out after ·em now, \\'ilil.!' mid
the scout, who was anxious to gct at the villains.
"Wait! I want to find out what they are UP to," was t1H'
reply. "We will follow them anrl ~ee what they arc gomg
to do with 1.he two bulls."
"All right; jest as you say."
The four men went _on to the creek and, c-r0i:;i:in.e; tt, dis.appeared in the clump of woorls on the other side.
"Now I guess we'd better follow them up," said ·wnd, as
he mounted his horse. "The chances are that they have a
hiding place around here somewhere, and that thei have
been here all night."
"An' it may be that they're goin' tc1· drive them bulls
somewhere an' sell 'em," added the scout.
"Well, if that is theii- game, I'll guarantee they won't sell
them, unless they do it mighty qnick. Come on, hoys."
They rode on throug·h the timber and :;:.oon reached the
creek.
There wai:; an open stretch of prairie the other side of
the clump of woods the villainous cowboys had entered, and,
as nothing could be s.een of them, it ·was a sure thing that
they were still in it.
Our he1·0 called a halt and quickly dismounted.
"I reckon I'll hunt around on foot and locate them," he
said. "You fello,vs stay right hf're."
Charlie and Jim nodded. and then the dashing young- deadshot. srt out on his errand.
He had not gone more than a hundred yard,; throug-h the
,voods when he came in Eight of the ruins of the burned
ranch.
. "Ah!" he exclaimed, unclc1· his hrea1.h, i>s his eyes caught
sight of the shed that was nearly concealed in the rank
g-rowth of trees and bushes. "I reckon here's where you
are. you sn~aking galoots! Well, we will soon fix you!"
·
Then the boy crept toward the shed, holding his revolver
ready for instant use.

I1

CHAPTER X.
HOP ACTS AS AN ENTERTAINER.

It was dusk when the cowboys belonging to Buckhorn
Ranch arrived at their quarters.
Myrtle Bill, the cowboy frrim the G-X Ranch, came with
them, since it was partly on his way.
The young man had taken a great liking to Young Wild
West, he declared, and as he did not have to xeport for
work until the next day noon, he was going to stop over
night at Buckhorn Ranch and get better acquainted.
Hoss Thompson met them as they rode up, and quickly
told them of the robbery.
The cowboys grew excited right away, and were for startinsr rill.'ht off to hunt down the villains.
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But Hoss held up his hand and said:
"Wild said as how he an' his pards was enough ter run
down ther galoots, so I wouldn't go, if I was you. If Wild
don't show up to-morrer mornin' some time then it will be
all rig-ht ter strike out. I'll go, too, then. There's only
'four of 'em, yer know, an' what's four men ter Young Wild
·west an' his two pards ?"
They were soon convinced that they had better wait, so
they gave in and went to supper in the cowboys' quarters.
They had just about finished the evening meal when who
should walk in but Hop Wah, the clever Chinaman!
Some of the cowboys knew him pretty well, ,but Myrtle
Bill had never seen him before.
"Look at ther heathen!" he cried. "Where did he drop
from, boys?"
"That's Young Wild West's smart Chinee," answered one
of the men. "Yer mustn't pick him up fur a fool. He's
ther smartest two-legged mortal yer ever seen. There ain't
no mistake on that, either."
"Velly nicee night, so be," remarked Hop, smiling blandly
at the men. I
"I should reckon so," one of them answered. "What are
-yer lookin' fur, a game of poker?"
.
"Me play lilee pokee, if um Melican mans wantee play,"
was the reply.
"Ha, ha, hat" laughed Myrtle Bill. "Ther heathen plays
poker, does he?"
"Yes, an' yer had better not git in a game with him,
unless yer want ter lose all you've got," advised one of the
men, who knew what he was talking about from experience.
"Well, I ain't what yer kin call a card sharp, but I don't
think I ,vould back down fur a Chinee!"
Hop walked 1·ight up to the long table and began setting
the tin plates and cups aside.
He was readv for business now.
Young Wild West and his partners were away, and there
would be no interruption from any one else.
He produced a brand-new pack of playing cards and sat
down on a stool.
Two of the men belonging to the ranch promptly came
and sat down, showing that they were willing to tackle the
Chinaman.
Then Myrtle Bill decided to· take a chance at it, in spite
of the warning· he had received.
The rest happened to know all about the cleverness of the
Celestial, and they looked at each other and smiled knowing·ly.
"We play nicee lillee gamee jackee pot, no limit," said
Hop, as he shuffled the cards.
"No!" protested one of the men. "Make it ther regular
game, four of a kind high, an' a dollar limit. A quarter is
enough fur ther ante. There ain't any of us as is so very
flush, even if it is payday. Mexican Joe had ter come in fur
his monthly division, yer know."
"Allee Jig-ht," and Hop nodded in his cheerful way. "Me
ljkee any kindee gamee, so be. Me no play velly muchee
goodee."
"That sounds all right; but wait!" called out a cowboy,
who knew better.
"Me likce play," went, on the Chinaman, blandly. "Me
lik.,e passee timee 'way."
"I reckon that's right," and the cowboy who had spoken
grinned.
"Me likee play fivee-handee game," observed Hop, when
he saw that the;re were no more than three to sit down
with him.
But there were no more wlfo cared to play, it seemed, so
thc:v had to let it go at that.
Hop laid down the cards and invited the players to cut
f01· deal.
They did, and it so happened that Myrtle Bill won.
The cowboy from the G-X Ranch was an honest player,
and he dealt accordingly.
The hand was played and he happened to be the lucky one,
taking in about four dollars.
Tt went on around until it came Hop's turn to deal.
Then he dealt himself four aces, as he was in the habit
of doing, and managed to give the others each a very good

"Don't nobody git mad,'' he ,;aid. "But, I ~·eckon you'd
better not do any bettin', boys. Hop wouldn t give _yer them
kind of cards iJ' he didn't take a better hand himself. I
know very well that Young Wild West don't want n_one of
ther boys ter gamble with him; an' ~ know, too, that ~ they
do he'll fleece 'em out of all they ve got. Jest qmt ther
game, an' let him do some of his funny tricks."
It was astonishing to note how quickly the Chinaman
agreed with the speaker.
But he knew very well that if he won any money from
the cowboys Wild "vould make him give it back when he
learned of it.
"Allee light," said he, smiling blandly. "Me sure winnee
evely timee: me gottee four lillee aces. Um aces comee in
my hand evely timee me wishe."
.
.
.
He showed his cards, and the three men playing- with him
looked amazed.
"I've got four kings myself," said one.
"An' I've got three tens an' a pair of treys," another remarked.
.
"An' I've got four deuces," said the third.
.
,,
"Four aces allee samee winnee, my gentlemen fhends,
observed Hop, as he gathered up the cards. "Me no wantee
gamble, so me showee nicee lillee tlick."
They were well satisfied to quit playing now, and all hands
gathei·ed about the table to see what the Celestial was going
to do.
Hop carefully shuffled the pack of cards he had in his
hands, and there was not a man there who did not think it
was the same pack they had been playing with.
But it was not, however.
Hop had cleverly substituted that pack for another.
The cards he now had did not constitute anything that
could be likened to a poker deck.
There were just seven cowboys in the shed, including Myrtle Bill.
"You each takee one card and lookee at um velly muchee
sharpee," he said. "No showee somebody else, so be."
"I know what yer mean," Myrtle Bill answered. "We'll
each remembe1· 0111· own cards, an' not let any one else
know."
"Lat light, so be," and the Celestial nodded approvingly.
He held the deck loosely in his hand and each of them
selected a card.
They took care not to let their cards be seen, and then they
came and put them back in the pack, one at a time.
Hop carefully shuffled the cards then and laid the pack
on the table.
Then he pulled from under his blouse-like coat a big, oldfashioned six-shooter.
There was a little shelf in the corner of tl1e shed, and,
walking over to this, the Chinaman did some flourishing with
the revolver, and then he placed the pack of cards on the
shelf.
The shelf was nailed to a partition, and it was rJght near
the end of it, too.
·
What he did besides simply placing the pack on the shelf
none of them saw.
But, stepping back to the centre of the 1·oom, he raised the
revolver and said:
"Evelybody watchee ! Me shoo tee at um cards, and Jen
um card Misler Myrtle BHI lookee at will go thlough um
board and stickee on um othee side, so be."
Bang!
He discha1·ged the old weapon so suddenly that the report
made them jump.
Then he nodded to Myrtle Bill and observed:
"You go lookee on um other side of board; you findee you
card lere, so be. Leavee be lere and comee back."
The cowboy from the G-X Ranch quickly did as he was
told.
When he came back there was an expression of surprise
on his face.
"Was it there, Bill ? " asked one of them.
"Jest as sure as you're alive, i1 was!" came the reply.
"Allee light; now me shoottee same more, and len you go
outee and findee your card !ere," Hop said to the man who
had stopped the game of poker.
l1and.
·
He fired the second shot, and the cowboy went out and
One of the cowboys, who had warned the others from play- found, much to his surprise, that the card was there.
ing with th<' Chinaman, was watching the hands of the
The third man he selected found it to be his card, after the
men, and as h0 l1ad heaed Young Wild West once say that shot was fired.
1.hoy i;houltl noL i.aml>le with t,he CcJest,ial, he interfered.
.A:nd so it continued until all 1.,even of them had found the
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'·Jim," said the scout, ''I reckon I'd better go an' look fur
him."
"All right, Charlie," was the reply. "I'll stay with the
horses. It may be that he has been caught napping by the
galoots. They want him -pretty badly, no doubt."
"Yes, an' they'd jest like ter git me, too. I know that, all
right. That galoot of a Cayuse Dave didn't make that threat
fur nothln'. He's a little worse than I thought he was. I
didn't have no idea that he'd have ther nerve ter go ter ther
ranch an' rob ther house. That shows that he's willin' ter
take his chances with us. Well, I won't be gone very long.
I'll soon find out where Wild is."
Charlie moved away, taking the trail of our hero.
'rhere was no mistaking the way, and in a very few minutes he reached a spot where there was a narrow opening
in the ground.
It was what might be tenned a crack, for it was not more
than four feet wide, but how deep could hardly be determined, since it was lined on either side by rank weeds, and
very dark below.
As Charlie paused before this, the trail of our hero, having led direct to it, he shook his head, and muttered under
his breath:
''He couldn't have fell down there; he would have let out a
yell.if he had. I wonder-hello!"
His eyes had lighted on a broad sombrero, which was
hanging fast to a bush a few feet to the left of him, and
directly at the edg-e of the openi!'.g in the ground.
"It was Wild's hat!
His face paled as he stepped over and took it from the
bush.
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed, as he mopped his forehead
with his handkerchief. "He's gone an' tumbled down this
hole, as sure as guns! He must have struck his head when
he slipped down, an' that kept him from hollerin'. I reckon
I'd better g-o an' git Jim an' see if we kin find him. It
might be that he's only layin' down there, stunned"like."
As he turned around to hasten back to Dart something
happened that told him that he had simply walked into a
trap.
A blanket was thrown over his head and his arms were
pinned to his sides in the twinkling of an eye!
"Jest make one little sound an' you'll die right where you
are, you black-haired galoot!" a voice hissed in his ear. "I've
got my shooter ag'in your head, an' I'd jest as leave blow
your brains out as eat! You know me, I reckon, Cheyenne
Chai-lie!"
The scout certainly did know who the speaker was, though
it had happened so quickly that he had not caught sight of
him.
It was Cayuse Dave who was talking.
Charlie remained silent.
It was policy to do so, and he knew that much.
There was no doubt but that the villain would send a bul,
let eras.ting into his brain if he shouted for him to come to
·
his aid.
"Ah!" said the leade1· of the quartette. "You've got a
little sense, too. I didn't think you'd act ther same way as
Young Wild West clid. He kept mighty still when l told him
to. But I did think you'd holler. I sa1·tinly expected ter
shoot yer dead, an' then lay ther other galoot low when he
come ter find out what was ther matter. But since yer want
ter live a little while longer, I'll jest take yer along with us."
Charlie felt anything but comfortable just then.
He now knew that Wild bad been captured by the villains,
and that the boy's hat had simply been placed on the brn,h
to attract the attention of whoever chanced to come and look
for him, and thus give them the chance to surprise and catch
him.
The ruse had succeeded admirably, and now of our three
friends Jim Da1·t was the only one free.
"I reckon we may as well catch ther other one, Dave!' said
Nig, who was one of the two men the leader had with him.
The other was Sam, and Google no doubt had been left to
CHAPTER Xt.
guard our hero.
"Yes, yer may as well l/;it him, too," Dave answered. "You
THE VILLIANS PERFORM A MASTER STROKE.
an' Sam kin sneak back the1·e an' take hin1 by surprise. Go
around an' come on from behind. He'll be lookin' thi;; way,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart waited about fifteen min~ ye1· know, an' he won't th.ink of lookin' behind him."
Charlie would have called out to warn Jim if he dared.
utes, and, not hearing anything, they began to grow a little
But he was quite sure that if he did it would mean a
anxious about Wild.
They knew that he should have found out what he wanted speeqy death for him, and he wanted to live a while, i;o he
could find a way to help Wild get the best of the ::coundrels.
to bv this time.

identical card they had drawn from the pack, Hop reloading
hls weapon in order to fire the last shot.
If ever there was a mystified lot of men, it was there in
that shed!
Hop went and got the ca1·d that was stuck on the othe1·
side of the board at the last shot and placed it in the pack.
Then the cowboys began talking it over.
They all knew that there must be some kind of a trick
about it, but they could not see into it for the life of them.
Hop had put the pack of cards in his pocket, and he now
s&t on a stool, J?:rinning at them.
"Say!" said Myrtle Bill, suddenly. "How did yer do that,
Hop? I'd jest like ter know."
"Velly nicee liUee tlick," was the reply. "My uncle in
China alee samee teachee me how to do, so be."
"Yes, but how could yer make ther card change each time
when yer shot? My card was ther ten of clubs, an'--"
"What!" roared the cowboys, as if in one voice.
"I said ther card I looked at was ther ten of clubs," re·
torted the young man, looking at them in surprise.
"Why, so was mine!" cried one of them.
"An' mine, too!" yelled the rest.
"They was all tens of clubs, then!" exclaimed Myrtle Bill,
scrntching his head.
"Velly muchee stlange," remarked Hop, acting as though
he could not understand it.
"'Vell, that beats anything I ever seen!" declared one,
drawing a long breath.
"An' each of us took a card from. ther pack that was ther
ten of clubs, then!" exclaimed Myrtle Bill. "A funny old
poker deck, I must say!"
"Velly stlange!" Hop remarked again, shaking his head,
as though he really could not understand it.
"Let me see that deck."
Hop passed the cards to him that they had been playing
with.
Then they all had the pleasure of looking them over.
But there was nothin<r wrong with the deck.
The fifty-two cards were there in the proper denominations.
"Oh, say," cried one of those who had seen Hop at his
tricks before, "I reckon there ain't no use in tryin' ter find
out how he done it, boys. He must have had some cards
that was all tens of clubs, an' he's so slick that he had no
tl'Ouble in foolin' us. Let it drop. There ain't no use in
puzzlin' your brains over what he does."
They shook their heads, while Hop sat there as serene as
a summer morning.
While they were talking over the mystery, Hoss Thompson came in.
"Oh, here's Hop!" he exclaimed, looking -pleased. "Boys,
I want yer te1· all come to ther house. Ther gals is lonesome since Wild an' his pards ain't there, an' I allowed that
we'd get ther heathen ter put up a little entertainment.
Come on-all of yer!"
"Allee light," answered Hop, as though he was the spokesman for tlie party. "We comee allee samee pletty quickee,
so be."
Thompson always used his men 1·ight, and they were glad
to accept the invitation to go to the house.
Some of them were just the least bit tipsy yet from theil"ltigh old time'' at the settlement, but they knew how to behave in the -presence of ladies.
It was certainly a very pleasing, not to say, mystifying,
entertainment that Hop treated them to, and when it was
over they all voted him to be a wonderful Chinaman indeed.
"I reckon ther gal they call ther Rifle Queen is all right,
boys," Myrtle Bill observed, as the cowboys left the house.
"Hanged if I ain't iroin' ter try an' shine to her! I got left
in my last love affair, but maybe I'll have better luck this
time."
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The scout was disarme<l, and, with his hands tied tightly
behind him and the blanket still ovl?r his head, 11e was
marched through the bushes to the remains of old shed.
It certainly was a pretty good sort of hiding place that
Cayuse Dave had found. for, as has already been stated, the
Irank weeds and trees and bushes almost hid the portion of
'the building that remained int:-ict from sight.
·
Charlie was hustled inside, and then, still holding the reYc,\ver to his head, Cayuse DaYe said:
"J.,st tie him to that beam there, Google. I told yer we'd
git one of 'em putty soon, didn't I? Vi' ell, Nig an' .Sam has
gone ter git ther other one, an' yer kin bet that they'll git
him, too I Talkin' about luck! This about heats my expect.11.tfom. First we robs Ho1-s Thompgnn of eighteen hundred
dollars; then we lifts foui· hundred more from innerrerit, 0ld
l\Iaxley, an' then we catches Young Wild West! But that
ain't all, ·cause now I've got one of his pards, an' ther other
is comin'I Gee! but this is great! We're ther boss robbers
of ther Texas plains, we are!"
Charl"te submitted to being tied to the beam without a.
murmur.
The1·e was nothing else for him to do, i.n fact, since he
cnuld not raise a hand to help himself.
The blanket ,v-as pulled from his head, and then he saw
Wild tied to a post, not more than ten feet away from him.
"Caught us napping, Charlie," said the young deadshot,
cnolly. "Well, it all goes in a lifetime, you know."
''Lifetime. eh?" queried Cayuse Dave, with a grim laugh.
·' r reckon you two galoots has lived your lifetime, all right.
l n less than half an hour you'll both be on ther other side
of ther river, ai; t11ey sing about in ther churches &ametimes.
I told yer I'd git square with yer, an' I'm goin' ter do it, if
, it'R ther last thing I do on ea1th I"

CHAPTER XiI.
A.RIE1"rA AND THl!l RIFLE QUEEN START TO FIND WILD.
Tt, was little sleep tl1at Arietta got that night.
When she retired she got to thinking about Wild, and the
,,ore she H1ou[l"ht the more she felt that he ,vas 11;rmi?1g into
some dreadful danger.
When she did drop off into a fitful slumber she rlreamed
that he was going to be killed by the villains he had started
in purwit of, and she would awaken with a start.
.
Tt was a JonJl,' night for her, and at the first sign of daylight 1<11<' ,vaF up and g-f'tti11g- ready to g-o outside.
Sadie Maxley must have heard her moving about, for
Arietta harl srarcely gone out into the fresh, morning air
when shP appeared.
"I know what's ther matter with you, Arietta," she said,
:as she luicl her hand on th-c u·irl's shoulder. "Y,rn think that
ynur beau migl1t have g-ot tlw1· worst of it from Cay1.1se
Darn an' his R:>,ng. I've bcn thinkin' ther same thing.· I
reckon wc>'cl be1ter strike 01.1t an' look fur 'em jest as soon as
WP irit a. hitc 10 eat.
\\") at do you say?"
"I f'0.1" ')·es' to that," Y,a.;, the quick reply. "To tell the
truth, I h:ndly slept a wink the ·wl,ole night. I am worried
~bout Wilrl. I don't know "·hy I should be, as he is alwa)'S
wPll able to tak" care of himself; but. something- seems to
,Yhisp0r to me that he nee,ls help. Let's get something to
eat and leave rig·ht away."
"You bet we will! Oh, if T come in sight of that galoot l
knocked ther hat off c,f! It \.YOn't he his hat that'll git it
ther next timP. 1'11 show him why ther cowboys nicknamed
me thel' Uifle Queen!"
\Vhile they were talking Stella Thompson came out.
"I heard yer git un," she said. "What's ther matter,
couldn't yer sleep well ? "
"No," replied Arietta. "I got to wonying about Wild, and
then I couldn't sleep. We are going to start out to look for
tl1em."
The foreman's wife looked surprised.
But she knew that A1·ietta always had her own way, and
~he did not try to dissuade her.
"I'll have yer somethin' ter eat in a jiffy," she said, assuring-ly. "An' some nice, hot coffee, too."
Stella knew how to get a breakfast ready, if any one did,
and she could get a hustle on when she wanted to.
She was in a hurry now, and it was not long before she
called the girls, who had gone to the stable after their horses.

Then the two ate and drank hurriedly, and before any one
else was up in the house they mounted and rode off.
They "·ere barely out of sight when Hoss Thompson got
up.
His wife told him z.bout the departure of .AJ.-ietta and the
Rifle Queen, and he was not a, little surprised.
"Some gals takes aueet notions;• he i;caicL "I reckon Wild
ain't goin' ter git in any trouble-not from that measly gang,
anyhow, Arietta must have dreamed somethin'- bad, I reckon.
That Maxley gal is ~est ready fur anythit1g like that, an' tl1et
minute she found out that A1ietta wanted ter go an' hunt
up Wild :m' his pards, I'll bet she was right in fur it!"
"I reckon she was, Rosi,," replied his wife. "But yer know·
there ain't no use in talkin' ter Arietta, not when she make~
up her mind to a thing.''
"Tlu1t':; right. ,Yell, I reckon I'll let the boys take th.,r
trail too, by an' by. It might be that they'll be needed. Thf'r
chances is that Cayus(J' Dave will be putty desperate if he',;
cornered. He's sealed his doom by stealin' that money, an'
be knows it!"
''You bet yer life he has!"
"I'll jest liave a cup of coffee an' a bite. an' then I'll go an'
git some of the1· boys up, so we kin l';b'ike out on ther trail.
Most likely Myrtle Bill will be mighty eage1· ter go, when
he finds out ther Maxley p;al has gone. He seemed putty
,veil took up by her last night, didn't he?''
"Yes, that's 1ight. She sorter took ter him, too, J reckon.
I wouldn't be a bit surprised if it made a match. He's old
enough ter marry, an' so is she."
Thev talkecl on while the wife got the breakfast ready, :md
soon Hoss was sipping his coffee.
When he ,,as through he put on his hat and went ouls1de.
The sun was not yet up, but the red glow in the east told
it would only be a very few minutes before it would be.
Hosr, walked over to the cowboy quarters.
He found some of them up and stirring, as ther were early
risers, as a rule.
•
He soon told them ,rhat was up, and then they got a hustle
on themselves.
Mvrtlc Bill was aroused, and when he heanl that Arietta
and 'the Rifle Queen had R"on<" on the trail of Young Wild
West and his partners he ('ould hardly wait to eat his break·
fast, so eager was he to start out.
"Mightv funnv notion fut· theni gal:s tc>r lake," be remarked. · "l hop·e Cayuse Dave an' his gang don't happen tcr
come across 'Pm, with nobody around tcr help 'em."
.
''Don't you worry about that," said Thompson. "f1'1etta
kin shoot straight an' so kin ther otlH'l' gal. They U take
carP of themselves'. an' you kin bet you life on it!"
"That's- right," chimed in the rest of the men belonging to
the ranch. ''Yer nePdn't 1,ave no fear about them l[a]s. I
don't know which of ther t,vo is ther best shot_ with a nflc."
"f reckon the~ was ;roi11' ter decide it to-day, so my wife
said. But this · nc,~ion they took ter go after Vvild an' his
pards sorter -puts it off, 1 rl:l'kon."
Just then Hop came along.
He was as ~pry as a cricket, and appeared as though he
had bc<?n un a lol}g while.
"Goodee morning, evelybody!" he called out, putting on th~
airs of an English ca-pitalist. "You likee sec somet'ing vclly
m11chee funny, so be?"
"Somethin' funny?" queried Myrtle Bill, remembering th"
cleYer Chinaman from the nig,ht before. "Sartin we would,
providin' it don't take too Joni:''
·
"No takee velly muchee long, so be; walkee light along."
He i::tarted for the smalI outbuilding, where ,he had slept
with his brother and Mike, the peon.
No one needed a second invitation to follow him. .
The door of the little shanty was wide open, and when they
got there they saw a comical sight.
Wing lay on one side upon a bunk and the .e:reaser on the
other.
They were sound asleep.
But no one would have recognized them, for their faces
were painted in .such a .e:oTgeous way that they looked
strange and g1·otesque.
.
One side of Wing's face w'as thickly daubed with paint of
a crimson hue, and the other a bright green.
A half moon was on one cheek, in white, and an "X" on
the other.
A yellow streak ran down from his forehead to the tip
of his nose, and his lips were painted a beautiful pale blue.
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Tlie peon was fixed up in a similar style, and they certainly looked comical enough.
"Lat velly_ nicee, so be," observed the clever Celestial, as
he pointed to his artistic ·work. "Ley no wakee up, so be;
me havee lillee fun. Me velly muchee likee paintee."
. The cowboys fairly roared with laughter, though ttop cautioned them not to awaken h.is victims yet.
"Well, by thunder!" exclaimed Hoss Thompson, as he wiped
the tears from his eyes. "If that ain't ther funniest-lookin'
couple I ever seen! Hop, you rascal! You got hold of that
outfit ther artist we had here a couple of months al."() left. I
promised him I'd keep it fur him till he come back ag'in next
year. Oh, jest look at 'em! I reckon Stella must see this!"
But his wife had noticed the laughint:\" crowd about the
·
.Joor of the shanty, and she was coming alreacly.
"What's all this blame hilariousness about, Hoss?" she
demanded. "Has ther fool Chinaman been up ter some 01' ltls
tricks ag'in ?"
''I reckon he has, gal! Jest look there!"
He took his wife by the arm and pushed her to the door.
''Great alligators!" she cried. "W110 are they, Hoss?"
"Milce an' Wing, of course! Yet know ther outfit that they
a1i;ist left here?"
"Yes."
"\,Yell, Hop found 'i t, an' he's been tryin' himself at paintin'. Ain't it g-Teat!"
. "Well, who woulcl have thought that paint would make
s1ch a change in ther faces of folks? Why, it don't look no
·
more like 'em than a couple of owls!"
Then she broke into a laugh that was as hearty as it was
loud.
And still Hop's victims slept on.
Mike was a very lazy fellow anyhow, while Wing liked to
sleep about as well as any one living.
"Me wakee up, so be," said Hop, as he brought forth a big
'firecracker. "You see some more fun, so be."
He lighted the fuse of the cracker and then tossed it into
the shanty.
There was a hiss and a sputter, and then-Bang!
The Mexican was the first to leap to his feet.
But Wing· was a close second.
They looked wildly about, and then they happened to see
each other.
Then they sat do,vn on their bunks.
Gradually broad grins began spreading over their painted
featureR.
''Ho, ho, ho! Ya-ah!" burst from the lips of the greaser,
as he pointed at the face of the Chinaman.
It waR so funny that he forg·ot everything else and joined
the cowboys in a rear of merriment.
But it was not long- before they found out that both had
the savie dose; and then they went to look for Hop.
But he had made himself scarce all of a sudden.

CHAPTER XIII.
WILD AND HIS PARTNERS IN A BAD

nox.

Jim Dart thought he had bette1· tie the horses and follow
Charlie, for something Eeemed to tell him that the villainous
cowboys had caught Wild.
If that was the case, they would be watching for his partners to come along; and treat them h1 a like manner.
The scout had not been gone more than five minutes when
the boy came to this conclusion.
But he wait d a few minutf.s long-er before he put it into
execution.
"I may be Just in time to be of service/' he thought, as
he tied the three horses, "for it is mighty strang·e where
Wild is all this time. The four cowboys may be sma1ter than
we gave them credit for, and have caught Wild. I'll just go
along- softly and see what is up."
He started through tl1P bushes as cautiously as though he
were on the trail of a nearby Indian.
He listened and soon heard the sounds of distant v9ices.
The boy gave a nod.
"It is either Wild and Charlie talking over there, or the
villains," he thought. "I'll just go and see."
He started through the bushes, following the trail he found
there, and in a few seconds he saw the old shanty right be1fore him.

1G

The voices were coming from it, and as he listened he
hem·d the leader of the qua11;ette talking.
There was no mistaking the voice, and as he listened an~
heard Wild say something, and then Charlie, he knew that
his partners were in the power of the cowboys .
Jim started to creep around to the rear of the shed.
He did not know that two of the men had g-one to look ·
him nor did he care where they were just then.
It was his duty to rescue Wild ::ind Charlie, and if th'
was any possible way of doing it he was going to carr1
out.
Unlike our hero, when he approached the shed, Jim ilid i
run right into the hands of the villains.
He got around to the rear of the tumble-down structi.:
without the knowledge of any one.
Once there he peered through a crack and saw his tw
partners, bound and helpless, inside.
Cayuse Dave and one of his men stood near them.
"I don't know how you managed to catch them," the bo;
thought. "But you can bet that you are not going to keep
them, not if I have to shoot the pair of you!"
Just then the other two villains- came in the shanty.
"We couldn't find ther boy, Dave," one of them said. "But
we've got their horses."
J ;m grew a little uneasy.
Now he had four to cope with, instead of two, and they
were all desperate '7illains.
But he was not the one to give up, no matter how hope,
less the situation seemed.
He had been holding a revolver in his hand ever since he
left the horses, and he now pulled his hunting knife from the
sheath at his side. Wild was bound to a post that was so close to the side of
the shanty that Jim felt that he could easily thrust the blade
of the knife through a crack and cut his bonds.
If he could manage to do this before the four villains were
aware of it, he felt that the rest would be comparatively
easy.
The boy moved around until he was right behind our hero.
The four villains were talking in low tones, and were paying little attention to their prisoners just then.
Jim's scheme mig·ht have worked all right if it had not
been that the remains of the shanty were in anything but a
firm state.
He leaned against the boards in order to get his eye to a
crack and see what he was doing, and then-Crash!
The whole side tumbled in, he going with it!
Jim Dart fell sprawling an1ong the rotten boards and
splinters, a portion of the roof pinning him to the grouna.
Though the villains were very much surprised, and had
been hit by the splinters, they had sense enough to see tha.t
it was the boy they had been looking for who had tumbled in._
the midst of them.
Unable to extricate himself in time to do anything, Jim
fell an easy victim to them.
He was quickly disam1ed, and then he was bound, just the
same as his partners were.
The villains then cleared away the debris as much as they
thought was necessary, and then Cayuse Dave took off his
hat and Jet out a yell of exultation.
"vVhoop!· Wow, wow, wow!" the others shouted.
"We've got ther whole three of 'em!" exclaimed Nig. "My!
but this couldn't be beat, nohow!"
"I reckon it couldn't," said Cayuse Dave. "Now, then, I'll
jest tell you how I'm goin' ter fix Young Wild West."
"H.ow, Dave?" came the query.
"Well, you fellers was wonderin' what I wanted them two
stray bulls we come across fur, wasn't yer?"
"i couldn't see fur ther life of me what yer wanted of
'em " Nig answered, while the rest nodded, to show that they
wer'e of the same opinion as he.
··well, I'm what yer call a sort of ing-enious O"a]oot, I
reckon; an' when I sot eyes on tl;(em two bulls it struck me
right away that they could be used to put Young Wild West
out of ther way, when we got him. Yer all know that he
\',as doomed ter death by me, an' yer know, too, that I wanted
ter make him suffer afore he passed in his chips. Well, I
jest thought that if them two bulls could be tied ter hin'.,
an' then started in different directions, it would be a fine
way ter wind up his career of usefulness, as they say in thel'
paper sometimes."
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"Bully!" PX<·l:Jmed Nig, not thinking that hP. was making a two girl~ ha,.l li->ft the ranch madE> him think that his hPlp
might be needed.
·
pun.
He ~ould not do much in the way of fighting with firearms,
"Yes, it wHl be bully, all right. Very bully, in fact. Ha,
but his clPvPrness sometimes enabled him to pe1 fo11n \':on•
ha, ha! That's a good one."
, Sam and Google did not reem to be carrier} away with ihP der;;.
He ran to the stablP and quickly sadd]P thP piebald broncho
·
idea, however.
·
'I'hP fact was that, wliile tlley were quite willing to steal, he alwavs rode.
Then he mount-€d and rode away before Th01i1pi1on or the
they had no liking for anything that was in the linP of murcm,;boys knew what had become of him.
<lPr.
A heavy dew had fallen during the night, and the gT""
Cayuse Dave noticed that they had nothing to say about
was still wet.
the pro.feet hP set forth.
This enabled the Chinaman to follow the trail of the two
"~on't you two think it would be a g-ood idea?" he asked,
girls easily.
tul'llmg to them and eyeing- them keenly.
He was soon out of sight of the house, and then he rode
"Oh, whatever you say g-oes, Dave,"· replied Sam, shrugging his shoulders. "Of course, it's got ter be as you say. across the prairie, his horse on that tireless lope that brou.
But I'm sorte1· ag'in killin' a galoot when he ain't got no I chos are noted for.
. The t:ail brought hira to Maxley's Ranch, and when be
.
ch:!nce ter help himself."
Yer are, eh? Well, yer wouldn't want ter try ter kill sighted it he wondered why the girls had gone there.
He rnde up and found only the woman of the house :md
Young Wild West, if he had a shooter in his hanci, an' was
the negro servant there.
Iookin' at yer. would yer?"
"Me allee samee comee flom Buckhorn Lanch," said Hop,
"No, I wouldn't."
"Well, what's ther use of talkin', then? Don't yer know as he dismounted and approached the door.
"Oh!" exclaimed the 1·anchman's wife, "Are you lookin'
that if he was ter git free it would mean that we'd be sl1ot
fur the1· thieves, too'?"
or hung? Jest stop an' think a minute."
"Yes, me allee samee lookee for um Cayuse Dave and um
Sam said no more.
"An' you don't approve of ther scheme, either, do yer?" bad men.. Me follee Missy Alietta and um Lifle Queen, so
be. Me wantee helpee. Me Young Wild West's goodee
went on Cayuse Dave, nodding at Google.
"Oh, yes!" was the quick answer. '11 don't want no rope C~jnee."
Well, ther gals has gone on more'n half an hour. l\fy
l1alter around my neck!"
"You might have a chance to get out of the State if you hui'band an~ his_ 11;en a}·e out lookin' fur ther thieves, too.
let us go," spoke tln Wild, who had lieen listening to all that I hope they 11 git em, cause we can't afford ter lose ther
was said. "You ought to know that there is such a thinrr as four hundred dollars they took."
"Ley allee samee stealee money here, too, so be?" queried
"
turning State's evidence."
''You shet up!" flashed the leader darting a wicked look Hop, as he walked into the house and took a seat.
"Yes. Won't yer have a drink of buttermilk afore yer go
at the boy. "It makes no difl'erenc~ whether they want it
·
done or not! You've got ter be pulled apart by 'them two on?"
"Yes .. me havee lillee buttermilk," said the good woman,
bulls, Young Wild West! I'll show yer that"I'm boss here.
I could have shot yer afore this but I Uon't want yer to die addressmg the colored woman.
"All right, missy," was the reply, and Hop R'l·inned, :is he
an easy death. You've done t~o much in this world ao-'in
~
people like me, an' you've got ter be made ter suffer fur~ it. sa"( her ~ui-ry to obey.
'Ihe Clnn~man was sue~ a lover of fun that he ne\'er lost
I a.m't made up my mind yet as ter how I'll fix your pards,
but I know what I'm goln' ter do with you. They'll come in an opportunity to play a Joke, no matter what the condition:"
.
.
.
fur their medicine afterward. An' if there's any other g-a- were.
There was f,ometlung- ~bout the innocent-looking colored
loots.ter co~e along an' bother us they'll git theirs! I reckon
,we am't gom' ter be catched by anything that travels around woman that ap-pealed to his humorous nature.
"Me havee lillee fun with um blackee woman, so be," he
this section. Not much!"
"Go ahead and do your worst" said Wild coolly "I've thought, and then he got ready to do so.
Dinah soon returned with a glass brimful of buttermilk
·
'
faced death too often ·to be afraid now."
that was fresh from the churn.
"But yer was never doomed ter death afore I reckon "
~eil}g- rather thh·s~y. Hop d1·ank _it all.
"Oh, yes. I have been doomed to death lot~ of times:"
Yo hab some more, Massa Chinee?" asked the colo1·ed
"B.ut he never died yet, an' he won't this timer spoke up
woman.
.
C11evenne Charlie.
';Me hayee lillee m~re, so be," was the.reply.
:Ha. ha, ha! We'll see about that. Nig, you jest go out
She qmckly t_ook hi~ glass ~nd !ille_d it.
,,. !tll take a scout around ter see if any one is aomin'. We
don't want ter be interrupted in this"little game of ours ver ·As Hop took it he did not drmk 1t 11ght away, but secretly
dropped in a pinch of some kind of powde1· he took from his
' •
,
know."
pocket into the buttermilk.
"All rignt" said Nig and he promptly left the shanty
Then he started in to tel1 them about his uncle in Chin:i,.
· ,
"Sam, you' an' Google' git ther bulls readv."
~uddenly the _colored woman :noti_ced that there was tome
"I rec½on they're all ready now," replied Sam.
"All nght. We'll wait till Nig comes back an' then if thmg wrong with the butternulk m the glass.
"Fo' dE: good Lor'!" she exclaimed, holding up her hands.
everything's all right we'll g-0 ahead with ther ~xecution."
.
"Look, nussy!"
Wild and his partners certainly were in a ve1-y bad fix
"WhatevPr is ther matter?" cried the ranchman's wife, in
It ·was seldom that all three got caught by enemies and.in
dismay. ":'Don't drink that! That ~n't buttermilk; it's ink,
such a case there was small chance of their getting ~way.
But thev had learned to hope, and they were not going to I reckon.
"Whattee mat~ee ?" "said Hop, acting as though he was
give up yet, anyhow.
very much surpnsed. Me no undelstand."
Something might turn up before it was too late
"Throw that stuff away!'' exclaimed :Mrs. Maxley. "Dinah,
In a few minutes Nig came back and reported tha everywhatever did you give him to drink?"
thing- \vas all right.
"Fo' de Lo', missy! I done gib him de bntt<>rmilk out of
"Good!" exclaimed Cayu~e Dave. "Now fur my re,ange!"
,
de churn," was the reply.
·
"Yer couldn't have! Don't yer see that it is blo.cke1· th::in
you are? Whatever is the matter, anyhow?"
"Blackee woman allee samee puttee finger in um, and um
CHAPTER XIV.
blackee comee off, so be," observed Hop, a,; though he had
solved the question. "Me no dlink, so be."
HOP WAH TAKES THE TR.ATI,.
. Rising, he went to the door and tlnew thl' contt'llts of the
Hop had heard how Arietta and the Rifle Queen had start- glass out on the ground.
"Let me see that 11.'lass,'' sai~ the ranchman·s wife. ''I'll
ed out to find Youn!!' Wild West and his partners, and when
he sneaked away from the shanty, where his two victims P'et you some more butter.milk, and l'll guarantee that it will
were exhibitin,1s themselves to the laughinp- crowd, he de- be buttermilk, too."
She did not use the same glass, but came bark with anothe1·
cided to take the trail, too.
The Chinaman had, on more than one occasion, proved filled wi~ the fre&h buttermilk.
Hop took it and stepped outside to drink it, both fo!lo,vi:n~
himself of great help to our friends, and the fact that the

,,
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f.im, pl'Obably to see that. nothing ocrun·Pd to r.hange the
,:ontents of the glass this time.
CHAPTER XV.
But Hop was too sly for them, :ind he dropl(ed a differerri;
SAVED!
kind of powder in tliis time.
,
Arietta and the Rifle Queen stL1<·k to Youn~; Wild W1-d.'s
He held uo the glass, and, bowing to them, exclaimed:
trail tenaciously.
wil!
"Vel!y goodee health, so be!"
When they left Maxley's Ranch ahe::i<l of tht n.m,:bm ...::
Then the white lmttermilk i,uddt:nly ,,hanged to the hue
and his men they rode hard.
or blood, right beforP their evPs.
The result was that they readied the µlace where on r
Mrs. Maxley acted as thou.g-h she W:!S l!,'oing to faint, and,
fearing that she would, the Chin:..m:.rn quir.kly threw the stuff three friends had remained during the night,, and, aftr."l'
dismounting for a few minutes. they again set out.
out of the glass.
The trail was
to follow, and at length they came to
"Lat allee light," he said, blandly. "1Ie play l!ll~e tlick, the spot in the easy
woods where Wilrl and his partners h:.id
lat's al!ee. Me allee samee Younp; Wild Wf.'st's clevee Chinee; halted, preparatory to Wild's
locating thf' l'obbers.
, ~, ,me play funny Iii lee tlirks somPtimee. Evelyt'ing allPe
Just then they heard a series of yells from the other :,:ide
light."
of a ridge that was a quarter of a mile away.
Leavin11: lhC'm staring at him in blank amazement, Hop
"I reckon that means something!" ex.cl..liml'd Sadie. "Cvm~
mounted his b1·oncho and rode away.
on, Arietta! Have your rifle ready!"
We will state right here tl:at neither Mrs. Maxley nor
Young Wild We:ot's sweetheai·t nodded.
her se1-vant P.ve1· quite underftood what happened that mornThen the two rode out of the woods' and started up the
ing.
slope.
But let us see what it was that caused the yelling they
Hop followed the trail the ranchman and his men had
had heard.
·
left now, and in about an hou1· he rame upon them.
It was just at that moment that Cayuse Dave :uid his men
They had taken the trail Young Wild West and his part-were
dragging
Young Wild West out upon thP level prail'it:!
DP.l's had made the night before, and so had the two girls.
tie him to the savage bulls.
But Maxlev and the five men he had with him had failed to Nig
Google had tied the animals whP.re they could get
to overtake tne girls, and they werf.' now at a halt in a little plenty and
of g!'as:;:, and. leaving Cheyenne Ch:.ll'liP and Jim Dart
strip of woods, undecided just what com·;:ie to pursue.
securely
in the tumble-down ~hanty, all fou1· of them
When they saw the Chinamo.n come riding up, thev nat- set out tobound
put the dashing young deadshot tr.> death.
uralJy expected to obtain some information from him, though
The leader alone rode horseback.
none of them knew who he was.
He went on ahead and his thl'ee companions cl.ragged the
"Hello, you heathen!" called out Maxley. "Where did yer boy along on foot.
come from?"
Down to the level ground that was covered with prairie
"Me. comec flom Buckhorn Lanch, so be," was the quick re- grass they went, and, reaching the bull.9, Cayuse Dave said:
ply. "Me a!lee ~amee lookee for um lobbers whattee steal
"Now, then, boys, jest tie a rope ter each of his arms.
um money."
Make 'em good an' sho1-t, so he kin git a 1·un fur hir;
money without :fallin' down. L reckon he won'L last very
"Oh!"
The 1·anchm:m and his cowhoys looked at each other, as long, 'cause his arms will be pulled out by ther sockets a:s
soon as ther bulls git .contrary."
though they purtly understood it now.
"You fiend, you!" cried Wild, his eyes flashing. "You have
"Me allee samee Young Wil<l West's Chince," went on Hop.
not stopped to think 'what will happen to you i r you earry
"1Ie velly muchee smartee, so be."
out your murdeYous intentions. You will be hunted to your
The cowboys g1-inned.
death in short order. Don't you know that at least .,,.,, ent
Hop told them all he knew, in his own peculiar way, and determined
men are on your trail at this minut1:-! The be;t.
then they were :-atisfied t11at he could be of no help to them. thing
you can do is to untie mf.' and then Jig-ht uut."
"I reckon :vou'd bettC'r go on back," said one. "You might
Cayuse Dave laughed scornfully.
J!it you1· pigtail shot off. if yer was ter run across Ctlyuse
"I don't care if there's a hundred men aftP1' us!" he exDave an' .his gang."
claimed. "I've sot the1· way that you'i·e goin' tet· die, an'
Hop thought a moment, and then, looking at the speaker, that settles it. It won't make no difference what happens
suid:
ter us after it's done. That's another thing. You·ve got
"You gottee lillee tanglefoot ?"
ter die! 11
"Yes, l reckon I have," was the reply.
The boy looked around him in a hopeless way.
"Me likee havee lillee dlink, so be."
Before him was the side of the ridge they had d t·aggf'
"I reckon yl:'1· would; but 1 don't. happen ter have none ter him down, and beyond it was the timber rtrip,
spare.''
On all other sides was the prail-ie.
Hop was stumped.
There was nothing to be seen that woultl suggest help to
Hoe meant to play a trick on the cowboy and steal his him.
whiskly if he once p;ot his hands on it.
But, somehow, our he1v looked for it to come-if it was
But he was not to get the chance, so he thought of some- to come-from the woods.
He made a desperate effort to free himfelf, but it was of
thing else he might do to convince him that he was "velly
no avail.
muchee smartee."
The villains had tied him securely, and he could not break
"Me likee see you kn.ifee allee samee lillee while," he
finally remarked.
the bonds.
Wild knew how quickly the powerful animals would put
"Well, I reckon yer kin look at that," and the man handed
an end to his life, and a shudder passed through his frame.
the bowie he carried in his belt to him.
He did not want to die without a chance to fight it out, but
Hop looked it over carefully and then drew his big- handthere seemed to be no help for it.
kerchief and wrappt>d the weapon in it.
Nig worked speedily, for he was as anxious as his leatler
Then he hanclecl it to the cowboy.
was to see the boy dragged to his death.
With a grin, the horseman unwrapped the handkerchief.
In a very short time they had tier! the ropes that held the
He expected to find the knife, but he did not.
bulls by their horns to the arms of the helpless boy.
There was nothinl!,' tlu.•rc but a stick!
•
Then it was that they let out a savage yell of delight.
"What's thi~ ?" he deman·ded, holding up the stick.
But, for some reason, the bulls did not start off on a run.
"Lat you knifPP, ~o he," was the reply. "You lettee me
Thev had ceased their pawing-, too, . and remained docile.
SC'e,''
"Git a gad, one of yer!" said Cayuse Dave.
Before he knew it, Ho1> tcok th" ,;tick anrl handkerchief
Nil!,' ran and got one.
from him, anrl then he hantll'd him his knife, apparently
'!'hen the villain mounted his horse.
taking it from the handkerc-hief.
''Lam it inter one of ther bulls!" he called out, a fpw sec"Well, I 1·eckon you arc puttr smart, after all," was the onds later.
comment of the rowbor. "I'll treat yer to a drink of tangleNig brought the whip hard upon the flank JJf one of the
foot fur that."
animals.
Hop took his drink, and then he set out with them to find
"You'l'e doomed ter death, Youn11. _\Vi!U Weat!" cried the
the robbers and those who had gonP after them.
leader of the villainous gang-, fiendishly,
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Then the bulls made a bolt in o-pposite directions.
Hut Arietta and the Rifle Queen came galloping up just
th~n.
Crack! Crack!
The two girls fired almost simultaneou,,Jy and the two
bulls 1-an off in different directionus, l, aving- our hero standlTl;( on the ground, unharmed.
A1:ietta and Sadie had come upon the scene Just in time.
, Of course, tho four villains were frightened and <l.Lsmayed
·
at the startlin~ intel'l"uption.
Cayuse Dave was the only one who was mounted and he
turned to ride away, while his three companiona 'nuwe a
break to get to the shanty,
But the villainous leader soon checked hlr3 • hor.se when he
saw that it wa.q only the Rifle Queen and a girl companion
who had saved the life of Youn_g- Wild West.
As the gld dismounted to give th.e boy hla liberty a sud•,en resolve -popped into his head.
"I'll git l\1ax/ey's. g·al an' ride off .with her!" he exclaimed.
"I recknn that 11 give me a chance tcr dictate terms, if it
comes ter ther worst."
He rode around in a circle and swooped down upon the
girls and_ Wild before they hardly knew what he was UJ> to.
As quick as a flash, he le, eled his revolver at the boy
and pressed the tligger.
But the ca1tridge failec!, and our hero's lifo was 1pared.
_Cayuse Dave had no ti~e to try again, and, seizin,: the
Rifle Queen about the waist, he _g-ave a jerk upward that
threw her across the neck of his horse, and then away he
went!
~ust then the villain called Nig opened fire on Wild and
Ar1e!=ta from some bushes at the top of the hill.
W1ld was not yet free, but Arietta know that she had better settle with the villain first.
Crack!
. It was Arietta who fired this time, and Nig dropped to
'
nse no more.
Then the girl finished getting our horo's hands free.
But Cayuse Dave was the other side of the little rise in
the g~ound now and making- for the woods but a few yards
'
from 1t.
"Whoopee!" yel_led ,!he scout, when the dashing youn'I. knowcd everything was all i-:ight
d~a"~shot r~shed m.
·
w!•-·· I hea1d ther shootin' out there. "\Vhoopeel y 1·p ' yip,
yip!"
Vv}ld quickly cut him free and then turned his attention
to Jun.
Our three friends quickly gathered up their weapons and
'
then they ran outside and searched for their horses
·
They ~ound them right clo~e to the shanty.
. Mounting, the)'. rode into the woods after Arietta allow'
m - the two vl.Ilams to go on.
Jthust ~fl our friends entered the woods they hear i a shout
fn
e distance.
said Y()Un•r
'.'I reckon we've got plenty of help now ' boys"
"'
'
Wild West.
As they emerged on the other side they saw Hoss Thompson and the boys from Buckhorn Ranch coming.

l
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CHAPTER XVI.
CONCLUSION.

Wild found that Cayuse Dave had not come out of the
00
dths, so that tp~ant that he must be riding almost straight
or e ~pproachmg cowboys.
_He quic½!y rod~ out and pointed to about where the vil1~m and his captive were, and then placed his hands on his

f
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!hey saw and understood partly what he meant.
'dCome1..on, boys! We have got to run the ~aloot clown"
'
a1 our ,4ero.
Away they dt\$hed, followin_g- the trail
A minute later and a scream for help. ran_g- out
·
It was the voice of the Rifle Queen.
'W4fn Myrtle Bill, who was ridin,. at the side of Hoss

Thompson, heard the scream he broke away
and headed for the woods.
As he entered the woods a rifle cracked, and then a crash
in the bushes near him followed.
Jfo looked around and saw.the Rifle Queen in the act of
shugg-ling to hrr fret, while a man was reaching to grab
her.
"Let that gal alone, you scoundrel! Hold UTJ vour !1ands!"
It was C:i.yu!le Dave, of course, and he paid no attention
to the command.
Ariett::i. had shot his horse from under him, and as she
came 1iclinii: up she saw that the scoundrel had seized the
Rifle Queen, who had now fainted, about the waist, and ,-t'lod,
holding her as a shield, while he had a revolver leveled.
Arietta heard the shout, and when she saw the cowb)J ,;,..
comin_g- she "knew it· would soon be over.
She brought her horse to a halt within a dozen yards of
the villain, and, covering him, exclaimed:
"Put her down and hold up your hands! I can shoot you
without harming her, and I'll do it if you don't!"
Cayuse Dave dropped the Rifle Queen and darted behind a
tree.
•
But he got right in the way of Myrtle Bill.
The cowboy fired h'\.·o shots, and the leade1· of the robhcr:s
fell to the ground, mortally wounded.
Arietta rode up, but, as quick as she was, Myrtle Bill was
at the side of the fainting girl before her.
Sadie opened her eyes just then.
"Ohl It's you, eh 7" she exclaimed. "Did yer kill tho
galoot?"
"You kin bet vour life that I did!" was the reply.
It was not long before the cowboys crune rushing into foe
woods, and when they found that everything was all right
•
they let out a ringing cheer.
They all went out of the woods but Cheyenne Charli'3 and
Hoss Thompson.
They Temained to search the body of Cayuse Dave for the
money he had stolen.
As he had been the treacurer. as well as the captain, of
the lately organized band, they found it 1ight away.
Then they came out.
"Boys, <'alled o.it our hero, after a minute or ti<:o had
passed in this wav. "I reckon ·we've g-ot two more rraloots to
catch. Come on! Let's get after them. They went the
other wav."
Through the strip of timber thev went, and out on the
other side.
They were just in time to see another party galloping- that
way, and then all plainly discerned the form of a Chinaman
among the riders.
T,vo of the men were riding- with their hands•behind their
backs, which told pretty plainly that they were prisoners.
The nartv soon met them.
It was the one led by Ranchman l\Iaxley, and Hop was
with them.
After a while they had shuck t]',e rig-ht trail, and they
had happened along- just in time to head off the two villains
named Sam :md Google.
They cr.ught them easily enough, for the cowboys i"t'tOgnized them readily, having as;.,ociated with them for the pa:;t
fe,v weeks.
The fifteen miles to Maxley's was soon made, and then
there was a g-encral rejoiri:ig, esuecially when the housewife
was handed the four lrnndred dollars by her husband.
At the meal Mrs. l\Taxley told about the buttermilk she
had p.-iven the Chinaman, and there was a laugh from those
wl10 knew Hop.
Half an hour later a consultation v:as had, and it was rlerided to give Sam anrl Goor.s!e a chance to reform.
Th ey were orderer! to get out of the State as soon as they
could, and never to return to it, unle~s they came as honei:-t
men.
. They were hea1-tily glad to get. off, as might be ~upposect.
The nc:-..-t issue will contain "YOUNG W1LD WEST ON A
GOLDEN TRAIL; or, THE MYSTERY OF MAGIC PASS."
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~~ning wf th the next issue, our readers will notice a difference in the make-up of this publication. It 1s caused by the present scarcity of print paper. The contents are slio-htly varied
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FROM ALL _.POINTS
TO REBU ILD A PYRA MID
, It has been estima ted that to rebuild the pyram id
of Cheops under moder n condit ions an expen diture
of $100,000,000 would be necess ary and the lDbor of
40,000 men for ttvo :rears requir ed. It has been
calcula ted that the work really requir ed the service s
of ~00,_000 men for thirty years. The pyram id occup1~s a space of twelve and three quarte r acres
and 1? seven hundr ed and forty-s ix feet high and
cont~m s about 143,315,000 cubic yards of stone and
gramt e. The materi al alone repres ents an item of
$36,000,000, while the labor would increa se this
amoun t by $72,000,000. To this •must be added
~3,000,000 for tools, transp ortatio n, and simila r
1
te111s. The pyram id is built on. a solid rock one
hundr ed and fifty feet deep, and to built a founda tion of this charac ter ·would add to the cost to the
extent of makin g tlw total of $100,000,00(1.

of consta nt ·ebullition. Gases from some unkn{)w1,
subter ranean source are contin nally finding escapP
throug h unseen , enls in th€-' bottorn. L~yer after
layer of colored pigme nt is deposited- The retrea ting ,vaters have left unco,e red acres of this deposi t
said by expert s to be fully equal to lhe clr~r sienna
and umber colors, of ·which so mnch is impol'l ed.

3,000 YEAR OLD VASE ON BROA D\\'AY
One of the oldest man-m ade things 011 public ex-.
hibitio n in New York city is the Roma11 ni.se. rir
urn, in the ground s of Grace Church , at Broadw;,i_v
and Eleven th street. Standi ng inside the' iron
fence, thousa nds pass it each day withou t knowi ng
that it is a relic of the remote pastThe Yase, believed to be more than 3,000 .rPar!'l
old, has been standi ng in the <Jrace Ch nrch ground:;
ror about thirty years. It is one of a pail' dug
TRADJD SECR BTS
np when excava tions ·were being made for th~: founthe Ameri can Churc h in Rome.
There ar~ two trade secrets at least that the world dation of
The vases, or urns, exactly alike, were sent lo
at large may neYer learn, ,but whiC'h it is ·well ,vorth
Rev. Dr. Nevins , rector of the
e
the while of invent ors to study. One is the Chines Ameri ca by the lateOne vase went to the late Rev.
Rome.
in
church
color
ful
metho d of makin g the bright and beauti
gton, rector or Grace Chnrch , and
~"llown as ver1111lion, or Chines e red; and the other Dr. W. R, Huntin the late l\Iiss Cathar ine Lorilla rd
to
1s a Turkis h secre t-the inlayin g of the hardes t tho other went
of recogn ition of her genero us supsteel wW1 gold and sj,lver. Amon g the Chines e Worfe as a token the Amci"ican Churc h in Rome.
gand Turks, these two schets are guarde d well. Ap- port in foundin
her vase to hei· Newpo rt (IL I.)
senL
·wolfe
Miss
trade
either
for
taken
:o.re
prentic es, before they
to mmw New Yorke rs and
known
is
must mvear an ironcla d oath to reveal nothin g of home. She
donor of a ·ollcction or
the
as
city
the
to
:;
furvisitori
what passes in the worksh op. Tho appren tices,
Metrop olitan Museu m of Art.
thermo re, must be1ong- to familie s of standi ng, must paintin gs to the
As in the case of the obelisk in Centra l Park. be~
pay a large sum by way of guaran tee, and must
to save it the climat e of New
furnis h certific ates of good charac ter and honest y. fore steps were i.aken
,.or the surfac e of the
much
too
g
provin
lly
is
York
These secrets have been hande d down faithfu
and it is scaling awRy gradua lly.
from one ge11oration to anothe r for hundre ds of Grace Churc h vase,
Effort s have been made, withou t much success, to
years.
preser ve the surfac e of the vase with oil. The vase,
which stands about five feet high, is made of a kind
of cement.
SALT ON SEA "PAIN TPOT S"
INhe vase is really 3,000 years old it is only about
The Salton Sea in the Imper ial Valley, one of the
years young er than the Centra l Park obelisk.
500
natura l wonde rs of the West, is consta ntly shrink
"needl e" dates from about 1465 B- C., and
ing. At presen t it is about eighte en miles long and The stone d by King Thothm es III. at Heliopolis,
was e1·ecte
nine miles wide at the greate st point.
Inscrip tions were added by later manar chs, in the
to
said
is
water
the
years
five
last
the
Durin g
thirtee nth centur y before Christ and about 300
salt
a
g
have retrea ted about a mile a year, leavin
encrus ted adobe land, which is eagerl y seized by years later.
Amon g other ancien t object s on public view jn
homes teader s. Often their locatio n stakes are
New York are the mumm ies in the Egypt ian collecplante d far out in the water.
politan Museum of Art. The oldThe sea, which lies 169 feet below the level of the tion in the Metro
from the twelft h dynast y (2000 ocean, aboun ds in mullet and carp, which local and est one dates"The 'contra cted burial ' exhibi ted in
Arizon a capita lists are planni ng to utilize by the 1788 B. C.)
the First Egypt ian Room was not artifici ally preerectio n of a g'l'eat canner y.
canno t proper ly be called a mumm y,"
Of especi al intere st to the touris t are the bubbli ng l served and so m.
''paint pots"; as the water retrea ts it is in a state says the Museu
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Feudland

turning to Sister Mercy. "Sister, you knows me for
what I am, don't ye?"
"I certainly do, More than that, your folks were
gone
when I, with Malvina and Mary Knox, was
-ORbrought here by old Anse Turley hisself-and a
A BOY IN "MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
dozen of his men. They made themselves at home,
ate, drank, and were merry. Others came. Then
they took the two girls, and part of them rode off
By DICK ELLISON
with them. Anse Turley came to me.
"What does this mean?" I said to him. "I. have
always befriended your side as I have the Calla( A Serial Story)
hans. You lured me from the sheriff's home under
a
false tale that peace would be made, if you could
CHAPTER XV (Continued).
talk to your daughter-under my protection; but
For a minute, as the old man appeared to be over- you would not enter Sheriff Callahan's house.
whelmed by the mystery involving this phase of the ing once got me to bring her out, your men ~avseized
present family absence, Pony and Fred made a hur- us and brought us here. What do you mean by
such
ried examination of the place, finding no one but conduct.
two lean hounds, that seemed overj9yed and-very
"Said he: 'I meant to get possession of my own,
hungry.
and that's my darter. Well, I've got her, and I've
"Let's go out to the barn and the mule lot," said got the timberman's gal to keep her comp'nyold Harve, after throwing to the dogs a pone or see? I was terribly shocked."
two of cold cornbread. "I've always found someone
Both Brankston and Dick were fuming by now.
or somebody to home before, when I come back from Sister Mercy continued:
my preachin' trips."
"Reproaches ·and arguments were useless. Anse
As the three emerged from the doors, they heard Tnrley had determined to take both girls, as a means
sounds issuing from the old smokehouse. Then out of hurting Callahan, and scaring my brother out
came Dick Callahan, assisting Sister Mercy, who of the feud country. He bound me and gagged me,
apparently could hardly walk.
despite the fact that I was their friend, then they
"What can that be?" said Fred, hurrying for- wrote letters and left them in the house, and off
ward, while Harve and Pony followed, deferring they went."
the visit to the barn for the moment. Callahan held
"That must be the scrawl you found, Uncle
the woman up, talking encouragingly, meantime. Harve," remarked Pony.
Suddenly Brankston exclaimed:
"Notwithstanding all my protests," continued
"Why, who is this, Dick?"
Sister Mercy, "I was left alone. I heard many other
But just then the preacher brushed past him and mounted men come up and ride off after Anse, and
ran forward, having recognized the one Dick was I concluded that the Tutley1tes were in strong
assisting.
·
force--"
"Lord help us! It that you, Sister Mercy?"
Sister Mercy was here interrupted by a fusillade
"Yes, sirree !" exclaimed Callahan, regarding the of shots from up the valley. In an instant the repreacher, fixedly. "Hit's Sister Mercy, and she was mainder of the Callahans, who had not rejoined
in the corner, tied hard and fast."
their leader while the Sister was talking, came rid"Indeed, it is so," confirmed the weak, though un- ing at full speed from the direction of the barns,
terrified woman, staggering· forward and seizing ctying:
Harvc Turley's hand- "You have a bad brother,
"The Turley men are comin' ! Watch out,
Mr. Turley-when he gets angry. But you, I will fellers--"
not doubt. They carried off my niece and Malvina.
Another volley from unseen foes rang out. Cal
Then they took me in there," pointing at the dis- Dalton who was shouting out these explanations as
used smokehouse, "and not only tied me, but gagged he ra~ towards Dick, fell headlong in the little
me though as gently as they could. Owing to that creek-bed.
I V:.as able to work the gag loose and had just begun
At this juncture Fred Brankston, noting a tall
to cry out, when Mr. Callahan came in and found fell ow in front, whose gun had :flashed, took quick
me."
aim at the foremost and fired:
"Yes, sirree-I found her, and I loosed her, and
"I'll get you, anyhow!" muttered the boy.
here she is."
Man and horse came down with _a clatter.
Callahan was still eyeing the old preacher sus~
piciously. "You may not have been here, Parson;
but how am I to know that this good woman was
CHAPTER XVI
tied fast by your men without your knowledge?"
Parson Turley States His Position
"Simply because I 'lowed my farnbly was home
.
and have been away myself for more'·n a week. But
~either Brankston nor Callahan waited to see
my folks ain't here-" he broke off suddenly, the number of their assailants, or the result of the
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Old Harve gulped a little. Pony looked as if he
scatteri11g volley ,Yhich followed Fred's prompt
was about to swear.
shot.
"Easy, Pony-easy,'' the preacher cautioned.
"Can you get up behind me, Sister Mercy?'' said
We
me tackle this onregenerate sinner-fust."
••Let
"Quick!
hand.
his
B1·ankston, extending
They were galloping along, so that conversation
.
have not a moment to lose."
The Sister sprang up behind Fred, who had al- was not easy. But the preacher, putting his hand in
ready mounted. She did it with an agility that his bosom, took thence a folded paper which he
showed her to be 1well used, by her rough mountain handed to Marshal Callahan with as much dignity
as one might use when riding half bound behind
experiences, to prompt physical action.
Dick on his part turned to the old preacher another man.
"What's this?'' demanded Dick, taking the paper
savagely:
"We've got you-and Pony," said he. "Put both gingerly. "What are ye drivin' at, Parson Turley?"
"Hit's a pair of licences for the lawful joinin'
of 'em hawses behind some of ye, and let those
ridin' behind plug 'em ef they try to jump off. together of Malvina Turley and one Dick Callahan
Lively now; while them as ain't fired hold those -see?"
Callahan stared, then he, too, gulped somewhat.
fellers back."
"When d'ye git them licences, Harve Turley?
were-they
such
Turleyites-if
The on-coming
had stopped their n1sh at Fred's fire, and were tak- When I took ye along out of Jefferson ye didn't
shorely know what I was up to--eh ?"
ing refuge behind the preacher's barn.
"I got them licences two weeks ago, Dick CallaCarl Dalton, much to the surprise of his friends,
called
promptly
han--"
rose, apparently unharmed. He
"What? Wasn't you up to Anse Turley's about
out:
"
and--"
then,
"What the nation are ye leavin' me here for?"
"Yes-siree. And Viny Turley went home with me
At this juncture the horse of the man whom Fred
and stayed two days. I got posted up about her
had shot at came plunging down the run.
then, and I got them licences. But ef I'm
wishes
"Ketch that pony, Cal!" cailed one of the others.
prisoner of the man she said she Y.as goin'
a
be
to
"There's a hawse for ye."
I don't want them licences. I guess you
marry,
to
This Cal promptly did, and leaped on its back in
'em and keep 'em till you run across
take
better
a way to show that he was not much hurt by the
as will marry ye, for I won't under
else
someone
volley which had been fired.
! Not ef she v,ras twice my
sarcustances-no
sech
Brankston, glancing back, saw the man he had
man I've allays thoug·ht ye
the
twice
you
or
niece,
shot at being picked up by his comrades, and placed
be-before."
to
on another horse, he being quite alive.
While old Harve was thus delivering himself,
"Are we all ready?'' shouted Dick to his men and
changing face was a sight to see. He
Callahan's
being answered by encouraging shouts fro~ his
holding the folded papers, appargloomily,
on
rode
friends, the entire party of the Callahans, with
he turned.
Finally
thinking.
ently
Harve Tudey and Pony in their midst, rode at a
do, Parson •rurley?" he
to
me
want
d'ye
"What
gallop down the glen.
quietly.
asked
A few scattering shots followed them, but no fur"I want ye to turn me and Pony loose-that's
ther harm was done. Sister Mercy, being mounted
I want; and more'n that, it's what I expect
what
behind Brankston, was kept well in advance by the
man Viny Turley was' willin' to leave her
the
from
boy, for he had no idea of having the aunt of the
and all, and go with for better or
house
father's
girl he intended to win exposed more than necessary.
A rear. guard of five or six well-mounted men, wuss-see?"
Dick started a little in his turn. He then called
among whom was Cal Dalton on his enemy's horse,
to Brankston riding ahead, keeping a bright
out
kept well behind so as to prevent a surprise.
yet talking the while with Sister Mercy,
lookout,
"Are you going to keep me a prisoner?" deto be persuading the lad to some purappeared
who
manded the preacher of Dick, whom he looked to as
.
own.
her
of
pose
the leader of the opposing faction. "And here's
called Dick. '· My
Brankston,"
hete,
back
"Ride
Pony, too, as come to see his sister--"
And when Fred
lookout."
good
a
keep
will
men
"He'll see his sister all right if I can cnce ketch
my mind,
changed
"I've
continued:
Callahan
obeyed
•
up with the man as is carrying her off."
we
Mercy
Sister
men.
two
these
about
Fi-ed,
Dick's eyes snapped, and he was keyed up to a
turn
to
want
I
sides.
both
for
right
all
is
know
pitch that made it dubious if not dangerous for a
Parson Turley and his nep_h ew Pony loose, right
Turleyite to ask questions.
,vord."
"You hain't answered the question I asked ye," here; and without saying another
heartily. "That
Fred
cried
Dick!"
you,
for
Bully
''
returned old Harve, quite underterred. "I'll ask hit
upon me.
urging
been
has
Mercy
Sister
what
just
is
agin. What you goin' ter do with me and Ponyspeak, I
to
so
outsider,
an
being
but
willing,
was
I
let alone Sister Mercy'?"
hardly knew what do do/' ·
"I'm goin' to hold you and Pony ontil I git good
· (To be continued.)
and ready to let ye go. Is that a plain answer?'!
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
•

pond is small and the expense of inaintenance is
practically nothing.
F'or a century or more fish culturn has been common in several :European countries. Agricultural
experimental stations and schools teach the farmer.·
economic methods of raising fish for the table. The
supply of fish in the public waters of these countries
was exhausted long ago and as sufficie~t meat could
not be raised on land to supply fully the increasing
demand it became necessa1·y to transform waste
land into water areas and stock them with fish.
That condition is repeating itself in this country,
and now there are many such ponds in this country, especially in the East.
State agricultural departments have devoted considerable attention to the project and the Federal
Government has undertaken to supply pond owners
with stock fish and to instruct them jn the care of
the fish. The bureau of fisheries, upon written application, supplies enough brood fish to form the
nucleus for a pond, delivering them free at the pond
NOW RAISES HARES
owner's station. The fishes supplied by the bureau
A farmer in Jefferson county, '.N. Y., will devote are large and small mouthed black bass, crappie,
himself to raising Belgian hares. When he started calico or strawberry bass, rock bass, Warmouth or
the_ chicken business he built a long laying house goggle eyed bass, sunfishes and catfishes.
wluch accommodated 1,500 hens and several hunWhat a farm fish pond will yield under most
c1red hares. It ·was his idea to try out the two and favorable conditions may be seen from the following
find out ·where the greater profit was. It did not extract from a recent report of the Fish Commistake him long to find that the hares were the better sioners of Indiana:
money-makers and now he has sold all but 300 of
"Carl H. Thompson has a fish pond 60 by 120
his chickens. The house is being devoted entirely feet in surface dimensions and from four to six feet
to Belgian hares and he intends to keep breeding deep. In May he placed in this pond four pairs of
them until he has 5,000. The farmer has divided small mouthed black bass. Fifteen months later
up the building into small pens, which are arranged he seined the pond and took therefrom, by actual
in three tiers. Each old rabbit has a pen of its count, 1,017 black bass averaging one pound each.
own and the you11g are kept in pens holding .six He also had stocked the pond with yellow perch and
each, When he gets about 5,000 hares he thinks he aL this seining he took out between 600 and 700
will have about the right number to keep running yellow perch, weighing, according to his statement,
the business in good shape. The hares are to be not less than 250 pounds. This makes the producshipped to the hotels and commission men in New tion of the pond amount to 1,267 pounds of fish in
York and other large cities. A rabbit can be fed fifteen months.
·
for $1.21 for one year, according to the tabulated
plants generally a1·e introduced to purify
Aquatic
accounts kept, and that gives a large profit. There the water and provide nesting and hiding places for
is comparatively little loss in the rearing of the the fish and attractive multitudes of various minyoung and the work of caring for them is very ute forms of aquatic life on which the fish feed
slight. The hares are fed on nothing but clover the year around. Water lilies, cattails and other
hay.
such plants from nearby waters are weight~d with
stones and sunk in the pond, where they quickly
PONDS
IN
FISH
RAISE
FARMERS
take root and begin to thrive and spread. When
supthe water plants start to grow small food fish for
food
of
Farmers are developing a new source
Many
adult fish are supplied.
the
ponds.
fish
artificial
from
ply and revenue
Whitefish, perch, suckers, carp, bullheads and
have found that an acre or two of waste land converted into a pond will produce all the fish the other similar varieties, which are not antagonistic
owner's family can use during the year and in many to each other, are kept in the same pond. As
cases enough extra fish to bring a small income at basses, pickerel and pike live almost entirely on
market. The cost of building and stocking such a young fish they are kept in a pond by themselves.

LARGE HAYSTACKS
In Australia the haystacks a1·e of enormous $ize.
As in England, immen1\e quantities of hay are stored
out of doors and, like their English model1\, the g,·cat
stacks are built with picturesque peaked roof lines
and smooth, well raked sides. It is a co111111on sight
in Australia, howe,·e1·, to see a haystack several
times the slze of the barn which houses the rest of
the crops of the farm. These enormous haystacks
frequently contain some thousands of tons of hay.
The largest haystack in the world was- situated in
the district of Victoria. The length of this mammoth stack, when complete, was two hundred and
ninety-eight feet, while its width was ninety-seven
fe~t. In other words practically a New York city
block and a half in length. The height of the stack
when finished was nearly one hundred feet. Sev('l"al weeks were required, with the aid of a score of
""agons, to construct the great haystack.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
THREE PETS
Mrs. Thad Tillery, of Geneva, O., is believed to
have in three pets the strangest friends knoW11.
They are a goldfish, a canary bird and a cat. All
three get along in perfect harmony and show deep
regard for each other. Every time Mrs. Smith
feeds the cat it saves a few crumbs for the bird,
which hops to the top of the goldfish bowl and tosses
·u a few for the fish. The favorite rest-place of
ohn, the canary bird, is on the neck of Freddie, the
cat. All three friends seem to grieve greatly that
Pete, the goldfish, is unable to hop out of its bowl
and gambol around on the floor with the other two.
Pete, however, swims around and around close
to the glass sides of his prison, while John and
Freddie play about, when the fish bowl is put on the
floor.
ELEVEN HOURS IN CHIMNEY
Mathias Hester, 10 years old, and his brother,
Daniel, 7, of 82 Coles Street, Newark, N. J., were
playing ball the other Monday afternoon when their
ball fell on the roof of a house at 53 Newark Avenue and bounded into the chimney. The youngsters
climbed to the roof, saw the ball on a ledge and
climbed in after it.
They got the ball all right, but when they tried to
get back they found they were wedged in tight.
They called for help until they were exhausted.
James Evans, a watchman at the Liberty Theatre,
next door, was making his rounds at 6 o'clock the
following morning, when he heard their cries from
the roof of the theatre. H~ called policemen, who
got a_ rope, by means of wh~ch the boys cl~:nber~d
out, tired and worn ~Her their eleven hours 1mpr1sonment, but otherwise unharmed.

50,000 BODIES TO BE RETURNED
About 50,000 qodies of American soldiers who
were killed or died in France will be returned to this
country, Secretary of War Baker estimated in a
request to Congress for an additional appropriation
of $21,549,000 to complete the removal. Congress
already has appropriated $8,451,000 for this purpose.
In his communication submitting the estimate,
Secretar y Baker said :
.. It is estimated that about 50,000 bodies will be
returned to the United States and that this will
involve an expense for preparation of remains,
· metal-lined and hermetically sealed casket, shipping
case, flag and transportation, at sea and in the
United States, of approximately $500 per body, or,
say, $25,000,000.

"To which should be added the segregation of the
remains of 25,000 bodies in permanent American
cemeteries in France, involving preparation of remains, metal-lined and hermetically sealed casket,
and transportation in France at approximately $200
per body, or, say, $5,000,000.
Notification of final withdrawal of the objections
of the French government to the removal of the
bodies of the American soldier dead was received
by the State Department.

WEIGHT OF DOLLAR BILL BALKS ENGIN~
EERING CLASS
Harrington Emerson,. of New York, director of
the Emerson Engineers, efficiency councillors, lectured before the engineering class at M. I. T. the
other day and submitted the test question: "How
many dollar bills equal in weight one silver dollar?"
Although the correct .answer to the question is 20,
the average number estimated by the class was
434.8.
· There were 83 answers to the question, the highest estimate being 20,000 and the lowest zero. Lt.
Arthur C. Miles submitted the nearest to the correct
answer his figures being 24, while the written answer of a few other students was 25.
As the students delivered their answers Mr.
Emerson undertook to determine tl:e temperament
of each individual depositing in one pile answers
which he believed 'came from conservatives and in
another those coming from the rash. Th~ 'average
estimate of the conservative pile was 112.5, while
the average of the other was 550.8.
"This test," said Mr. Emerson, "may arouse
amusement, anger or sadness, but it illustrates the
incompetence of the human mind, and it is sad in
view of the fact that this is a selected class of men,
having every day cognizance of the subject."
He was introduced by Professor E. H. Schell, of
the engineering administration department as "the
foremost i1idustrial engineer in the country, and
that means in the world."
During his · lecture the speaker declared that all
modern operations were over-equipped and undersupervised, and that was the fundamental trouble.
In illustration, he questioned the class as to what
percentage of the time the main track of the railroads was in use by moving trains. He received
several answers of 5 and 10 per cent., and finally
announced that an answer of 1 per cent. was correct.
In conclusion, he gave a demonstration of his
method of investigating and reporting upon the
efficiency of industrial plants.
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· A GYPSY QUEEN

By D. W. STEVENS

r

Then a change came over her.
She shuddered, and sinking down on the bench,
covered her face with her hands.
'He asked me of my home, my kindred,'' she mur.:
mured, "and I dare not answer, miserable coward
that I am . . Could I not tell him that I am a gypsy,
that the men of the tribe are such--''
A footstep startled her.
It was the landlord.
She arose and stole of in the opposite direction.
Count Viado was thinking of her.
Never in his life had any woman made such an
impression on him as this simple girl had done.
"Am I going to make a fool of myself after all?"
thought the count. "I, with my thil·ty years of life
and the experience which has made me even olderI, to fall in love with a peasant's daughter.
Ridiculous!"
Count Viado laughed, and pursued his way.
Suddenly he paused.
He was now in a lonely part of the wood, the
track which he had hitherto followed was no long·er
visible.
"This is pleasant," mused the count. "I do believe I've lost my way for the second time. My
friend won't get me to pay him a visit at his country house again in a huny. Ismena is not here
now to help me out of this quandary. What is to be
done?"
The situation was awkward, to say the least of it.
He went on a little further, and stopped again.
The white outline of a tent 111 a kfod of dell below
met his gaze.
Tie cautiously approac:hed it.
Hurrying on, Count Viado was brought suddenly
to a halt at the sight of a man sprawling on the
grass with a pail of water beside him.
He was a good-looking fellow eJ'tough, and wore
a battered felt hat.
He scanned the count narrowly.

"Corne,. one more glass, and pledge me . ere I go.
Maiden with the earnest eyes, Heaven send th ee
blessings now and hereafter. I may not tarry here,
else fain would I linger awhile longer beside theeHo, quick !-another bottle!"
So spoke Count Viado, the Viennese, leaning over
the rude table as he spoke, and tenderly regarding
a young girl, whose downcast eyes and blushing
cheeks proved her to be by no means unconscious of
the admiration she inspired.
"You are most kind," she said, " and I will not
refuse your pledge, since yo,u wish it. Yet I would
bid you be on your guard. The roads are lonely,
and--"
He stopped her with a laugh.
"Nay, have no fear for me. I have been in lon~lier
places. yet never had traveler so fair and so gracwus
a guide as I."
The wiLe was brought and the count consumed.
,, 'Twas good fortune that sent you to guide me
hither. May I ask your name'?"
" Is.mena."
The count surveyed her.
"A p1·etty name," he said, " and one that well
suits thf' bearer of it. Now for my toast."
He poured the wine out, raised the glass to his
lips, and passed it on to her.
She lifted it, then hesitated.
.. You have not given me your narne. Who shall
I pledge'?'' she said.
"Men call me Count Viado," he answered, smiling
at the stai-t she gave.
"Count-Count Viado ! Oh, had I known your
rank I would not have spoken so freely."
"Tut, tut, fair Ismena. You have been most kind
to me, and the hour .I have been in your company is
"My friend," said the count. "I have missed my
one I shall remember to the last day of my life."
The young man's eyes kindled, and his cheek way. Will you show me through the wood?"
Viado took his purse from his pocket.
·
flushed.
It was neither large nor particularly well filled,
"As for my rank," he continued, "wh;;i.t is mine or but as the fellow's gaze rested on it, the demon of
any man's rank compared with beauty and virtue?"
cupidity leapt to his eyes and then vanished.
'
And raising his hat he bowed.
"I will pay you well, my friend,'' continued the
"If you will pardon my curiosity I would inquire
concerning your kindred and friends, and how it is count.
The man nodded.
that I meet so young and fair a maiden far away
Not a word passed his lips.
from her home?"
But he gave a loud, shrill whistle, and springing
Simple as was the question it seemed to embarto his feet, hurled himself on Viado, and knocked
hass Jsmena.
1
the purse from his hand.
"Count," she faltered, "I-I--"
So sudden and t1nexpected was the attack that the
"No more," he interrupted. "I have no right to
question you, and am justly rebuked for my pre- count was taken by surprise.
But he quickly recovered himself, and dealt one
sumption. Forgive me, and farewell."
. He took her hand, and raised it respectfully to of the ruffians a blow under the ear, which sent him
staggering back against a tree.
-his lips.
He had no time to secure his purse.
In another moment he was gone.
She stood watching him till his figure disappeared · He set his foot firmly on it, and drawing his
sword, prepared to sell his life as dearly as possible.
·
among- the trees.
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His second meeting with Ismena had given him
matter for serious thought.
till within reach of his swoi·d.
Should they haply meet again he would let 'her
felthe
at
lunge
fierce
and
Viado made a sudden
know how much he honored and-loved her.
low-'s chest.
Ay, it had come to that.
It was a fatal movement, for as the ruffian nimbly
Fair as was his worldly prospects, he fe1t that he
dodged aside to avoid the thrust, the count's foot
barter them all for one smile from the gypsy
would
ground.
the
to
jJipped, and he stumbled heavily
The men gave a yell, and precipitated themselves chief's beautiful daughter.
Absorbed in such reflections as these the count
upon him.
Ere one of their deadly blades could harm him, was pursuing his way, when happening to look
Viado rose on one knee, and supporting himself on back, he saw the figures of three men.
As far as he could make out, they were the same
one hand, made a desperate lunge at the breast of
three who had attacked him.
his nearest assailant.
He continued to walk on without quickening his
The man recoiled.
pace.
and
At that moment there sprang between him
Not till he had traveled some distance further did
his assailants the slim and graceful figure of a
he ven~ure to look back at them once more.
woman.
The men had broken into a run and were close
It was Ismena.
She had doffed her mantle ·and her arms were upon him.
He knew the ·worst now.
bare.
Every man must die once, let him die then M a
She spoke quick, hurried words in an unknown
should, sword in hand.
soldier
half
and
entreaty
tongue, which seemed half
To prevent them from attacking him in the rear,
threats.
The count sprang up quickly and stood ready to Viado sprang toward a building a short distance off.
It was one of the huts used by the charcoal burnrenew the combat.
But the men made no attempt to molest him. , ers of the district.
There were no windows, and the door though
As Ismena ceased speaking they turned, and
was strong.
rough
to
lost
were
wood,
the
of
recesses
plunging into the
The count loosened his sword in its scabbard, and
view.
entering the hut, closed the door behind him.
Viado and his preserver were alone together.
He drew his sword, and holding the door '!;o with
"You have saved my life," said the former gratefoot, awaited the attack.
his
·
fully.
a few moments the men came up to the hut,
In
the
it,
He held out his hand, but instead of taking
girl retreated a step, and looked sorrowfully into his and one of them called on him to surrender.
There was no reply.
face.
The man tried the door.
"Listen to me, count," she said. "When you
A single touch showed him that it was not
asked me who were my kindred and friends, I was
ashamed to answer you. Now I tell you; they are fastened.
He whispered to his comrades, and then plunged
these men who have just left us.''
'•Don't misunderstand me," resumed Ismena. his arm boldly into the crevice and tried to drag it
")'fy father was the chief of a tribe of gypsies, but open.
Something bright and keen flash ed in the air.
those men who attacked you have none of the virtues
the man reeled back with his arm gashed io
And
of our race, and are only gypsies in name. Such as
bone.
'the
in
him
to
paid
they
respect
the
however,
they are,
The sight of their comrade's mishap maddened
his lifetime has happily descended to me. Other.
wise I dared not have interfered with them as I did the gypsiesThey uttered fierce c1·ies of rage, and hurled
just now."
"Why vex yourself by telling me this?" urged themselves at the doox, which yielded.
The sharp crack of a pistol rang out above their
Viado. "I see the recital pains you, and you may
be sure I see enough to make me respect and honor I shout of triumph, and one of the men stagg-ered forward, and fell heavily on his face.
you.''
Then as the others turned and fled, Viado sprang
"l must not keep you here, lest another danger
threaten you," she said hurriedly. ''There may be from the hut, and caught Ismena in his arms.
"Saved!" she . cried, <lrnpping the now useless
others lurking in the wood for all I know, and--~'
pistol "I feared for you after you had left me, and
She stopped.
·
"l may not accompany you," she continued. "I I followed you, and--''
"We will never part more,'' interrupted Viado,
can bid you depart, and be on your guard."
She left him as suddenly as she had apprared, and ·drawing her to his bosom. "My life henceforth is
yom·s; my love you have had from the :first mo: he was once more alone.
: The count sheathed his sword and resumed .his ment we met. Shall it be yes, sweet one?"
, And it was yes.
! journey.
Slowly, cautiously, the first man crept up to him
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES
Don Enrico Varga, best known fisherman in this
part of Mexico, recently found a small stream near
Guaymas, Mexico, in v,;hich were great numbers of
fish, much similar to the hard-fighting black bass
found in the stream and has made many big catches.
A few days ago he landed an unusually big bass.
He noticed that it had a peculiarly shaped bump
under its lower jaw. When he reached home and
cleaned the fish for his evening meal he found that
the lump was formed by a small gold nugget. Possessed of a considerable amount of money, Don Enrico bought a section of land bordering the stream.
Investigation disclosed what is believed will be one
of the richest placer mines in Mexico.
The following story is being told in Hamburg
about a most welcome find of money in a Bible,
writes a Berlin correspondent: A business man,
with a large and growing family, began to find himself in serious monetary troubles. His wife fell ill,
and he was unable to pay. The debtor, in his distress! made up his mind to sell the _fam~ly Bible. On
turnmg over the leaves before t~km~ 1t out_ of the
house h~ found a seal;,d letter mscnl:>ed with t~e
H~ opened 1t and found
words, ri::o the fin~er..
the followmg letter ms1de: In the sure knowledge
that man does not turn to his Bible to read the Word
of God until he is in the greatest distress, I have
placed $500 in notes between pages 142 and 142.
Hamburg, 1879."

one-half of this space for the Throne and the Court
of Heaven, and one-half of the balance for streets,
which would leave a remainder of 124,198,272,000,000,000,000 cubic feet. He then proceeds to divide
this by 4,096, the number of cubical feet in a room
sixteen feet square, and this process gives him
30,321,843,750,000,000 rooms of the size indicated.
He then proceeds upon the hypothesis that the world
now contains, always has contained, and will always
contain 990,000,000 inhabitants, and that a generation lasts for thirty-three years, which gives a total
number of inhabitants every century of 2,297,000,000. He assumes that the world will stand 1,000
centuries or 100,000 years, which would give a
total of' 2,970,000,000,000 inhabitants for· this
period of time.. He then reaches the rea~suring
conclusion that if 100 worlds of the same sJze and
duration and containing the same number of inhabitants should redeem all the inhabitants there
would be 'more than 100 rooms of the size indicated
for each person.

__,.., --"'""Illa--•••--

GRINS · AND

CHUCKLES

"Mamma," said rrommy, "does sugar ever cure
anybody of anything?" "Why do you ask, PlY boy?"
"I thought I'd like to catch it," said Tommy.
The New Butler-Our mistress seems to be very
nice. The Cook-She's a real lady. She put on a
glove the other day before she slapped the maid's
face
·
Young Golightly (to pretty girl)-ls the seat next
to you engaged, miss? Miss-No, but I am! And
he's going to get in at the next station.
A divine very famous in his day had a habit of
muttering to himself. Once a busybody inquired of
him why he did it. "Because," replied the soliloquizer, "I like to talk to -a sensible man."
Mrs. Newed-Mother has just written that she
will not visit us this summer unless you will permit
her to pay her board. Newed-I shall wire her at
once saying that I shall not permit her to do anything of the kind
· ------

HMildred," called her father from the head of the
stairs, "is that young man an auctioneer?" "Why,
no, father." "He talks like one. He's been putting
that 'going' stuff for forty-five minutes, and has
up
of
basis
the
as
Taking a verse from Revelation
got as far as the door."
only
computation some industrious and probably uneasy
fellow has again been figuring on the dimensions of
"Yep," said the farmer, in a kindly voice. "I'll
heaven. The text is in xv., 21, and reads as follows:
"And he measured the city with the reed, 12,000 give ye a meal if ye'll chop that there cherry log into
furlongs. The length and the breadth and the kindlin's. Ragged Frederick sighed and shook his
heighth of it are equal." He concludes that this head. "I'd like to 'blige ye, boss," he said, "but it
represents a space of 469,783,088,000,000,000,000 hain't for the likes o' me to try to folle1· in the footcubic feet. This enterprising statistician sets aside steps o' the great and good George Washington.
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GOOD READING
THE PYTHON'S CAP A CITY
kills by contraction, says Professor
python
The
John A. Jordon, in the December Wide World Magazine, and I have h eard many discussions as to
how this is done, some stating emphatically that the
python must get i~s tail around some solid object to
get a leverage. I pr efer to keep an open mind on
the subj ect and can only relate what has come under
my own observation.
Most agree, however , that ihe giant python can
over power and kill almost any animal. Some declare
that the width of their jaws will only allow of the
passag:e. of an animal about the size of a goat. Tu-ti.t
is not correct, for I have k illed pythons with i,n e
horns of a topi hart ebeest sticking out of the jaw,
and t he topi weighs m ore than 200 pounds.
JAPANESE LABOR APPALLINGLY CHEAP
According to an article published in The Arnerica~, the average middle class family in Japan -rece1ve:3 only $25 to $50 per month in income, and
the average labor er gets only from 50 to 75 cents
per day. These are the wages wit h which the American laborer m ust expect to compete when ocean
transportation and other trade conditions have resumed normal condit ions .. It is also announced that
Japan is making rnpid strides in the building up of
her merchant marine particularly in the establishment of new transport atio11 lines which will facilitate the development of Japanese foreign trade.
Wit h cheap labor and increased shipping facilities,
Japan will be in a position to mar ket her goods not
only in other nat ions where the United States has
hoped t o build up for eign t r ade, but also in the
markets of America itself.
KILLED WITH KNOUTS
Countess Oulsoufieff, who escaped to Italy from
the Bolsheviki some t ime ago, has received news
that both her brothers, the two Barons Meyendorff,
have been beaten t o death by Bolshevik knouts. A
sister's husband, Count Roulomzine, shared the same
fate.
T_he Countess·s mother, the Dowager Baroness
1\Ieyendorff, seventy-two year s old, was strapped to
a t ree and thrashed till her back was a mass of
wounds. When she fainted from pain one of her
tormenters said she was dead and they left her. A
ser.vant found her and hid her in a hut till the
Bolshevik gang which had r aided the Meyendorff
estate near Kieff went away.
The Meyendorff br others and their brother-inlaw sel'ved under t he Czar. 'rheir only crime the
Bolsheviki said, was that they were aristocra~ and

must be tr~ated as the Czar's Government used to
treat 1·ebels.
Young Countess Oulsoufieff is a very beauti.ful
woman, and before the war was a leader of society
in Petrograd and Warsaw. Her husband was an
officer of the Imperial Guards and attached at one
time to the Cza1·'s household. She is now at Villa
Roussalka, San Remo.
RUSSIA HAS RESO"~RCES TO SUPPLY THE
WORLD
But in_spite of her primitive ao-ricultural methods Russia produces 51 per cent. of the world's l'ye,
25 per cent. of the world's oats, 33 per cent. of the
world's barley and 22 per cent. of the world's wheat.
Notwithstanding the primitive character of her
rnral economy. Russia had in 1913, · 33,863,000
horses, 51,355,000 cattle, 73,962,000 sheep and 1'1 •
'
232,000 pigs.
It wil_l be pe~·ceived that she was considerably
ahead of the Umted States both in horses and sheep
and had almost as many head of cattle. Nor can
there be any question about the vast possibilities of
the still unexplored mineral deposits of the country.
Rus~ia is rich in ceal, iron, manganese, copper, gold,
platmum, asbestos, salt and naphtha, and that by no
means exhausts the enumeration.
In the. thirty years between 1883 and 1913 the
production of coal, iron and copper increased about
eightfold, that of zinc threefold, while that of gold
and salt nearly doubled. Russia has practically a
monopoly in platinum, the most valuable of metals,
and she produces about one-fourth as much go:d as
South Africa.
She was the second largest producer of mineral
oil, and her production of copper would under
proper direction, easily exceed that of an~ other
country in the world.
D~ring the last hundred years the population of
~u~sia has ~een exactly quadrupled. Should Russia s population increase in the same ratio in the
next hundred years, and it may easily do so if the
vast latent resources of the country are adequately
utilized, the great commonwealth that will face the
y~ar 2020 would have, within the limits of the Rus,
sia of 1914, a population of more than 700,000,000.
. ~he co-operatives are probably not dazzling their
v1s10n by any such outlook, but they are, according
to the declarati_ons of their leaders, calmly awaiting
the advent of mternal peace in Russia in the full
consciousness that no economic future' of that tre~endous aggregate of material wealth and population can be conceived without assigning to them a
leading role in its upbuilding.-From "The Co-operatives; A Trade Key to Russia," by John Foord
'
in Asia. magazine for February-March.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST

ber are made by hand and are well executed. The
back of the biU is printed from an etched plate."
In a fight with three men ·who attempted 'to hold
up her grocery store at 94 Wallace Street, Newark,
SOME FAST SAILING SHIPSN . ."f., recently Miss Lena Gronbow, 25, wrenched a
T.qe accuracy of sailing in the palmy days of the
I
revo ver from one with her teeth, punched another clipper ships is indicated by the statement that on a
and chased the three from the store, firing a shot to ninety-nine days' race between five clipper ships in
J866, thr-ee went into port at the end of their voyage
.
spee~ th eir flight. .
Miss Gronbow said one of _the men purchased a on the same tide, the Taeping beating the Ariel by ,
bar of chocolate and offered a $20 bill. She turned only twelve minutes, and the Serica by little over -,
to make change and when she looked back found a four hours. The other two ships in this face, the
revolver close to her face. She opened her mouth to Fiery Gross and the Taii:sing came in two days
scream and the man shoved the revolver into it. later. The Red Jacket on her fi;st voyage went from
She threw back her head and the revolver came &rndy Hook to the Rock Light, Liverpool, in 13 days
out of_ the man's hand, She has the revolver and the 1 hour, and the fastest British built clipper, the
Melbourne, made when runn"fog her eastern trip,
$20 bill.
5,100 miles in seventeen days. We ought never to
have lost the position we then held upon the ocean,
when Donald McKay and Samuel Hall led the world
LOOK OUT FOR SPURIOUS $20 BILLS
A particularly clever counterfeit Federal Re- in the building of fast ships. It is humiliating to
serve $20 note is in circulation in New York, ac- think of the change tha:t has come over our mercording to a notice sent to all banks in this district. cantile marine since then- day.
The counterfeit is described as very difficult to detect.
The following descliption of the bill has been furHOW TO
nished by the secret service division of the Treasury
WRITE THEM
Department: "The bill is on the Federal Reserve
Price Sli Oents Per Copy
B7 .TA.HES P. COGAN
This book contains all the' most recent changes in the method of
Bank of New York; check letter C; plate number
construction and submission of scenarios. Sl:l::ty Lessons , cov~riug every phase of scenario writln,r, from tbe mos t elem ~ntal
40; w. G. McAdoo, Secretary of the Treasury; John
to the most adranced ' principles. 'l'his treatl·>e co-.ers every.
Burke, Treasurer of the United States; portrait of
thin~ a person must know in order to make money as a successful scenarlo writer. For sa•e by nil N ews-den iers and
Cleveland. This counterfeit is printed on two
Book-Stores, If you cannot procure a cop:,, send us the price,
35 cent•. iµ money or postage stamps, and we will mail you one.
pieces of paper, of good quality between which silk
postage free. Address
L. SEN.A.RENS, %19 Se-.enth ATo., Ne...- York, N. Y.
threads have been distributed. The face of the bill
is a photograph. The figures of the Treasury numGIRL GRABS GUN IN TEETH

/

SCENARIOS

MAGAZINE'' '' Movine Picture Stories''
'' OUT-YSTERY
SEl\U-MONTHL Y. · 10 CENTS A COPY
It coi{tains exciting and mysterious detective stories.
.

-

LATES'.l'- ISSUES -

A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Playen

,

TRAILED BY A FRENCH X>EJTECT1VE; by Rene. Renaud.
A DROP OF INK, by Lieute1111nt Robert W. -- Warden.
TIIE Tli:N DOCTORS. by Allao Arnold Fox.
~n THFJ STAL' 0~ . PAGlli 61. by Chas. T . Jord.an.
40 A. ¥.ASKED MYSTERY, by PolJ.ce "$ergea11t Kelly.
·
41 THE BLACK SOUL, by Beulah Poynter.
·
42 SANCTl'.ARY, by William Hamilton Os borne.43 'l'Hlll MYSTFJRY O.F THE SEJVEN SHADOWS, by Charles F.
,
i...
Oursler.
44 T~l1l <RTGN OF TFiw DRAGON, bv C. Martin Eddy, Jr.
4;; TiiliJ MAGIC OF DETECTIVlil WOO lfA,NG; ' by Frank F.
, -.
.,
Wh!tJlel<l. ,
,,
46 TilllJ DEf.'OY. h,- William Hamilton Osborne.
47 THE HOW'lE WITH 30 STEPS, b:V Ralph D. Porter.
48 "'TIEN THE C'LOO(-t STRUCK 13, hy Dr . . H'.ar:ty Enton.
49 A PIECE OF BLOTTING P-APER, 1!.y Dorci{hy Wehe1·,
50 THE $200,000 nlYSTl.DRY, b.v Ethel Rosemon .
51 THE CARFJ OF DOCTOR BRICE, by· Mary 'R. P. Hatch.
52 THE PHANTOM MOTOR, by Laura Reid Montgomery.
!i~ THE BLACK.TACK, by Wm. Hamilton Osborne.
5-1 THEl WI-ITSPe;RTN<. HFJAD, bv Chas. F. OJJrsler.
55 '.!'HID INRPEC'.l'OR'S STRANGE CASE, by Beulah Poynter.
G(; THE SECRET OF THE SEALED BOOK, by Ethel Rosemon.
fi7 '.l'HEl CLUE OF STEEL, by Willis Lathrop.

PRICE

~r,

:17
38

The Famous Detec_tive _$ tory Qut T~day in No. . 58 is.
"ALIAS LOUIS VARDON," 'fly William Hamilton Osborne
FRAl'IK TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 W. 23d St., New York City.

SEVEN CENTS PER COPY

THE BEST .FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading. Magnificent Colored Cever Portrait•
ef Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday
Each nttmuer contaj/ns Five Stori es ot t.be Best FilIJ1s o• tlte

Screens--Elegant Half-cone Scenes trom the Plars-Interestillc
.A:rticles Ab!>ut Prominent People in the Film.s- D.,ln:s et
A.ctors, and .A.ctresses in the Stuuios and While Picture-mo.loi•sLes11oas In Scenario Writing;.
THIS

LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR
HONEY THAN A...."Y OTHER SIMILAJt PU:aLICATION" ON THE MARK.ET!

Y8UB

Its autbors arc the very best that money can procure; It•
profuse illustratiens are exquisite, an,i Its special 1trticles are lty
the rreatest experts In th eir particular line.
Bu:, a copy Now from your uewsdealer, er sea.a aa 7 ceata In
or postar;e stamps, and we will mail you any numi.er
dellire,

mo11ey

yen

HARRY E. WtlLFF, P11b., 166 W. 2Jd St,. New York City

Don't Let

Obesity ·
Shorten
Your Life!

How Fat
People
Escape from Slavery
NO MYSTERY IN THis TRUE NARRATIVE
UPPOSE a Fat Man and a Fat Woman became innocent victims of a relentless system of persecution. Imagine
that they at last escaped their pursuers by changing their whole personal appearance, in other words by
transforming themselves from heavy, waddling human porpoises to lithe, graceful and youthful lool,ing figures.
Doubtless you would consider it an excellent mystery story if the fact that thei,e slim folks and the heavyweights
were one and the same could be kept 'till the very last, solving the mystery of their esca~e.
It would probably seem rather far-fetched to you, especially if you are stout -yourself and you might regard
the transform-at.ion as purely a figment of the author's imagination.
But do you know that what you might regard as very improbable is an actual fact of everyday llfe and guaranteed to happen under certain treatment by a very responsible company tc> the extent of many $100 guarantees?
The home-self treatment we refer to is called the KOREIN SYSTEM, which includes:

S

For MEN
and WOMEN

$100..00

GUARANTEE

Now-ir you follow the very simple rules which,
with OH of Korein. constitute the Kor·ein system,
before a great many days are passed you may expect
a distinct and encoul"ag!ng difference in your weight
a,nd measureme11t1<. Buy Oil of Korein at 1 dn1gglst's;
d'r by mall. .Pl'ice one dollar In store, or postpaid.
Perhaps you have tried violent exercising, rellg-iom,ly
taking long exhausting walks, painfully contorting
yourself into all kinds of ridiculous shapes in an attempt to become thin.
Perhaps you have µndertal,en to reduce by doping
~·ourself with drastic drugs or vicious purgatives, by
debilitating sweat baths 01· harmful thyroid. lJ' you
have clone {hese things we know you will welcome
the mild, gentle, happy, sraile-!nvokir~g Korein system.
In Oil of Koreln there is nothing in the least injurious to health. In fact. leading physicians recommend the component parts 0f the Korein system l.i1
ohstino.te and dangerous obesity cases.

Slender People Win
You know yourself how impossible it would be to
win a foc,t 1-.i0e with a bar of pig iron suspended fl'om
yo1H wai,;t line even H you were slender and active.
You might get in at the finish before someone else who
was bu!'den likewise, but. you could never win.
So It is when you try to win social or business
success. Always it is that burden of fat holding you
back, denying you that full achievement of your ambition, Jove, health. and othe1· desires of your heart.

Do not tolerate yot.ir stout.
ness any longer.
Resolve
you shaff_ have the svelt,
grace and winning person·
aflty of those who are normal In weight ana appearance.

How to Buy It
Go to any busy drua store right
now a.ad &et a, box of Oil of Koi·etn
or 1f you -prefer seDd $1 to us dlrec.t.
Wo wllf maU you a box postpaJ~,
la a vlaln cover.
Remember tbe
guarant,e.
It assures you a new
ll.fe, one in which you wlrt cease to
be burdened by the objecUonab le
rat that tlea you down meutaUy and
pbystcally,
sbortening your fears
and making you tho •ub)ect of J>ilY
and ill concealed detiB1on, Start to ·
reduce uracefully a.nd tor your own

••k• beain to;d•Y,

Free Book
"Haw ta Reduce Weight Happily"
Send your name and address and

receive

it

in

a

plain

covet".

Nu

one need know tbe treatment you
are undert:1.kine.1 Start to-da.y aud
eurprlee your friends with a wo:nder!ul chanze tor the better.

KO REIN COMPANY, Inc.

NS-103, Station F,

New York, N. Y.

''

OYtllS UUIDE,orAD.t'asyKomomarr1~ge '

Stop Tobacco

eli."B••to~a8uhr11.lGlrl."'80"1FtoWoo•~H.elr8'1."!IDW

Lady Sb.ould lllan~• S:t.r B..•u to 1:.\&b bhn Propoae Karrlaga.
Rtnr toOateb a Ric1l.fhehelor. ••Hen, to Wlla. tbe Pa-.·or-ofLadi•s.

""

lDt t1iut~,b.,klul1tabj10Ubalp&ltoloHn,tOC POSTPAID

.:_YANKEE PUB. CO., TILTON, N. H.
DEAR 1rRJENDS-A wiuow, worth $;;000.
would marry. Business girl, wortl, $u3.000,
woulcl marr.v at once. Lady, age 27, seeking
warr!age; WOl'th $10,000; very lonely. Gil'!,
JS, seeking an eurly lllll.rriag~. Mai<l(•n, rn
years. seeking nu early marring,,: "ortl!
$~00,000. Working girl, 23 years. wants g,iorl
llusbantl. Lont>l.v widow, uO, wortll :,rn,0110,
ueeds t-o,,a, kind 1111sband. Aud t honsands
of others, nil ages, worth $r.O(J() to !Hll0.000.
anxious (o marry. Write for m:v list. FHJ,;l,J_
HALPH HYIJFJ, 253A. MinIIU S1., San Pran-

95
$15 :=

The new "Secret Service
Special" revolver is one
of the best Automatic
&hell-eject~ revol,vem in the United States. It is
fitted with rifled barrel, and manufactured from
the best materials that money can buy. The frame
is made from the best steel, and the barre 1from the
highest quality drop forging, nicely plated and
•
excellently rifled.
The new "Secret Service Special" Is fully

t 5-DAY FREE TRIAL

MoneY-back Guarantee

Lneko -.raa tho luck:,
discovery ct a woman. It

Entirely NEW principlenot a movlnir part-Silnple,
Bas the Pep and Power.

ts odorless and ta!itelees

and sberu1xed It secretly

u. & J.

tn tea, coffee aut.l food ..

Like a magic wand It
hits the spot. l tlmmedla· ly puto tb.e craving
In a trance. Instead ot
tb•t lrresls,able desire

,·,secret Service Special"
Only

Your "GAS" and
ALL Your Trouble

Sends a Free Trial Packaga

C'isc·o. C'al.

Revolver

SAVE 1/2

How One W'oman Helpo,d Her Boys to Overcome tbe foroado of Tobacco Poiaonlng.

Carburetor

for a sroolre or chew

lJuclm snt1sftes, tt catms.
..,o,hes, take• otl: tho
raw, nervou~ edge and

Doubles Mileage-Gueranteecl
to st2.rt cur In zero weatll~rN a Priming. 60,CCO delighted users, Now ready
for Ford, Dodge, ll!a:i,weU and Overland.

you feel, eat, steep e.nd
work better.

It Is eer·

tAlnly a wonderftll discovery and a fr~e trial
package will be malled
Lvclrn '" a b!e1elna to t.o every tobacco oeer
motl.J.er-9 with u-1•0-winar wbo wan ta to qut tor to
bo.)-11

DEALE!li3-Service Stations, So.lesmen: The
.. U. & J.u sells on demonstratir.n-it!St&lled iD
thi1.·ty min11t1s-some good opt:n territory..

\'lo also mauufacl~re the U. a J. FORD TIMEII.
WIii 12st as lan11 as lht car. PRICE $2.60

lil~dh·ted t.o ch,ar• anyone who wtt:1be! to

belp a frtend,fih3U 1 brothettt:a.
er or hu,barrd by i11!1ng J,ucko ee,·retly, l\lolh·
era, don't fail tO eend tor tbl• free trlsl of Ln,,ko.
lt f• really a. wonderful dlsoovery.,.., Address
LucJ;:o Drug Ca,, 1au Gle11 l>ldi., Cl11c111nat1, 0.

U. & J. CARBURETOR CO.

DePf, 2111 -SOZ W. Jackson !al\1d.. ~HICAGO

:~ ':J~3~b~:~nd::':et8p~!\!"\!~s.;: c~=
~ri~a::3:r~
postman on arri\7al. State if yCiu want 82 or fg cafioer
and order at onee, as thi• price may not hold "ood lonz.
Our f88.. pag~ mtrchancliee caea.log free with order.

u. B. A., K 4239 Lincoln Ave.

Chleaco, IIL

PERSONAL-Continu.

L

LI

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise poems,
write muslc and .e:uarantee lO ~:.:il'urc 1mbHcatlon. Sub·

mit poem>:, on 1.my :rnbject. BrouUwa.y Studios, 1U5C,
Fltzgai·ald l1uild.lt'lg, r-:ew } ork.
'J'liousanl1S congenit.\1 people, ,vort.h from
MAR RY:
$1.UOO to $50,000 seeldng early marriage, llesc:.riptlon,
Write to Riker & Kint, Advertising Offices, 118 Eas-t 28th Street, New York City, photos.
In troductioos free. Sealed. EiU1er sf'X-. Send
or 8 Soutl, Wabash Avenue, Chicago, for particulQrs .about advertising in this magazine. no mon~Y. Address fltandard Cor. Club, Grayslake., Ill.
MARRY: Naru.es. Adllresse~: ladles and gentlem"n tleslrHELP WANTED-Continued
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
ing urly mnrrlage 20 ctd. Sw0ethearr's l.Iacazl.ne.
WCllTE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We m·ioo poems, BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for.men a,nd 1Vomeu Barnes City, Jowa.
for secr~t 1nres~t1gatlon in your dlstr1ct. Write C. T. GET MARRIED-Best Murlmonlal Alngnzine vublhlhed.
write musle and gi.:.arantt& iO secure publkurton. Sub• inlt poems on any subject. .Broadway :::JtuLl.lDA, lti50. Ludwir, 521 \l\ es1,.over BldJi"., Kansas ?ity, !:i'o.
Malled Ji'RJ~lt;. .Many worth from $1.0llO and upward
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS, Splen<liu pay and wa11t.ed to ~e-t marrled, eitht!r 8eJ:. .Am1,rican Dis-trlbutor.
lt'ltz~cra]d Bulldiile. New York.
1
1
n1afr!ll'Ule, Pu.
1!Th~!: r~~ntb?l;~
m:;E°n~~
AGENTS
MA RflY-F RE E;;:-.P=H""o"'T"'o"'s:--:-b-e_at_1t71l::-.u71...,..1a"'llc:-i•-,-,-,..,.1e'"'•-r-:r1-o"'t1-on-s
Prepare for pormanent Position.
AGENTS, ms.kct bi1 profit Stilling our extracts. per· uatlon nrranged.
anJ clirnctory; pay when marritJd. :s-ew Plan Co••
Standard Busine!I& T-Ulll- n~i;t. 24t5. Knnsas 0ity, 1'fo.
mt~~f~::;
crefu~~:g{:~:
DIRECTORY with photos and
MARRY-MARRIAGE
indepencient,
be1.'ravel,
money.
big
earn
DETECTIVES
St.
259,
Dept.
Co.,
La.cassia.n
froe.
soap
s&mple
descriptions, free; pay wh,~u warrieLl. 'l.'ho Exchange.
easily learned. Write Johm1on's DotC'l'tive School,
Lou1s. Mo.
Mo.
tY,
C1
an~a.s
R
645.
Dept.
D.
Desk
'.>1irh.
'Rapids,
Grand
..
Ave
Sheldon
232
disand
i:uods
our
advertise
to
WANTED
AGENTS
D<lN'TMARRY-tlle 1lr~t ona .1,ou meet! Your trua
MISCELLANEOUS
co1~f~!i, t~~d;~ts h~~~;
w~i~ut~0 /rf:u
m.ato is waiting I Staml)ed envelove or no reply. L.
WRITE TIIE WORDS l'OR A SONG. We re1lse poems. Sa.ute{I, ])ox 719, Chicago.
~36~ American Bld~.. Cincinnati. O.
write music and 1:uarantee to secµre publication, Sub- MAP.RV-Come, all ~· lonely Wluows, 'tis Leap Year.
PRODUCING TAILORING AGENTS WANTED; Sell
men's ma.do~to-mea.suro euits. Large llne 1920 Spring n;1t voems on., any su1bJcct." nroa.dway Studios. l65C.
Do you want a Bea.llhy, \Vealthy Husband. Write
and Summer Samples ready now. Big money for liTe El.tzgerald Bm,dinr. New 1:orlc.
and Iea.i:n more. Mr. R., Rox 241, San Francisco, CaL
C~}::
\5
~i;~:go_Ru1:, Tailors, Dept. 109-329 South Franklin, E ;~~Rl~/~,a';,~:oo~~g:,:a&:••

agJ";r:;lt_

Pf~~~rs,ex~Y~~~e

eti~:me~~a~filw

ii?~tuJ;1.'"'/,'l.t

~~·~1t;o:fthir~o~~1h'So.lt~- lt~·

s;;"'a!tl~~1a~.

1

sh1 f~.$'k

SCIENTIFIC

T,y my punches, Port. Black·t-cc:-!n"'n"'a°'t_!._O_.-,-,_--,,--c------,---c-------:::-:--berrt, G.rape. Chc,rry, Orange, CJaret, Bottle makes BOYS, get _tlus: Our latest catalo& of new novelties
.A.gents now printing. Send 10 cts. fo.r your c-opy. EmtnJ'e
Dellc1ou3 beverage 50 cts.
thirty glasses.
Sul)p]y Co., 24 ',Norrls Ave .. Pawtucket. R. I.
wanted. Hamilton Mfg., Barnes City, Iowa.
·$300 TO $500 a year it! being made by sco,:e~ of men SWEETHE~RTS FISH LURE-;-M~ltes ~'ish Bite LlkG
and women sellln11 White K Laundry Tablets. We Hungry ~olves. Box, 25 eta., l>'ivo, $1.00. Hamilton
eta.rt you free. Send for free sample and a.e-ent'B otrer. 1Mtg., narnes Cltr, Iowa.
'a=-o-==o"'K"'S:--:A-:N"'D"""P=H:::O:::T:-:O:::S-Cc--::--atac-7lo-i:-=Fc:RccE::cE:-.--::Ue-ni-:-c-te"'d"""'S-al:-es
1,. A. Knight Co., 144 )llarket St., St. Louis, Mo.
Company, Springfield. Ill.
BOYS' NOVELS, back copies for sale, list free. '9\1•
ART AND DEN_ PICTURES
HIGH ART PHOTOS-Beautiful Models ln nrtiJlilc buy novels. Send list. Write now. Ra!pll Smith, 8
·
vases. Send 10 ct.3. for miniature sheet and r>rice Brook st., Lawrence, Mass.
_ FREE-THE WESTERN MINER THREE MONTHS to
list. United Sales Co., Springfield, Ill.
ORIENTAL DANCER; ~Ile does real Salomo wlule, get acQuointed. Devoted to an exceptional Investment
and genoral news. •.rue Western Minor, 2563 W. 87th
sealed 25 rt,. llam!lton Mfl1.. Barnes City, Iowa,
REAL PHOTOGRAPHS, sure to please. Senti 25 ots. 1Ave., Denver. Colo.
'•"'•a=-A-,'.,..L"'L..,.A"'D"'S"'",...-;:O:::F:-:U""S"""'F=-E=-L:-L:-=E-=R-=s-,"'E=-n"'t-er_t_a.,.Jn_e_re-:,-m-o-0"'01,-011
Ramllton Company, Barne, City, Iowa.
0
0
5
0
·T~~n't:ut"iJ':.~";~t:;"Ji·
AMPS
COINS AND ST
··
105 CHINA, ETC •• with atamp dict!onar1, I cts. Al- 'RrooklYn. N. Pf.
2
ta
Bg,~:::i !500 lllu•traUo~s) S eta. Bulla:d, S tion A U ATTENTION WRITERS. Get your manuscripts cypewritten. :Fi!ty cents per thousnnrl words. Ono car.
bon copy. 1,. Da.1cnwrt, 634 Dayton Strort, Flint. Mich.
FOR SALE
81LK REMNANTS. r.argost 11ackages yet ofl'ered. Square MAGIC WATER FLOWERS 10 ct<; fra:.rant lnr•ns" _JO
of stamped Jat!n free wltlJ every packai:o. 15 eta. cts. si)vor. Durso. Dept. 39, 25 Mulberry, N. Y. f'itr.
PERSONAL
Mlgrs. .tg•ne~. Portland. Me.
- - - - LAND FOR YOU I Choose from 40,000 A. or the best
land in Mlch. 10 to l 80 A. Small down payment, IF YOU WISH • i>l'etty an,1 wea1thy wlrn, mlt• xnc
easy month]J' paymcmts. Good !o'r a.ll kinds of farmlne-. enclosinr a stamp~d enrelope and I wll] ans,vcr.
Nea.r markrts, 1rhools and churches. Ask for bii boolc· f,llHan Snronl. Rtation TI. ClMoland. O.
let. _Swigart Land f'o., lll268 First National Bank LONELY MIIHJEN, 2B. would mimy. Wrlto tor pie·
tQre. Dox 1:'iOK. ~f1"1lC'W:tP. N. Y.
Builchng, Chlr.:u:o. 111.
IF YOU WANt a 'fTMlthv. Wealthy. Lovlnil' wife. wrltR
HELP WANTED
LADIES WANTED. ,n~ MEN, too, to address envel- mo. R. IT.. 4214 C'Rlifom!a St., San Franclsrn. Cd.
oves and mail advertising matter at home for large llARRV. Most succo~sful "Home Maker." Hundr<"ds
rich. Confidrmtlal., l'<"11Rb1E'. yen.rfl• Pxpori1mrf'. doscriow
maU order fl:rn1s, spa.re ·or whole Omo. C&n makl'
crThe Succesoful Club!' Box ~50, Oak$10 to S85 wkly. No capita,] or exp(>.rience reauind. tfons frre.
Book explains everything: send 10 eta. to corer postaaeo, land, Cal
""10-n-,1:-1,.,.t"'f:-re-,,
l;M;;.A"R"R"Y:;-,R=1c"'H",-;:h-::u:,n-:;dr-e"'c1;-,-.:-,-,.-;lo-u'"'s:-,-d"°•_s_cr-;ln...,t
H.
N.
•tc. Ward Pub. Co .. Box 77, Tilton,
SECRET SERVICE OPERATIVES AND DETECTIVES satisfaction. ,ruaranteed. Scleet Club, Dept. A. Luke
Tu.vel every- ::P,,re::csc:to,,n_...,..,.s~n._D..,•cck:-.=~--------- --ER.rn blg mont>Y.
are in demand.
Learn this profession bv SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. F,gyptian
"here. Fascinating work.
Amerlc~n Sehool Ci! sccrE'ts. Black R.rt. other rarP booli:s. Cataloz free.
Particulars free.
home study.
tar Book Co., BKf, Oamder,, N. 1.
Cr1m.!Iloloil', Dept. M, Detroit. Mich.
DON'T GO THIRSTY:

o! ~e;! ir!i,/ :J:j1s~

J;_;

YOUR LIFE STORY in tb• stars. Send birth date and
dime for trial rending. Ed,Jy, S40 East 55th. Chicago.

U. S. A., Aparun,,.nt 'i3.
ASTROLOGICAL READING ;:lven with Key to Uea1t11.
10 eta. blrthdate, worth $1. Joseph L. Devere, 123
We~t lflldison Strret. Chi<'ntm.

SONGWRITERS

We write the
music. publlsh and secure a copyright. Submit poems
i¥ic~l:f.n"ul!:~~ R:fo~ m'.r~i/~;~, ~w.dlos, 914 South
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We write musio,
Rubmit poems on
gns.rentec publlsher's arceptnn<'t-.
pn.trioti!'tm, love or any subject. Chestel' Music Co., 020
f:'So. Mlch1«nn Ave .. Suite 2~8. Ch!ca~o. Ill.
WRITE A SONG-Love. Mother, Home, Ch!ldhood,

YOU WRITE WORDS fOR A SONG.

1 comrose music and
pr.triotio or any subje~t.
Thomas
Sond words to~day.
gu,rantel!I publlcaUon.
Merliu. 293 Reaper Block, Chicago,
We revise poem•.
wrfte music and «uarantee to gPcnre nublication. ~ubpo,m, on •ny subject. Broadway Studios, 165C,
li'lt?:(!Pr11M Rn11rlfn~. 'NPw Tort,
IF YOU WILL WRITE tho wordo for a song, J wlll
write fho mnalo and gnn.rnnfflP rmblb;hn's accentance.

WRIT£ THF. WORDS F'OR A SONG.

"'lt

l>oom~

on

11nv

i:i11biPr-f:

accentahle.

Ethwell Hanson,

'R.nmn 129, ORO~ Rro:u1w:t:v. rhtravo. Ill.

STAMMERING

ST-STU,T-T-TERING •nd stammering eur,d at home.
WaltM 'McDonnell. 15
Tm1tructivP booklet frrP.
1>otnmaf' T:nn1t Ill<l2' .. l\'ttRlitni:tnn. D. C.
STAMMERING. STUTTERING. ETC. \..inrerl. Jrome
troalmcnt. Comrnon-!°'c,nqe, -pra.ctlC'al method. SaUsf•rflon ••sured. W. G. S>1fonerton, Box 403c, St®l•
fnrrl. ronn.

TOBACCO HABIT

TOBACCO nr Rnufl' JTahit rtmd or no pay. $1 It
~~;;ierty sent on trial. Suverba Co., PC.

'Ra~~[;~rn

TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR . Q111t h•blt ,as!Jv.
Anv form., chewine-. srnnkfng or c:nuft'. C'11l'Pc1 or On
cltarie-. It curf'd, :a. Stopq c-rovfn~. h<irT'l'llP~<1. F111l
remedy on ql&l. Perkins Co.. B-51 Hastlup, Nebr.

OBACCO
SNUFF HABIT

r

ured or NO PAY

matter wbether used lo pipe, clgs.rette11,
re, chewed. or used 111 the rorm of snu!r,
perba Tobacco Remedy contains nothing
urlou~, no dope, poisons, or be.bit form•
drugs. Guaranteed. Sent on trial. If
eures costs you one dollar. If It tails, or If
11 are not perfectly satisfied, costs 7011
thin&', Write for full remedy today.

I

tJPEBBA. COMPANY, l\lU, Baltimore, )Id,

k11,tn1
·11nor mtnenl

do not
11 regular11urratt,-,
11e....
YoUP to
woakenlnc
become addleted
)laatb•: ju.at tQ' K0ll0LAX:
wholesome. Bett and 1oe1
1&te. KPD
farthest. Obtdnable at t>u,y drui::!sta,
where. Korolax ii relief tor m•nr allmeni.,
lnc!ucilftc conaUpaUon, headao~n. dl1zY
1pells. belehlna, 111, heartburn, torpid liver,

tt.-.
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e.nf1 buy J'OllllC 1toc!k 16 te $10
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Oh BOYS it FLIES ½tlf8C~
~ U n • real Plane In
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a bird.
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160 feel, depeadl"ll upon
operator. Q reat apel"t
. . . lie lu1d wltb It, <.an
he UNd fndoon &IM>. It 11
Rad, White &nd Blue.
mien.
In
marked
-11tlfftll:r
Wlll be NDt complet&wttb dlreetlona for eperatfn,r.
Pr!"" IOc (coin). Be tlrwt In your town to b..,.e ••· J.ddN•
New RaTu, c.....
Jl..t,.&VEL .lllFG. co., Dept, S2

Play Eight
Instruments

HOW YO MAKE LOYl
(NEW BOOK)Tdl1 bow to Get

Acquainted; J:fow to B~in Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Girl: to Woo a
Wido,r; to win an Heircu; bow to catch
a Rich Bachelor; bow to manage your
beau tomakeblmrropose;bow to make
your fellow or i:lr love yo~l wbsl to GO
before and after the wadwn11, Tel11
other Ching, aecessa~ for Lovers to
bow, llamnl• COEJ' bir mall 10 e,,au,
UUL HOK W.. lloa II,

•••rw~,C...
worth WeiQht In Gold
If you are •eeldnir a cenutne lnvlgorant• man's tonlo--you may place reliance upon
WoodA ,·11or Tabules. A wonderful atimu·
!ant and sustainer. Used by men wbo know
wllat'a what. A box costs 51!, cents or $1.00,
postpaid, and you nro like1y to say that
•,ery tabule is worth its weight I.a sold to
ou. Address: Edw. J. Wood•, V.A.-108,

tatlon F, New York, N. Y.

Necessary
11111')' ,,., •• HOrJ ll'OUD of trlendl
lhoald haH 8onc·O•Pho11N, tile re-

markable tnotrun1ent, that an1one
oan plar. '!'boy produce rtoh, awaat.
,awerful 19an, lmltatlu band In·
1trumento that tall:• :,e,;a of 1tudy
U,,: :IIR•-tice to learn to play,
frnl, tallr or 11:J: Joa and 1our friend• oan

If• - ~~~r3•..:,;:•: J:!b.:.0:~~P:I~ Clfl
~-sx=:
Song-o-Phones
are delighting
thousands
land rltbt away for lloatlot ud
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BOOK ON'

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed
ldsl.1114 tree to au sdd!ua 117
...._,,

No Study

t , th• Aatllor

H. a.AT GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Pielllf
IIIIIW. 118 Weat 31st Slreet, New York
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Bookl11.

The Soaenlloae Compuy
81
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llAlll'HklP, N.Y.

To aceeterat• the ,rrowth of a lllouatache use KOTA.i.Ko.
A small box will be malled for 25 cents; a lar,re bo:s:, tor
i1.oo. }'ostpald In plain package. Floe reporta from
many users. Send cash or stamps to .John llart Brtt&aba. 150 Eut 3114 Bt.• (BC-103), New York. N. Y,

anrl printing for tbP earl'fnl photograpbn

"·bo •lemand .q quality In the finished picture.
Send one mil anti 25P, for sl:r sample •RT
GLOS$ prints. Or send negatives and 15c.
for six prints postpaid. Price list aud aam•
pie Print free.

G. F. DOVE, Broadwa,, Va.
8EW SCIENTIFIC WONDER
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WILD WEST WEEKLY
-LATEST ISSUES-1102 Youn::: Wihl

\Vr-~t·s

Bnri,back Beat; or, 'l'hc Boss of lhe

BrondH> Jl11 <i rrs.
8~:l Youni:: n·11r1 \\·r,1 at. Fire Hill; or. How .Arietta Sut'd the Flap::.
634 Yo11ng Wild \Yc~t and the Greaser Giant; or, Mexican Mike's
Mistak~
805 Yonni:: Wild \\'est at Skeleton Ranch; or, .Arietta and the
Drath 1·ra p.
8!lfl Young Wlld Wt'st.'s Gold Grip; and Bow Be B<.'ld the Claim.
807 Young Wilrl West and the Gray Gang; or, Arletta's Dartns
Devier.
80.S Youn.: Wild w,~~t at Lonesome Licks; or, The Phantom ot
Pili:rim'« Pass.
800 Young Wild West's Biggest !!trike; or, Arletta and the Abandoned ~fine.
000 Young Wild West and the Rover Rangers; or, The Cave Queen
o! the Yello-,,·stonc.
001 Youna Wild West's Cowboy Call; or, Arietta and the Smugglers.
002 Young Wild w .. ~t and the Moqul Medicine l\Ian; or, Doing the
DancP of Death.
!l03 Young Wi!<l West on a Treasure Bunt; or, .Arletta and the
Silver Lodr.
For sate by all new9dealers, or wlll be sent to any address on receipt

r,01 y,.,,nt: "'ilrl West and the D~adwoud Den; or, The 1r1;:bt for
Half " Million.
1·0.j \"onni;- Wild West as 8 Prairie Pilot; or, Arietta and tb~
Hronrho QUPPU
006 Younir \Vild \\'!'st LaJiug Down thr I.aw; or. 'l' hc "Dail" ~frn
of nta r•k na 11.
fl07 Young Wild Wrsl's PH~·iu:: Pl11rN; or.•\rirt1a·s Lu<·k.1' 8h01.
1!08 Young Wild West's Dou b I..- Ll'ap; or, IJownia;: a Dangerous
Ga11g.

DOV Youn:? Wild \Vest Aftr·r the :.lcxkan llulclcrs; or, Arletta On

a Hot Trail.

910 Yonog Wiltl Wl'st and the Narnjo Chief; or, Fierce 'l"imcs on
, t be Plains.
911 Young Wild Wl'5t Chasin;: the Ilorsc Thieves; or, Arietta and

the Corral Mystery.

012 Youug Wild \Vest and the Mine Girl; or, The Secret Band ot

Silver Shaft.

!:113 Yo uni;- \Viltl W<'st Exposing the Express Hobbcrs; or, With

Ariel ta in Gold Dust City.
9H Youn;:: Wild West and the Cowboy Trailer; or, The Tiranchman·~ Revenge.
915 YonJJg- Wild West and the Mlsslu~ Scout; or. Anetta and the
Madman.
of prli:e, 7 cents per ~opy, In money or postage stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

166 West 23d St., New York

1

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can.be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklieg will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

OUR

TEN-CENT

HAND

BOOKS

No. J. NAPOLF.ON'S ORACULUl\l AND
No. 14. HOW TO lllAKE CANDY.-A com-J
No. 31. HOW TO BECO:\lE A SPE.Ut.
llBEA,\f BOOK. - containing the great oracle plete ha.11.d-book tor ma.Jung all kinds or
ER.- -Containing fourteP.n lllnstrations, givor human destinJ; also thP true meaning or can!1y, ice-cream, syrnps, essences, etc .. etc.
Jog the dllrerent pQsitions rPQulslte to bealmost any kind of dreams, together with
JSo. IS. HOW TO BECO:11.E BEAUTIFUL. corue a goocl.\)11"!'}'·'· ..-··~·••ntreruen <le•lrcharms, ceremonies, and curious gamca or -One of the brightest and most valuabl& \'ny. low.:·• • c · Si,-,othoort's JJatazJoo,
<'ards
little books ever glv.-n to the world. EYery- MARRl"o•-=;..;:;-;..;-;::;::==-.-:---,-No." z. HOW TO DO TRIOKS.-The great body wishes to know how to become beauti- ll•d PRJ~l-;.-1r:~:i..trlm071a1 llugu1.ln, JJubll•hed.
book of magic and card tricks, containing tul, both male and female. The secret ts d to «t ruarrl•d elJ,~'~ex ru':;. SI
and uvward
tull ln1<tructlon on all the leading card tricks 1imple, and almost ~ostlees.
t•llJe .. Pa. .
·
·
rn•r cau lllstrlbutor,
ot the day, also tho most popular magical
:No. %0. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN ETE- IY.:._:-FREEPHOTOS heautl
illusions as performed by our leadln~ magi- NINO PARTY.-A complete compendium ot dlr•c<ory; pay when ,nar~rlJ lad~; des,'rlo1Ions
cians; every boy should obta.!Jl a copy of games, sports, card diversions. comic reclta- 245. Kan,a, !'lly. Mo.
• · ' ew Pian Co.,
this book
tions, te., auitablo tor parlor or drawing-RY MARP.IAGE oiiliie;eic;-:;:-;;.;;v"=:::---.----:No 3. ·aow TO FLIRT.-The arta and room entertainment. It contains more !orerlpUons. "••: t>•Y Wl1'n ~~~rid 111
PhO(OS and
10
wiles· of 11lrtatlon are fully explained by this the money than any book published.
~
. Kan,., C'l1.V. llo.
• ·
Ex,·han10.
little book. Besides the various methods of
No, 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-ThH r~ARRY t11e t'r,t,-;o;;;n:;;,~::::---==c--;:,--handkerchief, fan, gloYe, parasol, window most complete bunting and fishlng gu!d((o fs wnittnzl :-:ta;,;ped .~
mretl Your truo
ftnd hat flirtation, it contains a full list of e•er published. It contains full lnstrurttom•. nox 749. C'htra::o.
• ope or no reply. L.
the language and sentiment ot flowers.
about guns, huntln&' dogs, traps, trappln,.qy--c: 0 me au y,;;.11;;;
0 n:;;0;;;
1;---;;;;:;=:--=-::----No. ,, no,v TO DANCE Is the title of and fl.ahlog, to&"ether wltli description o! u want a ue~lthy
\v~~\';~"'·u'tls
Leap Year.
tb·1 1·ttl b J.: It contains full instructions same and fl.sh.
.1 more.
Mr R riox .., 41 ~ u~ba nct. \\'rite
in ~h; a;t
dancing, etiquette in the ballNo. %%. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.· ··
• ' ~an frane.isco, CaL
rr,om and at parties, how to dreae, and full Beller'• second ~11'ht explained by bis forSCIENTIFIC
_, ~n ..
directions tor callin&" o!r in all popular mer assistant, Fred Hunt. jr. ExpJa~lng JFE _ST/llilflf praetfrel infomiation in the treataquare dances.
how the secret dlaloi:-ues were carried on he- '"ment of orrlinar:v cli~t>ase• and ailments <'0m)i'o. 5. HOW TO llAlU!l LOTl,.-A com- tween the magician and the boy on the
mon to ('Very famitv. Ahoundlng in u•eful
p\Pte guldl'. to Jove, courtship and marrla&-e, stage; aleo glrlng all the code~ aad sl){nals.
and cl'fective rf'dpes for general complaint,
· t
"l I dvi
lee and et"(Juette to
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.•
{f;'ob~P~~~d'. ~tt mi~·/~urious and Interest- Thi!! Uttle book ghe1 the explanation to all
No. 30. HOW TO RAl!'IE DOGS, POUt••
ing tbin~s not generally .1:nown.
kinds of dream1, tosether with lucky and
TRY, PIGEONS A:-.n RAROITS.-A useful
No. G. HOW TO BECO\IE AN ATHLETE. unlucky days.
und instructive book. llaudsomely illustrat-Givlni:- full ln,trurlion for the use of
No. H. HOW T6 WHITE LET'rERS TO
ed.
dumbbells. Tnuian r,luhs. parallel bars, hori- GENTLEMEN.-Contalnlng full Instructions
No. 40.
JJOW TO MAKF. AND !'11':T
:r.ontal bars and various other method• ot for writing to gentlemf'n on .all subJe<·ta.
TBAPS.-Incluclln~ hiot~ on how tr, C'at<'h
~
I
b
I
t-•No.
25.
HOW
TO
BECOME
A
GYMNAST.
m
lt>S
d
deTe!oplng a goo , ,.eat y ruusc e; con ..... - -Contalning tun Instructions for
o , weaae I~. o tt n. rats. ~'lU l rrPl~ an<!!
811 kind•
ing over alxt:,- Illustrations.
or gymnastic sports and atbll'tic exPrcises.
hlrd•. Also how to curi, skins. Copioust 1
· No. 7. now TO KEEP BTRD8.-Ffand- B I
I
hi
ft
ii
1l!ustrated.
Romelv illustratf'd and containing full In- f~~~~~ac~~ ia{J~~a18. lualratioos. Ry ProNo. 42. TlJF. BOV/:l OF NF.W TORK END
Rtructions for the management and training
No, 211.
BOW TO ROW, SAIT, AND
UE_N'S JOKE HOOK.· f'ontaiulng a grrat
or the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, black- Bl'TLD A BOAT.-Fully rnustratrd. 1,·u11
variety or 1he lateMt jok"" us<·d hy the most
l>irtl, paroqu<'t, parrot, etc.
instructlonft ari, given in this little b 11 ok, tofamous rnd men. !\°() amateur minstrels b
l',o 9. BOW TO BECOME A VENTRILO- gether with inatracUons on swimming and
COIDplete without this wonderful little book.
Q UIST.-"Bv. Harry KeunPdy. FJvery lntelli· ri"d"mg, compan I
on spor t.s t o b oat Ing,
N... 4 !. THl<1 HOTS OF NEW TOR..,.
~ent hoy re~rling tbl• hook Or In~ t rue ti ons
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE
A..,_.D BOOK
STU
.,.
ran master the art, :ind crl'ate any amount OF RECITATIONS.-Contaioing the most
nr SPEAKER. Containing a variPd a•·
or fun tor llims<'lt and friends. It 13 the popular sele<'tlona In 08 ,... comprising Dutch
sortment of stump spe<'('hes. Negro, Dutel!
grPafest book ever published .
dialect. French dialect, Yankee and lrlsh dlaand lrlsb. Al•o rod m,·n·s jokes. Just tbe
No 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self- Ject pieces, tocether with many standard
thlni:- tor home amusement and am
d<'!ense made easy. Containing ovPr thirty read.logs.
sho"l'l"S.
Ulustrations o! guards, blow~. and thf' differNo. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES_
No. 4S. HOW TO UECO:\f:!: A ~lAGICtA1'
ent position ot a good boxer. E•cry boy F:Yeryooe Is desirous ot knowing what bis
--Contninini: the grandest assortment o
•bould ohtain one ot these useful and In- future life will bring forth, whether happl.
mnglral Illusions Hn plared befor(! tit
•trurtive hooks, as it will teach you how to ne-ss or misery, wealth or poverty. You can
public. Also tricks with cards. incantati,rns
box without an instructor.
tell by a glance at thh little book. Buy one
etc.
Nn. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOTE·LET- and be convinced.
Nn. H. ROW TO WRITE IN AN !,
TERS.-A most complete little book, containNo. %9. BOW TO B1!:COME AN INTl':NBU'l A
rJ
II ti
f Alh
\'
log full direction~ tor writing love-lettel:"l!, TOB.-Every boy should know how tnven. .gran co ec on o
um erse
and wbc-n to n•e them, ghing specimen let- tlon• originated. This hook explains them
suitable for any timP an,! ocrasion. embrac
ten tor young and old.
all, ghing examples in eleotr!clty, hydraulics.
ing Lines of Love, Al'l'ection, Renttment. Hu
:No. 1!?. llOW TO WRITE"LJIJTTERS TO
ti
t'
I
~ I
rnor, Respect. and Con<lolPn<•", also Versel
.a,.o\DIES.-Glvlug complete Instructions tor :l_~~ne sm, op ics, pneamat cs.
•n cs,
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.
writing letters to ladles on all subjects; also
No. 31>,. HOW TO COOK.--One of..- most
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK 1\rIN,
letters ot introduction, notes and requests.
instructlYe books on cookln){ ever published.
STREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK -Some
No. 1$. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF It coi>tains recipes tor c9oklng meat.I!. fish.
thing new and very lnstrurtlYe. Every bo:,:1
ETIQUETTE.-lt Is a great Ute secret, and gamt'. and oysters; also pies. puddings
should obtain this book, as it contains !ult
one that eY<>ry younir man desires to know cake~ and all kinds of pastry, and a i.rand
lnstru!'tlons for organizing an amateur miJl-1
all about. There's haDvlness in It.
collertlnn of reclt1es,
strel troune.
7 a.11 newsdealers, or will be sent to a.n1 ad,,reas on n,cetpt ot price, 10e. per copy, or a for 25c,. tn money or postage •tampa, b7
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